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SPHERICAL WAVE PARTICLE VELOCITIES IN GEOLOGIC
MATERIALS FROM LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

J. C. Cizek and A. L. Florence
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 94025

Particle velocity records that describe spherical waves in rock

simulants, tuffs, salt, and granite have been obtained in laboratory

experiments. The records aid the modeling of constitutive equations for

continuum mechanics codes used in DNA containment research. The

technique has also been applied to investigate containment-related

problems involving material properties, failure criteria, scaling,

decoupling, and residual strain field relaxation.

1. Introduction

Laboratory experiments help us to understand the mechanics of

explosions in geologic materials especially when the results are incor-

porated in coordinated theoretical work. At the last DNA Containment

Symposium in 1981 our laboratory experiments were described and results

were presented*^ for investigating the spherical wave and the residual

stress field generated by an underground explosion. Particle velocity

records were obtained for spherical waves in a rock simulant. Because

the explosive source, the rock simulant, and the velocity measuring

technique combined to provide excellent reproducibility the records were

adopted as valuable restraints on the modeling of constitutive equations

in continuum mechanics codes. 3""-> The residual stress field surrounding

the exploded cavity was investigated by means of a cavity hydrofracture



technique. By comparing the pressures required to hydrofracture an

exploded and unexploded cavity an integrated measure of the residual

stress field strength was obtained.

In this paper we present the results of experiments on spherical

waves that we have performed over the last two years. Our corresponding

work with hydrofracture to investigate residual stress fields is treated

in another paper in these proceedings.

For convenience we begin in Section 2 with a brief description of

the particle velocity measuring technique. Section 3 concerns

experiments to validate the velocity measurements and to adapt the

technique to measurement in cores of geologic material. In Section 4,

we present particle velocity records obtained in cores of various Nevada

Test Site (NTS) tuffs, salt, and granite, to assist modeling of

constitutive equations. Section 5 treats investigations with rock

simulants concerning material properties (air-filled porosity and

strength), fracture caused by reflection from a flat free surface for

development of a failure criterion, scaling (factor of two), source

decoupling, and relaxation of the residual strain field. Finally, in

Section 6, we describe current developments that address the influence

of dynamic cracking from the cavity on the particle velocities in

brittle geologic materials, such as granite, and progress toward stress

measurements.

2. Description of; the Particle Velocity Experiment

Figure 1 shows; the experimental configuration for obtaining

particle velocities in geologic materials. The material sample is a
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cylinder (or sphere) about 28 cm in diameter and 28 cm long. Located at

the center is a spherical explosive charge consisting of 3/8 gram of

PETN powder compressed to 1 g/cm in a spherical lucite shell of 0.23 mm

thickness and 1.05 cm outside diameter. The detonation pressure is 8700

MPa. The particle velocity gages consist of concentric circular copper

or aluminum loops of insulated 0.13-mm-diaraeter wire, having the charge

at the center. A solenoid with about three turns per centimeter

surrounds the sample for generating an axial magnetic field. A current

of 416 Amperes from a battery energy source creates a field of B = 1540

Gauss (0.]54 Webers/m ). Faraday's law gives the voltage e (volts)

induced in a loop of length X = 2ur (m) as e = BJL v when the radial

particle velocity is v = r (m/s); the loop length is the current length.

As shown in Figure 2, the sample and solenoid are placed in a

pressure vessel, which is then filled with oil for hydraulic pressuriza-

tion to represent overburden. For most experiments this pressure was

6.90 MPa (1000 psi), which, for a material of density 2.0 g/cm3

represents a depth of about 350 m. Time integration of a velocity

record gives radial displacement. Thus, the circumferential strain can

be calculated and, by provision of an adequate number of loops, the

radial strain and dilatation can be calculated.

3. Technique Development Experiments

The first experiments were performed with a grout, designated 2C4,

that matches the properties of a saturated NTS tuff. Copper particle

velocity loops cast in 2C4 gave reproducible results.1 Because of the

large density difference between grout and copper an experiment was
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performed with aluminum wire loops. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the

particle velocities at two radii. Agreement is comparable to the

reproducibility. We performed an independent test to validate the

particle velocity records by replacing the copper or aluminum loops with

constantan loops to obtain radial displacement from the electrical

resistance change; no magnetic field is required in this experiment.

Figure 4 shows these displacements at three radii and compares them with

integrated particle velocities. Again agreement is comparable to the

rep^roducibility.

The technique was adapted to core samples of geologic materials by

casting a cylinder of 2C4, which was then regarded as a core for

installation of charge and velocity loops. The sample was cut in two at

midheight, and central hemispherical cavities were drilled in each cut

face for the charge. Circular and radial grooves were machined in one

cut face for the wire loops and leads. A hole was drilled along the

axis of one half for detonation. Finally, the two halves were bonded

together. Figures 5a and b show the agreement of the velocity records

from loops cast in 2C4 and loops installed as above. As a final test of

the adapted technique, the influence of groove width was examined.

Figure 6 compares records for grooves of 1 mm and 0.25 mm width.

Agreement is excellent.

4. Geologic Materials

In this section, we present particle velocity results for samples

of NTS tuff, Grand Saline salt, and California grey-white granite. The

data are suitable for constitutive equation modeling in continuum

mechanics codes.
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Figure 7 demonstrates reproducibility by comparing the particle

velocity records obtained at the same radius in two experiments with

SNLA G-tunnel tuff. Figure 7 also provides further evidence that the

2C4 grout is a good rock simulant for certain samples of tuff. The tuff

cores were taken from an area where buried high explosive charge

experiments are being conducted so that laboratory and field

experiments can be related. Figures 8a and b show the velocity records

at 6 radii for one of the two experiments on SNLA G-tunnel tuff.

Figures 9a and b show velocity records for a G-tunnel tuff taken

for a different area from that of the SNLA tuff. The main difference in

the records is that the duration of the initial outward velocity is much

shorter; the peak velocity attenuations are similar.

Figures 10a and b show velocity records for an N-tunnel tuff. The

records are similar to those for the SNLA G-tunnel tuff.

Figure 11 shows how the maximum particle velocities attenuate in

tuff. Over the range shown the attenuation is representable approx-

imately by V/VQ = (r/r )
 a where rQ = 5 mm is the charge radius, Vo =

0.53 mm/us is the cavity wall velocity (by extrapolation), and a = 1.68.

Also shown is the attenuation curve for 2C4; it is not representable as

a straight line in the Figure 11 coordinate system.

Figures 12a and b show particle velocity records at four radii in

two experiments with Grand Saline salt. The records are reproducible

but show no rebound. This lack of rebound is attributed to extensive

dynamic cracking of the salt core.

Figure 13 shows particle velocity records at three radii in an

experiment with California grey-white granite. The duration of the

12
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initial outw-rd velocity is very short. Experiments with granite are

being refined as explained briefly in Section 5 because of dynamic

cracking from the cavity.

Posttest observations from experiments on the geologic and simulant

samples are listed in Table 1.

5. Investigations with Rock Simulant

We have carried out several investigations with rock simulants to

aid the understanding of the mechanics of underground explosions. These

investigations include the effect on spherical wave propagation of

• material properties

• a free surface

• scale

• source decoupling.

This section consists of a brief description of these four topics.

5.1 Material Properties

To show the influence that closed-cell air-filled porosity has on

the particle velocities we added plastic micro-balloons during casting

of the 2C4 grout. A value of 13% air volume was chosen, resulting in a

density of 1.9 grams/cm (2C4 has a density of 2.4 grams/cm ). We

designated this mixture as LD 2C4. Figure 14 shows the reproducible

particle velocities obtained at one of the five radii (2.34 cm) monitored

in two experiments. The influence of the air-filled pores is seen by

comparing the records with those obtained in 2C4 (shown dashed). As

expected the attenuation is much greater and the duration of the initial

outward velocity is longer. The rebound velocities are comparable but

24



Table 1

POSTTEST OBSERVATIONS

Material

Exploded Cavity
Diameter

(cm)
Fractures Developed

During Test

Rock-matching grout
(RMG 2C4)

Low-density grout
(LD 2C4)

NTS tuff
(SNLA G-tunnel)

NTS tuff
(Strong G-tunnel)

NTS tuff
(N-tunnel)

Salt
(Grand saline)

Granite
(California
grey-white)

Granite simulant
(GS4)

2.05

2.38

1.75

1.27

1.27

1.59

1.17

1.27

None

None

None (Test 340); along tonded
interface, extending 4 cm from
cavity (Test 341)

Along bonded interface, extending
4-5 cm from cavity (Test 295)

None (Test 327)

Three or four plane surfaces,
extending 3 cm from cavity
(Tests 3&4 and 365)

Typically along bonded interface,
extending 3-4 cm from cavity

None in cast sphere (Test 357);
along bonded interface in precast
cylinder, extending 5 cm from
cavity (Test 358)

Charge Diameter = 1.05 cm.

25
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of shorter duration in the LD 2C4. The most striking feature is the

difference in shape of the records, so the results provide valuable

restraints on the porosity portion of the modeling of the constitutive

equations.

To show the influence that strength has on the particle velocities

an experiment was performed with a grout designated GS4. The unconfined

crush strength of GS4 is 64 MPa (9200 psi) whereas that of 2C4 is 27 MPa

(4000 psi). Figure 15 shows the record obtained at one of the five

radii (2.54 cm). The record can be compared with those for 2C4. The

attenuation of the wave in GS4 is greater than that of 2C4 and the

duration of the initial outward velocity is shorter.

5.2 Free Surface

Experiments were designed to provide data that would be helpful in

formulating a failure criterion for continuum mechanics codes. This

criterion could then be used to determine depth of burial and overburden

pressures required for containment of a specific underground explosion.

Figure 16 shows the configurations for two experiments in which the

charge was on the 2C4 cylinder axis. Previous experiments using the

hydrofracture technique indicated that fracture by a wave from the upper

flat free surface is possible when the charge depth is about 4 inches

and the overburden pressure is about 3.45 MPa (500 psi). With

comparable depths no fracture occurred when the overburden pressure was

3.45 MPa but fracture was observed when the overburden pressure was 1.72

MPa (250 psi). This observation is shown in Figure 17 by comparison of

the free surface radial particle velocities. When the overburden was

27
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3 45 MPa, the velocity profile proceeded normally towards rebound

(dashed lines). When the overburden was 1.72 MPa, the velocity profile

did not proceed towards rebound (solid lines). The records suggest that

fracture occurred at 55 us.

5.3 Scaling

Two experiments were performed with 3-gram charges to represent a

change of scale by a factor of two. The radii of the particle velocity

loops were doubled. Figure 18 shows the velocities at 3.80 cm radius

generated by the 3-gram charge in two experiments. These records, when

the time and range scales are halved, as in Figure 18, lie close to the

velocity records at a radius of 1.90 cm generated by a 3/8 gram charge.

Thus, over a scale factor change of two, strain rate effects are

negligible.

5.4 Source Decoupling

Figure 19 shows the particle velocities at a radius of 1.27 cm in

two experiments when the initial radius of the cavity was twice the

charge radius. Figure 19 and records obtained at the other four radii

indicate that the maximum outward velocities and rebound velocities are

lower and the duration is shorter than in waves generated by a fully

coupled charge. However, hydrofracture experiments indicate that the

residual stress fields are of comparable strength.

6. Current Developments

Current developments include measurement of the stress wave and the

subsequent relaxation of the residual stress and strain field. Figure 20
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shows the radial stress recorded in 2C4 by an ytterbium stress gage

embedded in a thin disc of compliant material. Also shown is a calcu-

9 *

lated result provided to assist gage development. Further development

means evaluating the inclusion effect on the measurements. Figures

2la and b show the relaxation of the residual stress and strain fields

in 2C4. The stress record in Figure 21a was obtained from the gage that

recorded the stress profile in Figure 20, that is, the stress wave and

relaxation were measured in the same experiment. Figure 21b shows the

strain relaxation at three radii measured by the constantan loops that

measured the wave displacements shown in Figure 4. Only about 5% of the

initial rapid relaxation of the residual stress and strain field is

caused by the decay of cavity gas pressure according to elastic

unloading calculations.

Another area of development is the adaption of the technique to

geologic materials such as granite that crack dynamically from the

cavity, whether it is an intrinsic property or caused by the joint of

the fabrication method. Figure 22 compares the particle velocity

records from GS4 specimens that were cast (solid) and precast (dashed).

Based on visual observation and hydrofracture pressures, the cast GS4

did not crack dynamically whereas the precast GS4 cracked dynamically

along the joint. .The velocity records differ after 20 \xs indicating

that the records are useful for modeling up to this time. Figure 13

shows particle velocity records for granite as part of the development

for adapting the technique to brittle materials relevant to containment.

The question is "How much of the record is insignificantly affected by
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the dynamic cracking?" and consequently can be used for modeling of

constitutive equations.
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ABSTRACT

Spherically symmetric finite difference calculations are
presented which successfully simulate the particle velocity measure-
ments from small scale explosive experiments performed at SRI Interna-
tional both in spheres of 2C4 rock-matching grout and high porosity,
low density LD2C4 grout, and in cylinders of saturated tuffs from the
Nevada Test Site. It is shown for LD2C4 grout that particle velocity
measurements together with numerical simulations may be used to obtain
dynamic material properties (a loading curve) in the absence of core
for laboratory material properties tests. Successful matches to the
particle velocity measurements are obtained for each grout and for the
tuff using two very different numerical constitutive models, a strain
£ate and shock clamage dependent strength model (the RDD model) and the
rate independent effective stress model. Both models require changes
in the laboratory measured static failure surface to account for
increases in strength during shock loading and subsequent decreases in
strength after shock passage. In the RDD model, the apparent dynamic
strength increases on loading are assumed proportional to the loga-
rithm of the strain rate while strength reduction postshock is accom-
plished using a time-dependent Maxwell solid stress relaxation at a
rate which is dependent upon the amount of damage (irreversible pore
crushup) experienced by the material. In the effective stress model,
a simple prescription relating pore fluid pressure buildup to irrever-
sible pore crushup is used to reduce the strength from the high dry
(drained) strength of the partially saturated material to the lower
strength when pore fluid pressure becomes important. Numerical simu-
lations using the effective stress model are shown for the stress
measurements from the Sandia insitu high explosive tests in G-tunnel
tuff and for particle velocity measurements made by LLNL for a nuclear
event in alluvium.



1. INTRODUCTION

Of all the elements required for a finite difference simulation
(prediction) of the ground motion from a nuclear explosion, the most
important and the most uncertain are the physical (constitutive) models
of each nonlinear process induced in the medium by the propagating
stress field and the material properties required by the constitutive
model which makes the simulation site specific. Our approach to resol-
ving this uncertainty has been to base the development and formulation
of each constitutive model on the results of quasi-static laboratory
tests on rock samples and then to apply the model to the simulation of
explosion induced ground motion. Constitutive models which success-
fully match ground motion data using independently measured material
properties are retained for use in future ground motion simulations.

High quality ground motion data are only rarely available from a
nuclear event, and due to the variability of the site over the large
length scale of interest (non-uniformities, layering, faults, and
other multi-dimensional effects), these data are usually quite
difficult to interpret. For these reasons our approach has been to
utilize, whenever possible, small scale explosive tests at SRI
(References 1 and 2, and paper at this Symposium) for which high
quality, reproducible, spherically symmetric particle velocity
measurements are available. Numerical constitutive models verified
for these small scale tests are only then applied to simulations of
insitu events.

In this paper, we emphasize the use of numerical simulations of
ground motion data in the development of a constitutive model for
material strength (shear failure). All finite difference calculations
employ the well known Hermann P-a constitutive model for irreversible
collapse of air-filled pores as developed in Reference 3. It is these
two specific, nonlinear constitutive models which have the greatest
influence on the ground motions from an underground nuclear event.
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2. RESULTS FOR SMALL SCALE EXPLOSIVE TESTS AT SRI

2.1 SRI GROUT EXPERIMENTS

SRI International has since 1976 been conducting small scale
laboratory experiments to study the residual stress fields around
explosively formed cavities. The standard experiment involves casting
a 12-inch dimeter sphere of rock-matching grout (2C4) around a lucite-
encased sphere of high explosive (3/8 gm of PETN), placing this grout
sphere in a pressurized water tank to simulate overburden pressure,
and detonating the PETN. While maintaining overburden pressure, the
sphere is then hydrofractured from the explosively formed cavity using
a tube emplaced preshot. Breakdown pressure is compared with break-
down pressure from a precast (unexploded) sphere to obtain an estimate
of the magnitude of the explosively formed residual stress fields. A
detailed description and discussion of the experimental results may be
found in Cizek and Florence (References 1 and 2).

S-CUBED was asked to numerically simulate these experiments in
order to increase understanding of the laboratory results, and to
validate the capability to calculate containment related phenomena. An
earlier part of the calculational effort, the finite difference simu-
lation of the high explosive detonation and the subsequent nonlinear
dynamic processes which result in the formation of compressive residual
stress fields in the grout surrounding the exploded cavity, has been
reported by Rimer and Lie (References 4 and 5).

Before 1981, the only laboratory data available to be directly
compared to the dynamic calculations consisted of final cavity radius
and the pressure and integrated impulse at a quartz gauge emplaced in
the bottom of the water tank. While cavity radius is an important
discriminator of constitutive models and material properties, the
quartz gauge data (See Table C.I of Reference 2) may vary by 25 pet or
more from shot to shot. Calculations have shown that variations
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of 15 pet or more may be due to 1/8 inch tolerances in the radii of

individual grout spheres or in locating the center of a grout sphere

relative to the quartz gauge (See Reference 5).

In order to provide laboratory data which could be directly

compared to the finite difference calculations, SRI began in 1981 to

emplace particle velocity gauges inside the grout spheres. These

gauges (see Reference 2) consist of concentric circular current-

carrying loops of wire cast symmetrically about the charge. A

magnetic field was generated normal to the plane of the loops by

passing current through a coil which surrounds the sphere. Charge

detonation produces radial motion of the loops that cut the magnetic

flux lines. In accordance with Faraday's law, the voltage induced in

each conducting loop is proportional to the particle velocity. Records

of radial particle velocity vs time obtained from these gauges have

proved to be reproducible from shot to shot.

The coil surrounding the sphere has necessitated a reduction in

the diameter of the grout sphere from 12 to 11 inches and replacement

of the confining water in the tank by a nonconducting oil. These

modifications further increase the ambiguity of the quartz gauge

measurements as a tool for code validation, but have been shown calcu-

lationally not to influence significantly the residual stress fields

or particle velocity records. The impact of another required

experimental modification, replacement of the manganin bridge wire

detonator by a mild detonating fuse (MDF), is difficult to quantify

with the calculations.

The simple constitutive models used successfully in the past to

predict peak stresses and velocities from nuclear events in saturated

tuffs proved to be unsuited to the more difficult task of calculating

full velocity records for these small scale experiments. (At this

time, the limited particle velocity data from nuclear events in tuff

are insufficient to validate any constitutive model). An extensive
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effort, described by Rimer and Lie (Reference 6), has been made this
year to successfully simulate the SRI particle velocity measurements
in spheres' of both 2C4 rock matching grout and LD2C4 grout, a lower
density, high air-filled porosity alluvium simulant. The particle
velocity data is shown to greatly restrict the choice of computational
constitutive models, but, of course, it is not sufficient to uniquely
specify a constitutive model. (Stress data is also needed for a
unique specification). Aimer and Lie discuss in some detail two
constitutive models which successfully match the velocity records and
summarize the other models which were tried including those which were
partially successful and those which failed. The following is an
extended summary of this effort.

In an earlier effort, Rimer and Lie (Reference 5) found that a
strain rate dependent increase in strength above the laboratory static
failure surface was necessary to match the small measured HE cavity
radius. A shock damaged failure surface based on static cycled
laboratory tests and a damage dependent shear modulus have also been
introduced in the past in an attempt to improve the simulations.
These changes in the models have resulted in reasonably good agreement
with the measured positive velocity pulses but gave a much shorter
duration of negative velocities than seen in the velocity records.

Tne effort reported here was directed toward a simulation of the
long duration negative velocity phase of the SRI records. Since the
residual stress fields are formed during cavity rebound, an under-
standing of the constitutive models necessary for simulation of this
negative velocity phase for the SRI grout experiments may lead to
better simulations of nuclear events. Long duration negative velocity
phases have in fact been measured in shots in rocks as diverse
as granite, tuff and alluvium.

It was recognized quite early that the long duration of negative
velocity was associated with a central core of shock-weakened grout
being pushed inward by the undamaged strong grout surrounding it.
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Attempts to simulate the results by other means such as elastic moduli
changes in grout, or high pressure equation of state modifications in
grout and lucite were unsuccessful. Reduction of shear modulus based
on the extent of damage experienced by the grout (pore crushup) did
increase the negative pulse somewhat but also gave a higher peak
velocity and slightly wider positive pulse.

Shock damage, a 40 pet reduction in static strength at a mean
stress of 3 Kb (the pressure at which all porosity is irreversibly
crushed up), did not result in a sufficiently weak central core of
grout due to the large strain rate dependent strength increase added
to the static strengths. This weak core was next magnified by
assuming no strain rate dependent increase in strength for damaged
material. However, this resulted in very large peak velocities and
positive pulse widths. Large negative velocities could be achieved by
further reducing damaged strengths and shear modulus, but these also
increased the positive pulse widths.

The laboratory static material properties tests on grout cycled
to 4 Kb, then unloaded and retested, gave no information on the
dynamics of the strength loss for damaged material. Several physical
mechanisms for the dynamics of the strength loss were next investi-
gated, the goal being a grout strong enough immediately after shock
passage to attenuate the cavity growth (thus limiting the width of the
positive pulse) and gradually weakening liter in time (depending on
the amount of pore crushup). In the first mechanism investigated the
strain rate dependence of strength depended on the amount of plastic
work experienced by the grout, more plastic work resulted in lower
strength. Thus, as the material flowed plastically, it became weaker
with time. A 35 pet increase in duration of negative pulse was
accomplished with little change in the positive pulse. However, the
model did not allow a successful match to the data with reasonable
parameters.



A second constitutive model, assuming that a crushed grout

behaves viscoeiastically (as a Maxwell solid) was successfully

employed to match the velocity data in grout. In this model, the

undamaged grout has a static strength (measured in the laboratory) to

which is added the strain rate dependent increase in strength. The

damaged grout has a final strength, depending inversely upon the peak

pressure to which it is loaded. Deviatoric stresses in a shock loaded

element of grout are assumed to undergo a time-dependent relaxation

from the undamaged failure surface to stresses corresponding to the

final damaged configuration of that element. The relaxation time is

itself chosen to be dependent upon the amount of damage of the element,

greater damage implying more rapid relaxation. (Damage is jigain

defined as a function of pore crushup). Shear modulus reduction is

assumed to occur postshock. This set of successful constitutive

models will be referred to collectively as the RDD models (formate

and jjamage dependent). Since the RDD models include rate dependent

effects, results at one explosive yield do not simply scale to another

yield.

Figure 2.1 shows the successful match between the RDD calculation

(the solid curve) and the SRI velocity measurements at a ranges of

1.90, 2.54 and 4.0 cm from the center of the explosive charge. Equally

good matches between calculation and experiment are attained at 1.27 cm

where the velocity gauge broke early in the record.

Rimer and Lie (Reference 6) presented an alternative successful

modeling approach based on the effective stress model developed at

S-CUBED with DARPA support (see Cherry and Rimer, Reference 7). The

effective stress model assumes that strength (maximum stress differ-

ence) is a function of the "effective stress" in the rock, defined as

the rock stress minus the pore fluid pressure. This has been verified

in laboatory quasistatic tests. For a partially saturated porous rock,

as air-filled porosity is irreversibly removed through pore crushup,

pore pressure builds up, reducing the effective stress and, therefore,
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the strength of the rock. The unverified assumption used here is that
the pore pressure is in equilibrium with the mean stress once all
air-filled porosity has been removed. Before shock passage, since the
pore pressure is essentially zero, the correct material strength is
the dry (drained) strength of the rock, which is considerably larger
than measured from standard laboratory material properties tests.
This much simpler constitutive model gives equally as good matches to
the particle velocity data as the RDD models (see Figure 2.1) without
the use of rate dependent models. Thus, results of a calculation with
the effective stresss model at one explosive yield may be simply
scaled to another yield.

The two candidate constitutive models have different prescrip-
tions for how material strength is modified by the passage of dynamic
shock waves. However, both lead to the same conclusions, that a
higher strength than measured from standard laboratory material proper-
ties tests is required during shock loading, and that a considerably
lower strength based upon pore crushup is required after the loading
is completed. In fact, the physical mechanism behind the Maxwell
Solid stress relaxation may be pore pressure buildup. Quasi-static
cycled material properties tests do not appear to show as much
strength reduction at large confining pressure as required by the RDD
models to match the particle velocity data. (Recent calculations by
M.B. Fogel (Reference 8) indicate that it is also possible to simulate
the particle velocity data using a damage model without a time
dependent stress relaxation.)

It is gratifying that the models that successfully simulate the
particle velocity data give similar containment features such as
residual stress fields and cavity radii. The compressive residual
stress fields calculated with either constitutive model are also in
reasonable agreement with the hydrofracture measurements for 2C4 grout.

For 2C4 grout, the modeling effort was directed toward modifica-
tions of the constitutive models dealing with shear failure; i.e.,
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rate effects, shock damage, and effective stress. Particle velocity
and cavity radius measurements from the small scale SRI experiments
have been shown to provide severe constraints on the choice of consti-
tutive models, i.e., to be a good discriminant of models for contain-
ment calculations. The irreversible crush-up of air-filled porosity
had been determined from static laboratory material property tests
under uniaxial strain loading and unloading conditions. Details of
the crush curve for this almost saturated material proved to be rela-
tively unimportant in matching the velocity pulses at the ranges of
interest. These details would, of course, become increasingly more
important at greater ranges where peak stress levels are lower.

As described by Rimer and Lie (Reference 6), S-CUBED was asked
by DNA to simulate the SRI particle velocity records for LD2C4 grout
(a lower density, more porous grout, intended as an alluvium simulant,
in which 13.4 pet air-filled porosity has been added in the form of
microballoons) using the RDD model before laboratory material proper-
ties data were made available. This exercise proved to be a successful
demonstration that material properties could be determined from parti-
cle velocity records for earth materials such as alluvium from which
core for laboratory tests is very difficult to obtain. At the ranges
of interest, stress levels were much lower for the porous LD2C4 than
for 2C4. Thus, the modeling effort became largely a backing out of a
dynamic crush curve which would reproduce numerically the velocity
records from the LD2C4 grout spheres experiments.

Figure 2.2 shows the successful match between measured and
calculated (using both the RDD and effective stress constitutive
models) particle velocities at ranges of 1.90, 2.54 and 4.0 cm.
Equally successful matches were obtained at the other gauge locations
both using the RDD models and the effective stress models. Figure 2.3
shows the excellent agreement between the dynamic crush curve deter-
mined numerically from the velocity records and subsequent laboratory
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static load-unload measurements in uniaxial strain performed by Terra
Tek, Inc. This work shows that good particle velocity measurements
from insitu high explosive tests may be used to obtain a crush curve
for a material such as alluvium in which core samples are not
available.

The compressive residual stress fields calculated with either
constitutive model are in reasonable agreement with the hydrofracture
measurements for saturated 2C4 grout, but are considerably higher for
the high porosity LD2C4 grout than would be expected from the hydro-
fracture data, (which show no increase in breakdown pressure for
exploded spheres over precast spheres), indicating rapid residual
stress relaxation for a high porosity alluvium-like material. This
stress relaxation brings into question the residual stress concept as
a mechanism for the containment of hot cavity gases for events in
porous alluvium.

2.2 SRI TUFF EXPERIMENTS

Small scale explosive tests in cylinders of saturated tunnel
tuffs were carried out at SRI, and reproducible particle velocity data
were obtained for two very different tuffs, the first characterized by
large unconfined strength and the second by lower strength and high
clay content. S-CUBED has made an extensive effort to simulate the
particle velocity records from the strong tuff using both the RDD
constitutive models and the effective stress models which were success-
fully applied to simulate the SRI particle velocity data in grout. A
much smaller effort was made to analyse the results for the clay loaded
tuff. Here, the analysis of the SRI tuff experiments is presented and
the calculational efforts are summarized.

The most striking results from the tuff experiments are the very
small explosive cavity radii measurements, 0.65 - 0.71 cm for both tuff
types compared to approximately 1.0 cm for 2C4 grout, an indication
that the dynamic strength of the tuffs is far greater than the grout.



The particle velocity pulses at all stations for the strong tuff are,
in fact, significantly narrower than for the grout. However, the posi-
tive velocity pulses for the clay loaded tuff are a factor of 2 or
more wider than for the strong tuff at the closest two gauge locations
(1.27 and 1.90 cm) and wider than even the 2C4 grout pulses at 2.54
and 4.0 cm. Peak velocities for the two tuffs were very similar and
agreed well with velocity peaks for 2C4 grout (except at 4.0 cm), a
measure of the almost saturated state (approximately 1 pet air-filled
porosity) of both tuff and grout.

The particle velocity measurements at 1.27 cm were integrated
for both tuffs to obtain displacements at the gauge locations.
Assuming incompressible motion of the rock between the cavity and this
gauge station resulted in a calculated cavity radius of 0.70 cm for
the strong tuff and 0.82 for the clay loaded tuff. Thus the measured
cavity radii of the strong tuff samples are consistent with the parti-
cle velocity pulses, but the measured radii of the clay loaded samples
are not, perhaps indicating swelling of the clay after dynamic motion
is complete. The fact that dynamic venting was observed in the strong
tuff events but not in the weak, clay loaded tuff is another possible
indication of a difference in cavity pressure and, therefore, cavity
radius.

For the grout events, rebound (negative velocities) begins
nearly simultaneously at all gauge locations, an indication of a weak
central core being pushed inward by the strong grout outside of it.
However, for both tuff types, measured rebound occurs earliest at the
smallest range and consistently later as range increases. As noted at
the DNA calculators' meeting at SRI (April 1, 1982), we used the
earlier rebound close to the explosive as a justification for allowing
part of the HE gases to vent from the strong tuff cavities (in the
first 10 to 20 ys in some of the calculations, thus reducing the gas
pressure. Since the clay loaded tuff showed no evidence of dynamic
venting, another explanation is needed for the variation in rebound
time (and pulse width) with range, not seen in the grout particle
velocity data.
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For the strong tuff, calculations were made with the RDD consti-
tutive models using the measured unconfined compressive strength
(0.3 Kb) and tensile strength (0.04 Kb), assuming 1 pet air-filled
porosity to obtain the desired peak velocities, and 44 pet increase in
strength per decade of strain rate, considerably greater than used for
the grout calculations. Figure 2.4 show the comparisons between the
results of the RDD model calculation and the particle velocity measure-
ments from two SRI strong tuff tests at the five gauge locations. (Due
to the large deformations at 0.64 cm, the wire gauge breaks very early
in the pulse.) A third SRI test which gave much wider pulses (but
still much narrower than for the clay loaded tuff), was ignored in this
study. Agreement with the data is quite good, the calculated pulses
being somewhat narrower than the measurements at the larger ranges and
wider close in. The increase in rebound time with range was achieved
in the simulation, probably because of the large increase in strength
with strain rate.

,ne RDD simulation gave a final cavity radius of 0.768 cm,
approximately 10 pet greater than measured. Further calculations were
made assuming cavity pressure reduction due to early time venting of
cavity gases which reduced the cavity size. The results of these
simulations have been reported in Reference 9.

Numerical simulations (also reported in Reference 9) have been
made both for the strong tuff and the clay-loaded tuff using the
effective stress model. However, in the absence of corroborating
independent material properties measurements, in particular, measure-
ment of the dry (drained) strength, no strong conclusions should be
made about the validation of this constitutive model for tuff. The
best simulation of the particle velocity and cavity radius data
required a very high dry strength for the tuff, corresponding more to
granite than to the usual tunnel tuffs. (The physical appearance of
the dried up samples postshot was also granite like). This high dry
strength could also be an indication of strain rate dependence in the
dry strength.
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A program is oow underway which combines independent laboratory
material properties measurements for saturated tuffs from Area 12
6-tunnel with ground motion measurements both at SRI and insitu at a
much larger scale in the same tuff.

3. EXTENSION TO EVENTS IN INSITU ROCKS

For insitu events at a much larger scale, the rate and time
dependent aspects of the RDD model become less important. Therefore,
we have concentrated more on the validation of the effective stress
model for the modification of material strength due to pore fluid
pressure. This model has been shown by Cherry and Rimer (Reference 7)
to explain the apparent inconsistencies between the ground motion data
from the PILEDRIVER nuclear event in granodiorite and the extensive
laboratory material properties data for the rock. Two-dimensional
simulations of the PILEDRIVER event (Reference 10) show good agreement
between calculated and measured particle velocities for gauge stations
both at the free surface and at depth.

3.1 SNL HE TESTS IN G-TUNNEL TUFF

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) have been conducting high
explosive tests in tunnel bed 5 of G-tunnel, Area 12, at NTS. (See
paper by C. W. Smith at this Symposium.) Radial stresses at several
ranges from the explosive and cavity pressure have been measured out
to times of many hours as an experimental test of the residual stress
concept. The largest of these tests, PUFF TOO, described by Smith
(Reference 11), used 1000 lb of TNT explosive. Stress vs time data
for comparison with dynamic calculations was obtained from PUFF TOO as
well as from two smaller 64 1b tests, RS-11 and RS-15. Finite
difference simulations of these tests have been conducted to improve
the understanding of constitutive models for tuff.
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The Sandia stress measurements showed a considerable scatter
from test to test as expected for an earth material as variable as the
saturated tuff. However, several features of the experimental results
were quite interesting. The 1000 lb event gave an average cavity
radius of 108 cm, (100 cm in the tuff and much greater expansion in
the grout-filled emplacement hole), which could easily be calculated
with the constitutive models. However, the 64 lb tests gave a signi-
ficantly smaller cavity (approximately 82 cm when simply scaled to
1000 lb). Calculations showed that more than 80 pet of the difference
in scaled cavity radius could be explained by using the same failure
strength for both if a strain rate dependent strength model was
invoked. Strain rate dependent strength increases had already been
used to explain the small cavity radii measured in SRI laboratory
tests in grout and in tuff. A smaller scale test would have higher
strain rates than a larger test and therefore a higher strength and
relatively smaller cavity.

Another feature of interest was the width of a dip in the stress
vs time measurements seen both in RS-11 and RS-15 but not in PUFF TOO.
This dip has been correlated through numerical simulations with the
width of the negative velocity pulse, i.e., with the duration of the
cavity rebound. A calculation was made introducing a damage dependent
decrease in shear modulus to widen the negative velocity pulsp which
also improved the calculated width of this dip in the stress rr-ord.
Damage dependent strength reduction such as employed in the RDD
constitutive models could be expected to further widen these dips.
However, the variations in stress records from test to test were
sufficiently large that a numerical simulation effort using the RDD
constitutive models was not undertaken in the absence of laboratory
material properties.

A parameter study was carried out which applied the effective
stress model to the simulation of the stress data from the 1000 lb
PUFF TOO and the 64 lb RS-15. (The much lower peak stress levels from
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RS-11 appear to indicate a higher air-filled porosity.) All calcula-
tions were run at 1000 1b yield and the stress data scaled up where
necessary. The hope was to determine the variations in dry (drained)
strength required by this model to match the very different stress
records and Measured cavities and to compare the strengths to those
required to match the SRI tuff records. The first few calculations
determined that 0.8 pet porosity irreversibly removed by a peak
pressure level of approximately 4 Kb fit the peak stress decay vs
range from both the PUFF TOO and RS15 tests. A longitudinal wave
speed of 3000 m/s fit the arrival data well.

The functional form for the dry strength (maximum stress
difference) was chosen to be linear with PBAR, a variable which
empirically brings together the results of laboratory material
properties tests in compression and extension. For spherically
symmetric geometries, PBAR reduces to the average of the maximum and
minimum principal stresses. The functional form of the effective
strength is given by

Y - YQ - b

where Pf is the pore fluid pressure, Y and the slope b are

constants, and the dry (drained) strength is the stress difference at

zero pore fluid pressure.

The best match to the SRI strong tuff velocity data required
values of Y of 0.4 Kb and an extremely high slope of 2.8. The
cavity radius from the PUFF TOO event (100 cm) was calculated using
values of Y of 0.1 Kb and a slope of 1.6 which intuitively seem to
be more reasonable for tuff. Measurement of the dry strength of these
tuffs has not yet been done. Figure 3.1 shows comparisons between the
radial stresses calculated with these parameters and the measurements
for PUFF TOO (the dotted curves). The agreement is quite good at the
first two stations. At the nominal 1 Kb stress level (418 cm) calcu-
lated residual stresses are in good agreement with those estimated
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Figure 3.1. Comparison between PUFF TOO radial stress measurement at
3 ranges and an effective stress model calculation which
matches the measured cavity radius.
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from the stress gauge, but earlier time features are not matched. It
should be noted that .three stress records were obtained at this loca-
tion, all having different shapes and with peaks ranging from 1.6 to
0.6 Kb.

Considerably higher dry strength (possibly an indication of rate
dependence) is required to match the cavity radii from the 64 1b
shots. Figure 3.2 compares stress records from RS15 (scaled to 1000
1b) with a calculation which gave a scaled cavity radius of 85 cm, in
good agreement with the cavity measurements.This calculation used a
Y of 0.3 Kb and a slope of 1.9, still considerably lower than needed
for the SRI strong tuff experiments. Agreement between measured and
calculated stresses is good. One exception is the wider dip in the
measured record at 418 cm, an indication of a wider negative velocity
pulse than calculated.

These calculations with the effective stress law and RDD consti-
tutive models in NTS tunnel tuffs at two different scales, insitu and
at SRI have shown that both models have promise. However, no signifi-
cant effort to obtain material properties was made in any of the excer-
iments. Rather than pursuing further calculations in such a data
vacuum, iv was decided to await the results of the Sandia ONE T?N HE
event in similar tuff.

For this event, attempts will be made to obtain both velocity and
stress data, and extensive quasi-static laboratory material properties
measurements will be made. In addition, cores from the site will be
sent to SRI for their small scale experiments. Numerical simulations
(predictions) of both the small scale SRI tests and the large scale ONE
TON event will be attempted once all material properties tests have
been received and before these ground motion data are made available to
the calculators.
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3.2 THE TILCI EVFNT IN POROUS ALLUVIUM

A constitutive modeling effort has been made to simulate the good
particle velocity measurements from the LLNL TILCI event in NTS Area 4
alluvium (Terhune, Reference 12). Alluvium is much harder to charac-
terize as a test medium than the saturated tuffs in which DNA conducts
the majority of its tests due to the extremely difficult task of
obtaining alluvium cores. For the tuffs of interest, laboratory mater-
ial properties tests (uniaxial and triaxial compression) on multiple
core samples accurately determine the air-filled porosity, the loading
curve, and the material strength. For alluvium, the air-filled porosity
must be calculated from physical properties tests (bulk density, dry
density, and grain density) on small samples or from log analyses.
Historically, these procedures have resulted in much less accurate
determinations of air-filled porosity for a given earth material than
obtained from core testing. Also, no information is obtained on
material strength or on the loading curve for alluvium.

It has been demonstrated (Rimer and Lie, Reference 6) that good
particle velocity measurments combined with spherically symmetric
finite difference calculations may be used to determine the loading
curve and strength characteristics of a high air-filled porosity
material, LD2C4 grout, intended as an alluvium simulant. This approach
was applied to the particle velocity measurements from the TILCI event
in high air-filled porosity alluvium. Unfortunately, stress measure-
ments which were attempted for TILCI by LLNL were unsuccessful. (Stress
and particle velocity measurements together can uniquely specify a
constitutive model.) The particle velocity measurements were obtained
in a satellite hole at ranges corresponding to peak stress levels of
less than 200 bars, considerably lower than the stress levels at the
Liose-in gauge locations for the SRI tests in LD2C4 grout. However,
excellent agreement with a short duration stress measurement made
closer in by C. W. Smith of SNL together with the particle velocity
data give some confidence in the results obtained with these
simulations.
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One dimensional spherically symmetric finite difference simula-

tions showed that although the shape of the loading curve was extremely

important, only the amount of air-filled porosity in the alluvium near

the working point was significant to the wave propagation. These calcu-

lations indicated that the free surface significantly modified the

velocity pulses at most ranges. Also, the proximity of the static

water table and the alluvium-tuff interface (both about 50 m below the

working point) would be expected to influence cavity expansion down-

ward. For these reasons, an axisymmetric two-dimensional finite

difference simulation was made for this event (Rimer and Cherry,

Reference 13) assuming a homogeneous tuff below a single layer of

alluvium extending from the free surface down to the water table.

The effective stress model was used in this simulation. For the

tuff (2 pet air-filled porosity), model parameters were assumed to be

the same as those used to simulate the stress data from the SNL 1000 1b

event in G-tunnel. For the alluvium, the measured 6.4 pet air-voids

was used with the shape of the loading curve for low pressures reflec-

ting the gradual increase in the longitudinal wave speed with depth

seen in the insitu logs from the satellite hole. The approximate shape

of the loading curve for higher pressures was assumed from laboratory

measurements on reconstituted alluvium samples from the MERLIN event

(Bonner, et al, Reference 14) as was both the dry strength and the

strength at pore pressure equilibrium (15 bars).

Figure 3.3 shows the good agreements between the calculated

vertical particle velocities and the measurements at 10 gauge locations.

Peak particle velocities show almost geometric (R~ ) decay with range

beyond 210 m, where significant amounts of irreversible pore collapse

end. However, inelastic effects (shear failure) take place at all

ranges before peak velocity is reached.

The calculations show two features not evident in the particle

velocity measurements, a distinct cotnpressive pulse propagating out.

from the cavity at approximately the time when the rarefaction from the
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free surface has reached the cavity, and a free fall -g slope charac-
teristic of spalled material. We believe that the calculations may be
showing excessive tension failure which would be responsible for both
features.

The low effective strengths in alluvium required to match the
measured pulse widths gave a cavity radius above the working point
approimately 60 pet greater than below the working point where cavity
expansion is resisted by the stronger tuff. Directly below the working
point, the calculated cavity radius was 10 pet lower than the reoorted
measurement. Cavity volume was a factor of 3 to 4 larger than would be
estimated from the cavity radius measurement. This result implies that
the gas pressure which .:tust be contained in a nuclear cavity is over-
estimated by at least a factor of three using the reported cavity
measurements in the proximity of an alluvium-tuff interface.

In summary, the simulation effort showed that stress relaxation
was needed to match the pulse widths for alluvium, and that material
properties could be backed out from the particle velocity data.
However, the low stress levels (less than 200 bars) at the gauge
loctions (except at the stress measurement by C. W. Smith) and the
two-.imensional aspects of the geology do not inspire confidence that
the constitutive models and material properties which match the data
are unique. True uniqueness requires the measurement of both stress
and particle velocity. However, confidence in models based on velocity
data, in the absence of stress measurements, grows as higher stress
levels are exercised at the gauge locations. For this reason, it is
recommended that future experimenters attempt to obtain particle
velocities in alluvium much closer to the working point.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that finite difference simulations of ground motion
data together with independent laboratory material properties measure-
ments can be used to develop constitutive models for the nonlinear
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behavior of rock materials. Small scale explosive tests have been
demonstrated to be very useful for development of these models. We
have also demonstrated that numerical simulations with these verified
models can then be used to obtain material properties which are in
agreement with later measurements. The specific nonlinear constitutive
models for rocks derived from these small scale explosive tests,
irreversible collapse of air-filled pores and modification of material
strength due to pore pressure, i.e., effective stress, have been shown
to be applicable to larger scale explosive tests (both chemical and
nuclear) in a variety of earth materials, including granite, tuff and
alluvium. Other constitutive models for material strength can be
constructed which provide as good a fit to the ground motion data as
the effective stress results shown. However, these models all have the
same general features, a high strength during shock loading and a much
lower strength after shock passsage, proportional to the amount of
irreversible pore collapse. A truly unique model can only be obtained
from measurements of both particle velocity and stress at a number of
locations.
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CONTAINMENT FAILURE CRITERIA AND THEIR VALIDATION USiNG SMALL SCALE
EXPERIMENTS

Martin B. Fogel
Pacifica Technology
San Diego, C A 92121

A numerical study of the influence of a free surface on explosive cavity growth and
on the evolution of the residual stress field is presented. The results of a parameter
study in which the depth of burial and over pressure on the free surface was varied are
shown. A method for predicting whether there will be successful containment of the
detonation products is discussed. Two types of failures are considered. The first is a
prompt failure in which the cavity grows asymmetrically and surface material is
spalled. The second type shows a reduced residual stress field that is not capable of
preventing a fracture from propagating to the surface. A simple fracture mechanics
criterion is presented to evaluate the ability of the residual stress field to prevent crack
growth and to predict the hydrofracture pressure of the cavity. The results of this study
are compared with a corresponding series of experiments performed by SRI.

1 . INTRODUCTION

A major concern in the design of underground nuclear tests is to assure containment

of the detonation products. Considerable care is taken to characterize the medium near

the working point, in part to provide a model for the response of the material. These

models are used in calculations designed to evaluate the risks of a containment failure

arising from particular aspects of the experiment. The results of these computations

must still be interpreted, and the question of how to predict a failure given the results of

a computation needs to be addressed.

A variety of heuristic rules have been proposed to answer this question. They

usually involve the residual hoop stress, and tue degree and range over which it exceeds

the cavity pressure. These criteria do not direct'y postulate a physical failure

mechanism, and hence, it is difficult to assess the limits of their validity, or quantify the

degree of conservatism they may imply.

A potential threat to the ability of a medium to contain the detonation products is

the propagation of a fracture driven by the cavity pressure from the cavity to the

surface. Using some simple fracture mechanics arguments, a method for evaluating the

risk to containment of this threat is presented in Section 2. It is shown that, in addition

to the behavior of the residual hoop stress field, the fracture toughness and flaw size

distribution are important components in judging whether there will be successful

containment.
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SRI has conducted a series of experiments as part of an ongoing study to understand

the nature of the residual stress field and the phenomenon of hydrofracture of geologic

materia's./ ' The particular set of experiments of interest for this study are a group of

tests in which a charge was buried at varying depths from a free surface of a grout

cylinder.'2* The advantages of these tests are that they are performed in a material

whose response is both well specified and under strong control. These experiments are

designed to eliminate the mass of confusing detail present in the field, allowing one

particular aspect of the problem to be studied at a time. Finally, there is little fear of a

containment failure. This permits a more precise experimental determination of the

failure threshold. A short review of the experiments, and an outline of the calculational

procedure used to model them, is presented in Section 3.

A comparison of the theoretical predictions and experimental results are dr~ussed

in Section 4. Rather good agreement is obtained between the calculations and

experiments. This report ends with a summary of the major conclusions.

2. FAILURE CRITERIA

In examining the results of a simulation for evidence of failure, two types of

behavior are seen. The first is a spectacular failure that takes place early in the

motion. An example is shown in Figure 1. This figure shows the velocity field of a

calculation in which a charge was detonated close to a free surface. Ncte that material

below the cavity has begun to rebound, but the material above continues to move out. In

this particular case the material above the cavity showed no inclination to reverse its

flow, and a large fractured region was created between the cavity and free surface. The

conclusion that this motion implies a containment failure is probably not very

controversial.

Unfortunately, not all failures are that unequivocal. Most calculations show motion

that is well behaved. Velocity reversal is normal, a substantial residual stress field is

formed, and no regions of tensile failure are created connecting the cavity with the

surface. How do we judge the effectiveness of such a stress field to contain the

detonation products?
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To answer this question a failure mode must be postulated. One obvious mode with

great potential for venting cavity gasses is the propagation of a radial crack from the

cavity to the surface. The propagation of such cracks in brittle material has been

extensively studied, and the results make up the theory of fracture mechanics.

For a sharp crack the stress field about the tip varies as k / / 2 n r . No matter how

small the load driving the crack, the stress field is unbounded near the tip. Hence within

the context of fracture mechanics, the idea of tensile failure strength takes on a new

meaning. To characterize the resistivity of a material to the propagation of a crack, the

notion of fracture toughness is introduced^3' Fracture toughness is a measure of the

strength of the singularity that the material can tolerate before the crack propagates

unstably. The critical stress intensity factor Kj is the measure of fracture toughness

and is taken to be material property. The larger K. is, the greater the resistance to

crack propagation.

For edge cracks in any geometry it is possible to construct a formula for the mode

1 (crack opening) stress intensity factor given by!4'5!

K, a 1.12 /75 FG(p «• Fs) (1a)

Fc = ~-r Ob)c fe

FQ is a geometrical factor containing the inner, a, and outer, b, dimensions of the

sample. F<- is the opening or closing stress on the crack face due to any normal

component of stress in the region of the crack. This formula relates the stress intensity

factor to the cavity pressure, p, and to the residual stress field, a*

To illustrate the use of these formulae in evaluating the ability of a material to

withstand fracture propagation consider the stress field shown in Figure 2. This is a plot

of the normal stress component to a postulated penny shaped crack extending out from
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the cavity. It was obtained as one component of the residual stress field from a

calculation modelling the behavior of an explosion of a small charge in a grout cylinder.

The final cavity pressure was 54 MPa which is above the peak in the hoop stress shown.

Equation (1) was used to compute the stress intensity factor as a function of crack

length for « variety of cavity pressures beginning at 54 MPa. As the cavity pressure was

reduced the stress field was adjusted to remain in equilibrium and be consistent with the

new cavity pressure. The results are shown in Figure 3.

Consider a material whose critical stress intensity factor is 500 psi- / i n . , a

number considered reasonable for the grout used in this calculation. At the cavity

pressure of 54 MPa flaws less than 1 mm are stable whereas flaws greater than 1 mm

grow unstably. If flaws greater than 1 mm are not expected to exist, then this material

would be judged capable of containing the detonation products.

The point being made with this illustration is the importance of both the critical

stress intensity factor and expected flaw size distribution in judging the containment

potential of a material. While few people would feet comfortable with the judgement

that the above material is a good containment risk, it is easy to imagine a material with

a quite competent looking residual stress field, but whose flaw size distribution and/or

weak K| would in fact combine to make it a bad risk.
'c

This example also serves to emphasize the delicate balance between success and

failure near the threshold line. A sample with a slightly larger than expected flaw

distribution or weaker Ki can easily cross the line.
•c

3. SRI DOB TESTS AND THEIR SIMULATION

As part of an ongoing effort to validate and improve equation of" state modelling, as

well as to study the hydr'ofracture process in geologic materials, SRI has conducted a

variety of small scale explosive tests. Florence and Cizek have discussed va ious aspects

of this program in these Proceedings. In order to introduce the numerical calculations

performed to model the depth of burial series cf experiments, a short review of the SRI

test procedure* * is included here.
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The tests consisted of a cylinder of 2C4 grout with a radius of 6 in. (15.24 cm) and a

length of 12 in. {30.48 cm). A schematic of the test is shown in Figure 4. The charge

was buried at depths of 2 and 4 inches (5.08 and 10.16 cm) from the air surface, and the

pressure in the air varied between 500 and 1500 psi in the various tests. Two types of

experiments were performed, the first type consisted of a hydrofracture test at the end

of the shot, and the second measured velocity records in three planes. The gauge planes

were located along the top surface of the cylinder, in the mid plane between charge and

surface, and in the plane through the center of the charge. These velocity records

provided an additional test of the calculations.

The numerical simulations of these tests were done in a series of steps. The first

was the detonation of the 3/8 gm PETN charge in the one dimensional Lagrangian

hydrocode called SIMONE. This calculation was run to 10 us, until the shock was part

way into the grout and sufficient cavity growth had taken place so that the explosive

products obeyed an ideal gas law. At 10 us the shock is far from any free surface,

therefore a spherical outgoing shock is a proper description of the motion to that time.

The solution was overlayed into the 2-D grid, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.

The motion was then computed using the 2-D Lagrangian STAR hydrocode. The problem

was run to a time of 200 us at which point only small amplitude elastic vibrations

remained. Using a 'fading memory* technique these elastic vibrations were damped out

to establish the final equilibrium residual stress field. Specifically, the velocity

components were multiplied every cycle by a factor less than one. A value of .98 was

used in all the calculations and was found to produce satisfactory damping.

The last step of the calculation was to take the residual stress field obtained in the

calculation and apply the fracture mechanics analysis described above. Several

approximations were made. The field was assumed to be spherically symmetric. This

was a quite good representation of the stress field obtained in all the calculations of

shots buried be.'ow 3 in. The simulations at 2 and 3 in. DOB produced the prompt failure

described above, and no residual stress fields were obtained. The second assumption was

that the critical crack geometry was a radially running penny shaped crack. This was

also expected to be a fair representation of what actually took place in the experiments.

To test the ability of the cylinder to contain the cavity gasses, the stress intensity
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Figure 4. Schematic of SRI DOB tests. Location of the particle
velocity stations are also shown.
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factor was computed as a function of crack length for a series of cavity pressures

beginning at the final cavity pressure obtained in the simulation down to the minimum

pressure measured by SRI. Typically the calculations gave a final pressure of 7800 psi"

and the experiments showed a minimum cavity pressure of about 4000 psi. At each step

in the calculation the stress fields were adjusted quasi-statically to be in equilibrium and

to-be consistent with the cavity pressure.

•

For 2C4 grout K( was taken to be 500 psi- / i n . , and the radius of the maximum

incipient flaw expected was 0.0276 in. {0.7 mm). These values are consistent with

experimental measurements and have been used to successfully explain the old exploded

and unexploded spherical shotsJ^J

As outlined above, the residual stress field is first checked to see if the cavity

gasses alone can fracture out. If it appears they will not, the cavity pressure is then

raised to simulate the hydrofracture process. If no material has been driven plastic

during the reduction phase then the stress fields on reload would reproduce the unload

fields. It is found, however, that some material at the edge of the cavity is driven

plastic and the subsequent loading fields differ slightly from the corresponding unloading

fields. This plastic failure near the cavity wall is responsible for reducing the

hydrofracture pressure below the cavity gas pressure obtained at the end of the dynamic

simulation.

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Three comparisons are possible between the calculations and experiments:

hydrofracture pressures, velocity time histories, and failure threshold. The

hydrofracture pressure comparison is listed in Table 1.

Table 1.

DOB OVERPRESSURE

4 in. 1000 psi

4 in. 500 psi

HYDROFRACTURE PRESSURE

r.XPEPIMENT CALCULATION

6500 psi 6500 psi

5700 psi 5000 psi
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One point relevant to the results listed in Table 1 is worth noting here. Two experiments

at approximately 4 in. DOB with 500 psi overpressure were performed. In one test the

cavity gasses fractured the cylinder, while in the other case a normal hydrofracture

record was obtained. The calculations predicted that cracks of .016 in. (0.4 mm) or

greater would be unstable. Therefore, the judgement was that this test would fail to

contain as flaws of that size were expected to be present. The hydrofracture pressure

given in Table 1 for this case was obtained assuming the.t the cavity did indeed hold the

detonation products.

Two velocity traces, one from the plane through the charge and one at the free

surface of the cylinder, are compared in Figures 6 and 7. They represent the span of

agreement obtained from best to worst. The double peak shown on the surface pulse is

conjectured to be caused by dynamic fracturing or spall of the surface material. The

calculation of this experiment showed the peak tensile stress occurred coincident with

the minimum measured in the velocity traces. The tensile failure model used in the

calculation, however, did not produce any dynamic fracture at that time.

Finally, a failure threshold comparison is shown in Figure 8. The triangles denote

the calculations performed and solid dots SRI's experiments. The predicted failure

surface is slightly above that obtained by SRI. Partly, this is due to the presence of a

calculated point at a 3 in. DOB, 1000 psi overburden that showed a prompt failure quite

similar to the 2 in. DOB results. The other reason is, as discussed above, the 4 in. 500 psi

DOB test was judged likely to fail.

In conclusion, the use of fracture mechanics as a means of judging the ability of a

material to contain detonation products has been discussed. The critical stress intensity

factor and the r ' t ial flaw size distribution have been shown to be important components

in evaluating the residual stress field. The numerical techniques developed to predict the

results of the small scale SRI explosive tests have worked quite we!l in interpreting the

test data.
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Residual Stress Fields—Results from High-Explosive
Field Tests

Carl W. Smith
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque

With high-explosive -field experiments, we are examining the
formation and decay of the residual stress field. For wet tuff
geology, this stress field in the material about the explosively
formed cavity is believed to be the major effect in containing
cavity gasses. Field experiments with 64- and 2000-1b charges
have been conducted in the tuffs in G Tunnel, NTS. Radial stress
and motion measurements have been made along with measurements of
permanent displacement and final cavity sizes. At similar-scaled
ranges residual stress amplitudes appeared to be independent of
charge size. Long-term measurements of residual stresses showed
that they retained their initial value for a period of time and
then decayed. Gages close to the cavity showed a longer time
interval before the onset of decay. As in the initial amplitude,
the decay of the residual stress field also appeared to be
independent of charge size. On the 2000-lb experiment, a
significant amount of water was driven out of the rock and
collected in a nearby drift; the residual stress field was the
likely driving force.

Through a calcul ational and field experiment program we

examining the dynamics of the formation and decay of the residual

stress field. The nuclear containment interest in this effect

lies in our belief that in a wet tuff geology the residual stress

field is a major effect in confining cavity gasses to the

explosively formed cavity.

The residual stress phenomenon, a result of the interaction

of a confined explosion with earth materials, consists of a zone

of compressive stress in the material about the cavity. The

zone, about two cavity radii thick, has this genesis: close to

the cavity, the large-amplitude, dynamic stress wave plastically
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deforms the local rock and displaces it outward. Farther from

the cavity, the stress wave decays and the rock elastically

deforms. When inward rebound motion occurs, resistance to this

motion by the inner, plastically deformed material produces a

high-stress zone around the cavity.

In this paper we describe OÎ 'ITON, a 2000-1 b high-explosive

residual experiment conducted in the water-saturated tuffs of G

Tunnel, NTS- Fielding and gaging techniques were based on a

series of previous 64-3.b high-explosive experiments. Compared

with the 64-1 b experimerits, DNETON provided a larger experimental

volumne; in addition, the larger charge reduced the perturbations

caused by finite gage sine- Scaling effects could be examined by

comparing data from this'event with the data from the 64-lb

events and with data from gram-size H.E. events. The latter have

been conducted in tuf-F samples from the ONETON area by SRI

International. Presented here are highlights of preliminary

examinations of ONETON-data.

The Event

Figure 1 shows a plan view of the experiment. A 2000-1b

cast TNT sphere was installed in a dogleg drift, with matching

grout in the leg close to the charge and a high-strength grout in

the second leg. Sages were installed in a series of tangential

holes and three radial holes. Displacement pins were installed

in the left rib of the installation drift. Figure 2 shows the

charge in place prior 1.0 stemming with displacement pins on the

left rib. In addition to the pins in the grout, pins were

inserted in drilled holes in the tuff. In the center is a SLIFER
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Figure 1. Plan View of the ONETON Test Bed



Figure 2. Installed Charge Prior to Grouting



experiment that included a variety o-f electrical cables.

Flanking these are cavity pressure pipes. Figure 3 shows some of

the stress and motion gages installed in th« drill holes.

Figures 4 and 5 show time of arrival and stress attenuation

plots. The stress wave velocity of 8947 ft/sec (2727 m/sec) is

typical of the tuffs in G Tunnel. The stress decay is consistent

with previous high-e;<plosive and nuclear events in wet tuff.

Figures 6 and 7 show a series of waveforms from the ytterbium

stress gages. Measured peaks vary from 8.6 kbar at 5.59 ft (1.70

m) to 0.6 kbar at 25.0 ft (7.63 m). The followinq table gives

the range and peak stresses for the waveforms shown in Figures 6

and 7.

Gage Range Peak Stress
ft M kbar

1YFC1 5.59 1.70 8.6
1YFC2 5.59 1.70 8.3
2YFC1 6.67 2.03 6.2
2YFC2 6.67 2.0? 6.4
4YFC1 8.23 2.51 4.0
4YFC2 8.23 2.51 4.1
5YFC1 12.2 3.72 1.2
5YFC2 12.2 3.72 1.2
8YFC2 17.3 5.27 0.^9
11YFC1 18-8 5.74 0 J4
12YFC1 25.0 7.63 O.o3

12YFC2 25.0 7.63 0.59

As shown, the close-in gages broke early, whereas the last four

gages survived the dynamic motion. (Gage 11YFC1 shows an

unloading behaviGr different from the other gages: it was

located beneath the charge in a slightly different rock.)

Accelerometers were located with the outer stress gages.
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Currently we are integrating their output to obtain particle

vel oci ti es.

Figure 8 shows a collection of residual stress measurements

•from a series of 64-1 b events, a 1000-1 b event, and the ONETON

event (the latter two scaled to 64 lb). The 1000-1b data points

(solid dots) appear to be consistent with a calculation by Bass.

The Four ONETON data points (circled dots) show more scatter; as

mentioned earlier, the 11YFC value is from a gage in a different

material. Some scatter in the 64-lb data is due to geology. The

RS16 event was; fired in a tuff with 85% saturation rather than

the usual 95 to 9E)/C saturation. RSI 4 was partially in a soft

peralkaline tuff and partially in a strong tuff bed. Of the four

data points from this event, the two low residual stress values

were produced by gages in the softer tuff. The larger two values

came from gages in the stronger layer. This correlation is

interesting, however, because of the layered geology, one

probably cannot draw a general conclusion. With increasing

charge size—64 lbs (RS11 and RS15), 1000 lbs (PUFF TOO), and

2000 lbs (ONETON)—one sees no obvious relation. Our tentative

conclusion is that, to first order, the amplitude of the residual

stress at a given scaled range is independent of the charge size.

QSI EVENT.

Following the detonation, we noticed water seeping out of

the face and walls of the drift closest to the work point.

Fiqure 9 is a preshot view of this face and the stemming

bulkhee-1; this area is 55 ft (16.8 m) from the work point. In

121 hours this face and the sides of the drift produced 215
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gallons of water. In the subsequent 116 hours an additional 335

gallons were collected from the invert of the drift. On mineback

no aquifers were encountered, suggesting that this migrating

water was shot-related. One explanation for the decay of the

residual stress field is that water moves down the stress

gradient and is followed by pore collapse.

RESIDUAL ST_RESS DECAY

Meanwhile, we were recording the decay of the residual

stress. Figure 10 shows this decay in a logarithmic time scale

for three gages. (A number of other gages produced long-term

decay data, but they need filtering to eliminate a noise

problem.) Figures 11 compares the ONETON data with data from two

64-1b events. (The ONETON data is noted by a "boxed label.")

The "Re" values are scaled ranges, that is, the original gage

position divided by the cavity radius. In general, we see that

the closer the gage, the longer the residual stress persists.

(Sorely missing are close-in data from ONETON event because these

gages broke early- Spherical divergence and displacement are the

culprits; there is about a factor, of 3 greater dit- acement at a

given scaled range on a 2000-1b event than on a 64-lb event.)

Qualitatively, the data suggest that for a given scaled range,

there is no notable differnce between the decay of the residual

stress on a 64-lb and a 2000-1b event.

MINEBACK

On mineback we found the cavity shown in Figure 12. In the
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horizontal plane, the cavity was nearly circular with an average

radius of 4,41 ft (1.34 m) ; vertically, a 14-ft (4.3 m) high

chimney had formed. Figure 13 shows recovered gages; numerous

breaks are seen in the tangentially orientated" gages. Radially

oriented gages survived well.

As mentioned earlier, we installed displacement pins in the

grout and tuff along the left rib of the charge installation

drift. Thf? pins in the grout moved about twice as far as the

pins in the tuff, in spite of the two times greater unconfined

crush strength of the grout versus the tuff—3330 psi (23.0 mF'a)

for the grout and 1606 psi (11.1 mPa) for the tuff. This

suggests that the grout was more compressible than the tuff,

however, there was no "snouting" of the cavity toward the

stemming column. Figure 14 shows meassured displacement versus

range for the pins in the grout and tuff, and for three recovered

gages. The Bass prediction comes from the -following relation:

3 4 R -1-88
d = W 6.8 x lCT(-y)

where the displacement is in centimeters, yield in kilotons, and

range in meters. Bass developed the relation from 2

accelerometer integrations and 3 reentry data points obtained on

nuclear events in wet tuff.

A least squares fit to the data points from the displacement
-1.12

pins in grout shows a R decay with range; similarly, the
-1.18

displacement in the adjacent tuff shows a R decay with

range. Note that there is about a factor of 2 greater

displacement in the grout. On the opposite side of the cavity

the final position of three gages showed a decay with range of
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Figure 13. Recovered Gage Pieces
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-2.74
R . In locating the charge, we agreed that its center was

within ±1 inch o-f the previously surveyed W.P. Also there may

be a small error in re-establishing the work point on mineback.

Moving the reconstructed work point about 3 cm towards the

stemming column brings the gage and tuff pin data close together,

and the decay is close to the Bass prediction. Decay in the

grout now shows a decay of —1.4.

The QNETQN event produced much data. Highlights of the data

that have been reduced lead to the fallowing comments: Residual

stress amplitudes at similar scaled ranges appear to be

independent of charge size effects. Likewise, the decay of the

residual stress appears to be independent of charge size. Water

was driven out of the formation, most likely by the force of the

residual stress field. Measurements of permanent displacement

show that more displacement occurs in the stemming plug than in

the free field. A prediction is in rough agreement with this

data. Finally,, the approximately 3 times greater displacement

for gages in a 2000-1b event versus a 64-1b event strongly

affects gage survival time; for the larger event, a different

gaging technique is needed to obtain long-term measurements close

to the charge.
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ABSTRACT

The computer modeling efforts in support of containment require accurate

and useful measurements of rock properties. As modeling efforts are attempt-

ing to describe more complex phenomena, it is necessary that more complex

material property tests be performed that simulate the conditions encountered

during a nuclear event. This paper presents the first results of a special

test program designed to provide material properties data helpful in addres-

sing the equation of state parameters for NTS tuffs. The specific area ad-

dressed is the effect of prior loading ("shock conditioning") on the stress-

strain response and strength of typical Nevada Test Site (NTS) ash fall tuff.

Strong emphasis was placed on testing material from homogeneous zones

only, since sample to sample variations would otherwise mask the sought

effects. Where possible, tests were performed at similar strain rates (i.e.,

10-4/sec). Where samples were subjected to several subtests in series as part

of a complete test, the total testing time of the series was maintained con-

stant. This was done to minimize the non-uniformity of possible time-depend-

ent effects such as relaxation or creep.

Tests were performed by first loading samples along a uniaxial strain

path to a confining stress equivalent to the desired pre-loaded condition.

Immediately following this test the same samples were subjected to various

types of triaxial compression tests to failure at confining pressures in the

range 0 to 2 Kb. These tests are referred to as "stress cycling". These

tests were performed on samples that were taken from areas that were known to

be free of prior shock conditioning, and from an area that had been subjected

previously to high stress levels from the Miners Iron event. The highly

stressed material may have played a role in the structure's failure during

Huron Landing.
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Results for tuff indicate that if it is assumed that the stress-differ-

ence versus confining stress data for the uniaxial pre-load are a measure of

the lower bound pristine failure envelope, it can be concluded that stress

cycling diminishes strength significantly at confining pressures up to about

0.5 Kb. This reduction in ultimate failure strength decreases with increased

confining stress up to approximately 2 Kb, where the material appears to

attain failure strengths that are representative of pristine material. In

addition to the apparent reduction in strength at low confining pressure, the

stress-strain response prior to and during failure seems to change more to

hardening from ideally plastic.

The complete effects of shock conditioning on tuff are not well under-

stood and have not been thoroughly investigated. These experiments have

addressed some issues by providing laboratory data that give some quantitative

indication of the effects of shock conditioning. This type of information

will be useful in future working point selection, containment design, and

tunnel hardness considerations.

INTRODUCTION

The design process for successful containment of underground nuclear

weapons tests requires an understanding of the basic physical and mechanical

properties of the host rock. Significant complications may arise in contain-

ment when the host rock has been previously subjected to high stresses from

other proximal underground events. This "shock conditioning" of volcanic tuff

is suspected of being a contributing cause to the failure of the structures

drifts during the Huron Landing event.

In an effort to quantify the effects of shock conditioning on Nevada Test

Site (NTS) ash fall tuff, an experimental laboratory program was conducted

that simulated shock conditioning on tuff samples, and determined the degrada-
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tion in mechanical and strength properties of samples previously subject to

high stress levels. The test program consisted of a series of triaxial com-

pression and uniaxial strain tests conducted on unshocked tuff from N and G

tunnels, and on shocked tuff samples taken along a vector approximately radial

to the Miners Iron working point. Results obtained from these tests have led

to a better understanding of shock conditioning and its effect on the proper-

ties of tuff material.

This understanding is important when using numerical models that describe

rock behavior during an event, particularly since the distance between working

points is diminishing and events in or near shock conditioned material become

more common. It is alco of some importance in the design of structures and

installations ment to withstand repeated loads.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROAL-1

The laboratory test program reported here required testing native state

tuff core material taken from several different areas of the Nevada Test Site

(NTS). Basic physical properties and unconfined compression tests were per-

formed to characterize these materials and identify obviously anomalous zones.

Physical property determinations consisted of native state, dry and grain

densities, porosity, saturation and air void content values.

Past testing at Terra Tek and other laboratories has demonstrated that

the stress trajectory in ax - a3 versus a3 space during a uniaxial strain test

is a conservative estimator of the lower bound of the material's failure

surface[l,2]. As shown in Figure 1, the triaxial compression strength points,

therefore, will generally lie above the uniaxial strain curve. In addition,

the laboratory uniaxial strain test is an approximate simulation of the strain

path that the geologic material surrounding the working point undergoes during

the first loading of an event[3]. Therefore, uniaxial strain tests were
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Figure 1. Shown are data on tuff illustrating that the stress trajectory fol-
lowed during uniaxial strain is a conservative estimation of the
failure envelope.

conducted on samples as a means by which field shock conditioning could be

simulated. In these tests, right circular cylinders of the sample material

were subjected to uniaxial strain tests performed to different maximum confin-

ing pressures simulating different peak field stresses. The same samples that

were tested along a uniaxial strain path were subsequently subjected to triax-

ial compression tests. These tests were designed to quantify the effect of

laboratory shock conditioning :n terms of a reduction in strength and in terms

of a change in the mechanical stress-strain behavior. Results from triaxial

compression tests on pristine (i.e. samples tested as-received) samples were

used as a basis for comparison.

A few samples were tested along a "biaxial strain" unloading path. First

a uniaxial strain path to 4 Kb confining pressure is followed. Then at the
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maximum uniaxial stress level, the axial strain was held constant and the

confining pressure decreased. This biaxial strain unloading path is thought

to simulate the post-event rebound.

These laboratory tests were conducted on material that was taken from

areas known to have been subjected to relatively high field stresses and on

samples that were obtained from areas subjected to insignificant stress levels.

It was expected that the material which had been highly stressed in the field

would behave similarly to the low field stress material that had undergone the

uniaxial strain tests in the laboratory. If such were the case, it would

serve to suDstantiate the simulation technique as useful.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unstressed core from area U12n.l2 was the first subjected to the shock

conditioning simulation. The physical properties of this core are presented

in Table 1. Strength data are summarized in Figure 2 where the stress trajec-

tories are plotted for three representative tests along with the subsequent

triaxial failure or yield points. In many cases, yield strength instead of

ultimate strength is plotted since most samples did not exhibit brittle fail-

Table 1

Average Physical Properties and Ultrasonic Wave Velocities
of Tuff from U12N.12, U12N.15 UG#4 and U12G.0T.
Standard Deviations are Given in Parentheses.

Drill Hole

U12N.12

U12G.0T

IH #1

IH #1

U12N.15 UG#4

Density
As-Received

(fl/cc)

1.86
(0.09)

2.00
(0.05)

2.08

1.88
(0.06)

Dry
(fl/cc)

1.49
(0.14)

1.69
(0.07)

1.80

1.52
(0.09)

Grain
(g/cc)

2.45
(0.05)

2.51
(0.06)

2.52

2.46
(0.03)

Water
by Wet
Weight

(%)

19.9
(3.7)

15.5
(1.2)

13.5

19.2

(2.1)

Porosity

{%)

38.9
(5.9)

32.6
(1.4)

28.6

38.2
(3.3)

Saturation

(%)

94.8
(2.9)

95.1
(1.2)

98.0

94.4
(2.5)

Calc.
Air

Voids

(%)

2.1
(1.4)

1.6
(0.34)

0.6

2.2
(1.0)

Meas.
Perm.
Comp.

(%)

Velocity
Long

(km/s)

3.13
(0.38)

3.30
(0.35)

3.07

2.45
(0.38^

Shear
(km/s)

1.34
(0.19)

1.76
(0.24)

1.55

0.96
(0.30)

Number
of Values
Averaged

15

4

1

12
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Figure 2. Comparison of yield strengths of samples from U12N.12 tested in
triaxial compression, to the lower bound estimate of the failure
surface as determined by the ax - a3 versus a3 curve from uniaxial
strain tests.

ure. Instead, a definite yield point was reached beyond which the sample

strain-hardened. Yield was defined by taking a slope parallel to and offset

by 0.5% from the stress-strain curve.

As can be seen in the range from 0 to 2 Kbars confining stress, the

triaxial failure points fall well below the uniaxial strain curves. This

means a dramatic reduction in strength has occurred since the triaxial failure

points normally fall above the uniaxial strain path.

Core material from U12G.0T was subjected to a similar suite of experi-

ments. Typical physical property results are shown in Table 1 and strength

data are shown in Figures 3 through 5. Uniaxial strain tests were performed

to h, 1, 2 and 4 Kbars to investigate what effect the magnitude of peak stress

has on strength reduction. The most obvious strength reductions occurred when
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Figure 5. Comparison of triaxial yield strengths of samples from U12G.0T with
the lower bound estimate of the failure surface as determined by
the a1 - cr3 versus a3 curve from uniaxial strain tests.

samples were taken to 4 Kbars confining stress. However, all the samples

appear to be somewhat altered since in no instance did the triaxial failure

points lie above the uniaxial strain stress trajectory.

Also affected by the shock conditioning simulation is the material

stress-strain response. Figure 6 presents the stress-strain response of two

samples taken at the same footage. One sample was tested in triaxial compres-

sion while the other sample was first uniaxially strained to 4 Kbars and then

tested in triaxial compression. Both were tested at the same confining stress.

The difference between the two is significant*. The pre-conditioned sample

was not ultimately brittle as the pristine sample was, rather it yielded and

*NOTE: It should be noted that these two tests were selected for comparison
because of the evident differences. In general, where compressions
were available, similar trends were evident. There were of course a
few exceptions.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the stress strain response of a pristine sample and a
uniaxially strained sample.

then strain hardened. The pre-conditioned sample was also less stiff. Yield-

ing in the pre-conditioned sample also occurred at a lower stress level than

the more brittle failure of the pristine sample.

The stress trajectory data from the uniaxial load, biaxial strain unload

test is shown in Figure 7. Immediately upon confining stress unloading the

stress difference increases slightly to what is felt to be a yield point

(point A). Stress difference then decreases with decreasing confining stress

until catastrophic failure occurs. It is felt that the path between the yield

(point A) and catastrophic failure (point B) may be indicative of the shock

conditioned failure envelope. Further tests are now in progress to investi-

gate this hypothesis.

Core from U12n.l5 UG#4 also underwent a suite of tests to quantify and

simulate shock conditioning. This material was different in that it was taken
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Figure 7. Stress path followed during uniaxial strain loading and "biaxial
strain" unloading.

from a hole that penetrated the highly stressed region of a previous event

(Miners Iron) and was, therefore, believed to be shock conditioned. All the

core from this hole that was tested was from the same geologic st.ata. The

drill hole was oriented approximately radially from the Miners Iron working

point; with the highest footages closest to the working point.

Results are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 8. Curve A is typical of

all the results of the first 90 ft. The uniaxial strain stress trajectories

indicate an average strength of about 0.25 Kbars. The triaxial compression

strength of pristine material lies above the uniaxial strain stress trajectory

and triaxial strength of the uniaxially strained core falls well below the

uniaxial strain stress trajectory indicating a significant material alteration

was caused by the uniaxial strain test. However, at approximately 90 ft there

is a transition in the behavior. From this point on the uniaxial strain

stress trajectories are noticeably weaker; approximately 0.15 Kbars was the
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Figure 8. Stress paths followed during uniaxial strain and triaxial compres-
sion strengths of pristine and uniaxially strained samples showing
the transition from unshocked to shock conditioned core.

maximum stress obtained at 4 Kb confining stress. In addition, there is

typically little or no'difference in the triaxial compressive strength of the

uniaxially strained and pristine samples.

We interpret the transition in behavior as a transition from essentially

unaltered or unshocked material to shock conditioned material. The fact that

a transition from unaltered material to shock conditioned material could be

distinguished and additionally that the triaxial strengths measured on pris-

tine core taken beyond the transition point were similar to the strengths of

uniaxially strained core from before the transition point, lend credibility to

the laboratory technique of simulated shock conditioning.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

A laboratory test technique has been developed that simulates and quanti-

fies shock conditioning. The potential effect of shock conditioning has been
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simulated and measured on essentially unshocked core. With these core,

strength reductions of one half and greater were observed after shock condi-

tioning simulation. In addition, stress strain response during triaxial

compression was altered. Samples tended to be less stiff and then yield and

strain harden rather than failing brittlely.

Field shocked core have also been tested. Triaxial strength of the field

shocked core was low (~0.02 Kbar). Subjecting the field shocked core to simu-

lated shock conditioning in the laboratory had little effect on the already

low strength.

The results and test technique described here should find application

when containment must be predicted in shock-conditioned geologic media. The

capability of making accurate pr&dictions in shocked material will become

increasingly important since, for economic and space reasons, event spacing

will become closer. Additionally, the ability to accurately predict material

response to repeated loadings may well be necessary if strategic structures

are to be placed in geologic media.
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ANALYSIS OF NEAR FIELD GROUND MOTION FROM
NUCLEAR DETONATIONS IN HIGH POROSITY MEDIA

Robert W. Terhune
Myron Heusinkveld

Abstract

A snort distance from a nuclear explosion in a hign porosity medium, the
shock wave separates into a low amplitude precursor, which propagates at sonic
velocity, and a high intensity stress wave which propagates at subsonic velo-
cities. At a range of about 5 cavity radii the subsonic part of the wave has
attenuated to below the threshold of pore crushup and propagates at sonic
velocities from that point on. This paper presents the analysis of accelera-
tion and velocity measurements from gages placed in a vertical string in
satellite holes above 4 nuclear detonations. Only the analysis for the pre-
cursor and the wave propagation below the threshold of pore crushup is
presented.

Introduction

Since the mid-seventies, there has been some concern among DNA and DOE
ground motion calculators that the numerical models were frequently under-
predicting the free field displacement. Parameter studies^"5 had confirmed
that the residual shear strength controlled both the growth of the cavity
radius and the free field displacement. However, a conflict existed because a
relatively high strength is required to match the cavity radius compared to a
relatively low strength required to match the observed free field displacement.
This conflict was especially evident in air filled high porosity media such as
NTS alluviums. There was a clear need for experimental data on wave propaga-
tion in porous media to provide new insight for improved numerical models.

In 1976, under the sponsorship of DNA, a long term laboratory experimental
program was initiated by SRI, and directed toward understanding containment
phenomenology of underground nuclear tests. By mid 1981 specific experiments
directed toward providing numerical modelers with wave propagation data in
both high and low porosity grout7*8 were being done with excellent results.
Rimer and Lie of S^ utilized two different numerical models to get an
excellent match of essentially all the particle velocity data from the SRI
experiments. This success should be followed by applying the models to full
scale field tests and we hope the results presented in this paper will aid in
that effort.

In 1978 the LLNL Containment Program fielded the first of a planned series
of ground motion and stress history measurements in satellite holes. The
expectation was to provide a data base by which Lagrangian analysis techniques
developed by SRI10 would provide an in-situ measurement of the stress-strain
relationship of high air filled porosity alluvium. These expectations proved
unrealistic in view of the difficulties in making in-situ dynamic stress
measurements. However, LLNL continued, at a low priority, to field ground
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motion gages at the rate of about one event per year. To date, five nuclear
tests have been instrumented for ground motion, four of which successfully
recorded velocity and acceleration data and only one provided stress data that
may be usable if calibration problems can be worked out.

The quality of the data is excellent with minimum noise, but the data must
be evaluated and interpreted with caution. The complexity of the geologic
structure and the normal scatter in the data make it difficult to support even
a slightly controversial conclusion that is based on data only from one event.
Unlike laboratory experiments where- one can repeat the experiments and get
redundant measurements to reduce the error on any single data point and where
the conditions and environment of the experiments can be controlled, the field
measurements are more like observations rather than carefully designed experi-
ments. A particular event is selected for field measurements only because a
suitable satellite hole is available near a proposed detonation above the water
table. Consequently the four events are completely different in terms of
explosive yield, depth of burial, geologic structure, material properties, and
separation between the emplacement hole and satellite hole. In addition, none
of the above scale to the yield. The only thing in common is the fact that
the detonations are nuclear and the mediums are classified as porous tuffs and
alluviums. Each detonation is a one time non-repeatable event so there is no
redundancy in the measurements. Almost all gages follow the same motion
patterns, but each gage may differ in amplitude from its companion gage at the
same location or from its nearest neighbors. In almost all cases each gage
measurement was accepted as equally valid as any other because there were no
criteria by which a "correct" value could be determined. The power of the
analysis lies in tne similarity between the four events where a characteristic
or observation is identified as generic that might otherwise be ignored.

Geological and Experimental Description

The four nuclear tests with successful ground motion measurements are
Pera, Norbo, Event X and Tilci. The lithology, medium properties, and gage
locations are given in Figures 1-4, respectively,, for each event. The gage
locations in the satellite hole relative to the detonation point in Figures
1-4 are drawn to scale.

Pera was detonated at a depth of 200 m in PaintDrush tuff. The satellite
hole was 18 m from the emplacement hole. Gage locations are given in Table 1.
The geology is highly layered and to complicate matters, dips downward
approximately 30° as shown. The dry hole acoustic log (DHAL) indicates sound
velocities approximately 200 m/s less than those determined from the time of
arrival (TOA) of the shock wave at each gage station. Based on the DHAL, ace
and vel gages were placed in a very low sound velocity layer at a depth of 130
m. The gages worked well, showed a sharp decrease in amplitude, but a sound
velocity for the layer could not be determined. Part of the problem was that
the sound speed of the grout column in the satellite hole exceeded the sound
speed in the medium in this interval and a very weak pre-precursor masked the
TOA. Based on the relationship between the DHAL and TOA, we estimate the sound
velocity to be approximately 1000 m/s in this interval.
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Norpo was detonated at a depth of 271 m in a bedded ashfall tuff. The
satellite hole was 23 m from the emplacement hole, Gage locations are given
in Table 2. The site at Norbo had about 120 m of alluvium overlying numerous
layers of various types of tuff. A notable feature in the Norbo lithology is
the thin layer of very low density Tub Springs tuff at a depth of 150 m,
Although the DHAL showed considerable variation in sound velocity for the
different layers, the TOA of the initial wave front indicated a constant sound
velocity for the entire deptn.

Event X was detonated at a depth of 331 m in Tunnel Beds tuff. The
satellite hole was 15 m from the emplacement hole. Gage locations are given
in Table 3. Like Norbo, Event X also is hignly layered, but had a low density,
high air-filled porosity Grouse Canyon layer just above the detonation point.
The amplitude of the ground motion was much less than expected, which could be
due to high energy absorption of this layer. The'TOA data indicated a less
complicated structure than the DHAL showing only" two distinct layers. The
average TOA sound velocities are just slightly greater than the DHAL veloci-
ties.

Tilci was detonated in alluvium at a depth of 445 m. The satellite hole
was 31 m from the emplacement hole. Gage locations are given in Table 4.
The alluvium density was nearly constant with depth, but the sound speed as
measured by the DHAL increased almost linearly with depth. The TOA data
clearly defined different layers with sound speed in close agreement with the
DHAL measurements. The sound speed in the region below 300 m depth was
obtained from a series of Sandia'' stress gages and LLNL stress gages
fielded on this event.

Phenomenology and Theory

The purpose of this analysis is to support, modify or add to the existing
knowledge based on the behavioral characteristics of a propagating stress wave
from a nuclear detonation in a porous medium. Thus we will start with the
theory and concepts over which there is general agreement.

A short distance from a nuclear detonation in a high porosity medium the
resulting spherical shock wave separates into a low amplitude precursor, which
propagates at sonic velocities and a high intensity stress wave which propa-
gates at subsonic velocities. The high intensity stress wave is permanently
compacting a portion of the air porosity from the rock and thus its amplitude
is being severely attenuated. At some range from the detonation point the
compaction wave will attenuate below the threshold of pore crushup and propa-
gate at near sonic velocities similar to the precursor. The physics of the
main compaction wave is primarily controlled by the compressibility and air
filled porosity of the rock as has been recently demonstrated by Rimer and
Lie. The physics of the precursor and the main wave below the threshold of
pore crushup exhibits some characteristics that are elastic and some that are
definitely not. It is this latter area that is the focus of this paper. Thus
we will review a little of elastic wave propagation theory to help interpret
the data.
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The first issue is the geometry for which we assume that a near point
source like a nuclear detonation would generate a spherical shock wave. The
equation of motion in spherical coordinates i s ^

9 U

P—7 (1)

and for a homogeneous and iso.tropic medium

2
„ _ 2 ,_v \ 8u . pc u „ ,
ae " p c W i f + TjTVT f (3)

where u = displacement
p = density
c = sound velocity
v = Poisson's ratio.

Combining these three equations gives the displacement equation of motion,

3r l8r r ' 1 3t K '

and the one dimensional wave equation

(5)

where

u=|£ (6)

and for the outward traveling wave the solution is

• = 7 f (t - r/c) (7)

Using (6) the displacement is

u = - £ ( • £ • + S (8)
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Equations (7) and (8) show three features of a propagating wave which
we will use to evaluate the data. These are

The wave phase (t - r/c)
A AThe amplitude (—~-, — )

The wave form (f, f')

Equation (8) suggests that the amplitude of the displacement or velocity
should attenuate with distance between the limits of r~* and r"2. This
depends on the relative value of f/r to f7c. If we assume we can represent
the wave as the superposition of harmonic waves then f in Equation (7) becomes

f = exp [iw (£ - t)] (9)

and u is then

£ f e c (10)
Thus if

X « r u « A/r (11)

X » r u « A/r2 (12)

which gives the well known near field, far field terms.

For the two waves described in the phenomenology with stresses below the
pore crushup level and both traveling with the velocity c, the wave length of
the precursor Xp is much less than the wave lengths of the main wave Xm.
Thus, for a given r we might expect that

Xp < r < Xm (13)

such that the geometric attenuation for the main wave is much greater than that
for thp precursor in the region of r.

Refraction

It is clear, in view of the multilayered geology of all four sites, that
we must address the effect of refraction of the stress wave on the analysis of
the data. A P-wave incident on the interface of two elastic solids will give
rise to reflection and transmission of both P-waves and SV-waves J^ FOr the
purposes of this oaper we will consider only the transmission of the P wave
and its effect on the interpretation of the amplitude attenuation. The rela-
tion of the incident wave and the transmitted P wave is

and

k sine = k^sine^, (14)
0 0 *J 3

k o C o = k 3 C l
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where k0, Co and 0O are the wave number, sound speed and angle of
incidence of the incident wave and l<3, C] and 63 are the corresponding
values for the transmitted wave. Given Co, C] and 0O we can solve for
63 for each point along the interface which gives the new direction for
propagation of the transmitted wave.

There are two concerns. One is -- does the transmitted wave maintain its
spherical geometry (though with changing radius of curvature)? The second is
how will the change in the .radius of curvature effect interpretation of trie
observed amplitude attenuation?

In a strict sense the answer to the first is no, but the deviation (6)
from spherical geometry is small if the angle of incidence is small. For all
the gages in all four events this deviation amounts to 0.5% of the radius of
curvature (ROC). Figure 5 shows the relationship between the slant range (R)
to the gage from the source and the new radius of curvature (ROC) for C] < Co.
If Co < C^, then ROC < R. 6 is a measure of the deviation of the imaginary
source location on the axis of symmetry for an incident wave ± 1/2 the distance
between holes on each side of the gage in question. Tables 1 thru 4 give the
gage number, slant range, and ROC for both the DHAL and TOA sound velocity
models for each event.

The effect of an increasing radius of curvature on the observations is as
follows. Suppose we have a propagating wave where X « ROC. Then, by
Equation (11) u a 1/ROC where ROC is greater than the slant range r. For
two gages in the same layer we should estimate the attenuation by

out would assume

Jin — = - 1 An ROC/ROC . (16)
0

£n — = - a In r/r (17)
0

where ROC = r + X and ROC = r + X.
0 0

The attenuation rate a would then be observed as

&n(r + X/r + X)
a £n(r/rQ)

 < ] <18>

Analysis

Residual Strain Zone Characteristics

A major effect of the high intensity stress wave from the nuclear explo-
sion on the media can be seen in the residual volumetric strain. Figure 6
shows the residual volumetric strain for each of the four events as a function
of the slant range normalized to Pera. Pera, Norbo and Tilci all indicate a
region of pore compaction to a normalized range of 80 m. Beyond 80 m all four
events suggest the residual volumetric strain is approximately zero.
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The normalized range of 80 m may be fortuitous as in two of the events it
corresponds to the distance from the detonation point to a low impedance layer.
In fact, because of the unique layering in each event, the correlation of the
phenomenology with yield is very poor, i.e., amplitude or range do not scale
between the events. However, a point that will be made repeatedly is that in
each event the wave phenomena have specific characteristics that are common in
all four events.

A well known example is demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8 when compared with
Figure 6. Figure 7 is the time of arrival (TOA) of the main wave vs the depth
of each gage in the four events. Tne Event X gages only recorded the precur-
sor, no main wave, which traveled at sound velocity. Pera, Norbo and Tilci all
had a region of subsonic wave propagation changing abruptly to sonic propaga-
tion velocity at the same range that corresponds with the change in the resi-
dual pore compaction of Figure 6. Figure 8 shows the peak particle velocity
of the main wave for all the events except Event X, plotted with slant range
normalized to Pera. Tnere is an abrupt change in the attenuation at approxi-
mately 80 m, also corresponding to the change in pore compaction of Figure 6.
Thus in the region where the measured residual volumetric strain indicates
considerable permanent compaction the main wave propagated at subsonic veloci-
ties 200 to 600 m/s and with an attenuation rate of -3. In the region where
the residual volumetric strain indicates little permanent compaction the main
wave propagates at sonic velocities and with an attenuation rate of approxi-
mately -1. We shall refer to these regions as the compaction region and the
quasi-elastic region, respectively.

Refraction, Reflection Concerns

Several concerns have been expressed over the observed attenuation of the
peak particle velocity of both precursor and main wave where a slope of -1 on
a log v vs log r plot appears to fit the data for both the precursor and main
wave in the quasi-elastic region. Even if the wave was propagating elasti-
cally.. tne gages are too near the source to not have some effect due to the
near field term.'3 Similarly, there has been concern expressed that the
surface reflection has a larger effect on the peak particle velocity than is
being accounted for. Consideration of these concerns has led us to address
the following questions.

If tne wave propagated elastically, what attenuation should we expect for
the precursor and for the main wave?
Is there any direct evidence that refraction is affecting the observations
and is the effect the same for the main wave as it is for the precursor?
Can the effect of the surface reflection on the particle velocity be
identified as a function of depth?

In answer to the first question, we ran an elastic S0C^5 calculation
using the velocity history of gage 45 from Tilci as the boundary condition on
the inner surface of a spherical wedge at a range of 270 m. The outer boundary
condition was a constant pressure profile of 30 bars at a range of 2000 m and
a constant overburden pressure in each zone of 30 bars. The results of this
elastic spherical calculation are shown in Figure 9. An elastic precursor
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similar to Tilei's should have an attenuation rate of -1.1 which is consider-
ably less than the elastic main wave attenuation rate of -1.5. This is also
in agreement with the theoretical arguments given by equations 11, 12, and 13.
We do not know and we should not assume that the observed wave is propagating
elastically so the observed attenuation should be at least as large if not
larger than that calculated as elastic.

Refraction

The discrepancy is largest for the main wave which might be expected
because it is sensitive not only to refraction effects, but to effects due to
subsurface and surface reflections and also inelastic effects. The precursor
however might be expected to be only slightly inelastic and relatively free of
any enhancement from surface or subsurface reflections. Tnus we reasoned that
the difference in the observed attenuation of the precursor from an elastic
wave is due primarily to refraction. Figure 10 shows the particle velocity of
the precursor as a function of slant range for the four events. A least square
fit to each set of data yields an attenuation rate less than (-1) for Pera,
Event X, and Tilei and -1.2 for

if the precursor is subject only to refraction effects, then clearly an
attenuation rate less than unity indicates refraction occurred on Pera. Event
X and Tilci. Supporting evidence based on the measurements of the sonic velo-
city at each site is sufficient and convincing only for Tilci. Pera's alter-
nating high and low impedance layers dipping at 30° and lack of any time of
arrival data near the detonation point would make any conclusions based on a
simple analysis highly suspect. On Event X, it was clear that the Grouse
Canyon layer severely modified the shock front in the Paintbrush tuff layer in
a manner different than sound velocities from the DHAL would suggest. Without
time of arrival data near the detonation point, the possibility of refraction
cannot be verified. Tilci on the other hand, had all the information required
plus a simple layering model for analysis. Both the DHAL and TOA data on Tilci
indicated the shock wave would propagate through successive layers of decreas-
ing sonic velocity which would result in a continuously increasing radius of
curvature of the shock front. An estimate of the "real" attenuation rate for
Tilci, using the radius of curvature from Table 4 in Equation 18, results in a
value of -1.18 as compared to the observed 0.94.

The attenuation rate for Norbo of -1.2 suggested that any effects from
refraction were minimal. This is supported by the time of arrival data on
Norbo which indicated a constant sonic velocity over the region instrumented.
The sonic velocity of the layers as determined from the DHAL is more variable,
but also has a minimal effect on the radius of curvature of the shock front.
This applies only to the precursor as the main wave is severely modified by
the layering.

In summary, the observed attenuation on Pera and Event X is suspected, but
not proven, to be due to refraction. On Tilci we are convinced the observed
attenuation rate of the precursor is due to refracton and have estimated the
"real" rate to be -1.18. On Norbo we feel the observed attenuation rate is
approximately the "real" rate and that refraction effects were minimal.
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The attenuation rates indicated in Figure 8 for the peak particle velocity
of the main wave in the quasi-elastic zone are contaminated by refraction and
reflections from the surface and also subsurface interfaces. Surprisingly,
Pera with the most complex geologic structure of the four events, showed the
least effect of the four events on the wave form from potential subsurface
reflections. The time of arrival data clearly showed the existence of the very
low velocity layer at the base of the alluvium, but the precursor and main wave
went through the region with a very minimal amount of distortion. In contrast
Norbo had a very low density, low velocity Tub Springs tuff layer that the time
of arrival data gave no indication of its existence, yet an apparent reflected
compression wave was generated at the top interface of this layer that deter-
mined the character of the wave form that would propagate from Station 44 to
the surface.

Event X had a similar layer in the Grouse Canyon that was just above the
detonation point. Gages at stations 40 and 41 failed at shot time. Gages 42
thru 49 indicated only the precursor was propagating toward the surface without
any suggestion of a main wave in the velocity history. We conclude that the
Grouse Canyon either decoupled the upper layer from the compaction wave or
modified it such that we could not identify it in the velocity histories at
gage stations.

Tilei did not have a low impedance layer and no subsurface reflections or
potential reflection interfaces were identified.

In order to identify some of the basic characteristics of the propagating
wa«e in each event, in terms of the variation of the phase and amplitude, we
heve divided the gage stations of each event into three groups of 4 gage
stations each. The first group is in or near the spall zone. The second group
is in the quasi-elastic region between the spall zone and the compaction
region. The third group is in the compaction region. Each velocity history
in a group is normalized to one of the gage stations in the group such that
they all have the same TOA and the amplitude is adjusted by (Ri/R0)**a.
a is an average of the attenuation rate of the precursor and the main wave
(Figure 10 and 8 respectively) for the gages in the group. For some events a
velocity history for a gage station may appear in two groups.

Spall

Figures 11 thru 14 show the velocity histories for the four gages nearest
the surface on Pera, Event X, Norbo, and Tilci, respectively. The indicator
of spall by the increase in velocity is clearly evident in Figure 11 for Pera
and Figure 12 for Event X where the spall arrival can be followed from gage to
gage. The spall effect can be traced to a depth of 65 m on Pera and 150 m on
Event X. Only the peak velocity on Pera's gage nearest the surface was con-
taminated by the spall.

Norbo and Tilci both had complex wave forms that partially obscured the
spall indicator. On Norbo, the spall effect can be observed on only the two
top gages, but extrapolation at sonic velocities shows that all the peak
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velocities in the quasi-elastic zone could be contaminated by the surface
tensile wave. On Tilci the spall effect is clearly seen in the top three
gages. Extrapolation of the spall arrival to the next lower set of three
gages and evaluation of their acceleration traces reveal a slight enhancement
of the peak velocity by the surface tensile wave.

In summary, the peak velocity on Pera and Event X were not affected by the
surface tensile wave and all the peaks in the quasi-elastic region of Tilci and
Norbo were contaminated. However, the effect on the particle velocity for the
middle gages is thought to be minimal.

Quasi-elastic Region

Figures 15 thru 18 show the velocity histories for the four gages just
outside the compaction zone on Pera, Event X, Norbo and Tilci, respectively.
Pera demonstrates all the phenomenology in this region better than the others
because it had such a shallow penetration of the surface tensile wave. The
first positive pulse consists of the precursor and the main wave which is the
remnant of the void compaction wave. The first negative pulse is the rebound.
The second positive pulse is the recompaction wave which is followed by a
smaller rebound arid then damped oscillations. The entire wave from first
arrival thru to the recompaction remains in phase and propagates at sonic
velocity. The damped oscillations exhibit a peculiar feature in that each
gage oscillates simultaneously together with the gages above and below it.
This feature is also observed at late times in the spall region. Another
feature is that normalization of the precursor amplitude will essentially
normalize the entire wave form.

The middle gages on Event X were effected by the surface tensile wave with
the upper gage being in the spall zone. The recompaction wave was weak but
well defined and prolonged the duration of the surface reflections. At late
time a weak positive pulse propagates toward the surface just before the
period of simultaneous oscillations occur.

On Norbo, the effect of the surface tensile wave was to change the
duration of the positive pulse causing it to broaden as it propagated toward
the surface. Curves A, B and C are from gages 45, 46 and 47, respectively in
Figure 17.

Tilci also shows many of the classic features of Pera. Although the
scatter in the data was greater on Tilci than on Pera, the wave lengths remain
constant. This supports our belief that the surface spall had a minimum effect
on the ground motion in the quasi-elastic region. The recompaction wave
apparently never developed and the wave motion phases into the simultaneous
oscillations during rebound.

A curious feature common to all four events in the quasi-elastic zone is
the similarity of the velocity history of the main wave when compared to the
mirror image of the rebound.

In summary, the stress wave in the quasi-elastic zone appears to propagate
with a constant phase, at sonic velocities with all amplitudes attenuating at
the same rate. At late time the entire zone oscillates simultaneously.
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Compaction Region

Figures 19 thru 22 show the velocity history for the four closest gages to
the detonation point of Pera, Norbo, Tilci, respectively. It is in this region
that the void volume in the rock is being irreversibly compressed. Of the
three events, Nqrbo is the least complicated*by data scatter or reflections »
and Figure 20 will be referred to for the characteristic description.

The first interesting feature is that the duration of the first positive
pulse is constant. The first positive pulse consists of the precursor propa-
gating at sound velocity and the compaction wave propagating at subsonic velo-
cities. The second interesting feature is that the entire wave propagates in
phase and except for the high attenuating compaction pulse the amplitudes all
attenuate like the precursor. It is almost as if the rebound, recompaction and
damped oscillations are quasi-elastic.

Pera's gage 45, labelled C in Figure 19 is in the middle of the low sonic
velocity layer and the wave appears to make a smooth transition through this
region without any unexpected change in phase or amplitude. However the
rebound and recompaction wave are severely damped when compared to the velocity
history of gage 46, Figure 15. In addition the phase of the wave appears mixed
behind the first positive pulse similar to what one might expect from a
reflected tensile wave.

On Tilci we have included the integrated acceleration data, Figure 21, and
the velocity gage data, Figure 22, to demonstrate the scatter in the data and
to reinforce the concept that the wave form does maintain a constant phase as
it propagates at sonic velocity. It is also easy to identify the development
of the peak between the precursor and the compaction wave that is so notice-
able in the quasi-elastic zone. Note the recompaction wave starts, but never
really d^velopes at 1.0 s.

The drastic change in the wave form of Norbo by the Tubs Spring tuff layer
can be appreciated by comparing gage 43 (labelled C in Figure 20) with the
velocity histories in Figure 17. Gage 44 is only 15 m above gage 43 and about
10 m below the lower interface of the Tub Springs layer.

Dilatancy

with closely spaced gages it is possible to interpolate between them and
calculate the gradient of the displacement. Thus if we can assume a spherical
geometry for the wave, the radial and tangential strains can be calculated and
also the volumetric strain. Figure 23 shows the volumetric strain as a func-
tion of time for gage stations just past the compaction zone for all four
events. The time of the projected arrival of the surface tensile wave is
indicated by an asterisk. Both Event X and Pera demonstrate the dilatancy is
not due to the surface tensile wave. Comparison of the timing of the onset of
postive volumetric strain for Tilci with the velocity histories in Figure 18
shows that onset occurs well before the peak velocity.
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In order to determine the sensitivity of the dilatancy with respect to the
model chosen for the radius of curvature, we calculated the volumetric strain
for gage location 47 using both the DHAL and TOA model in Table 4. The results
ar? shown in Figure 24 and support our conclusion that the dilatancy is a real
phenomena common to all four events.

Summary .

The ground motion data from four nuclear detonations consisting of 46
acceleration gages and 46 velocity gages has been reduced and presented. The
geology at the site of each event has been shown to be complex with numerous
layers and impedance interfaces, but well characterized with pre-detonation
geophysical measurements.

Subsurface reflections through very low density layers resulted in a unique
wave form on each event. Refraction by the layers was suspected of decreasing
the attenuation on Event X and Pera, was proven to severely decrease the
attenuation on Tilci and shown to have a minimal effect on the attenuation of
Norbo's stress wave. The refraction corrected attenuation rate for Tilci was
in good agreement with that observed on Norbo. Surface tensile reflections
were shown to have contaminated the peak particle velocities on Norbo and
Tilci, but not on Pera or Event X. Wave form distortion by the surface tensile
reflections were shown to be greatest for Norbo and Event X, moderate for
Tilci, and negligible for Pera.

Phenomenology common to all four events were identified along with some
behavioral characteristics of the propagating stress wave. The velocity
history at any point in the medium of the outward traveling wave has been
separated into four parts. These are: 1. The first positive pulse which
consists of the precursor and the main wave. 2. The first negative pulse
which is the rebound. 3. The second positive pulse which is the recompaction
wave, and 4. A series of damped oscillations. The four time intervals of
the velocity history are observed at the closest gage station and maintain
their phase, propagating at sonic velocities from somewhere near the source
outward. There appears to be little dispersion by the relatively low frequency
in these four intervals.

The main wave of the first positive pulse is first observed well separated
from the precursor. The peak of the main wave is being highly attenuated and
is propagating at subsonic velocities. The residual volumetric strain indi-
cates a high degree of permanent compaction is associated with this wave
behavior. Somewhere between one-half and two-thirds of the depth of burial the
peak of the main wave abruptly changes to propagate at sonic velocities and
near geometric only attenuation. The residual volumetric strain is essentially
zero beyond the compaction region, but dynamic strain calculations based on
the velocity histories indicate a transitory volumetric increase (dilatancy)
occurs in this quasi-elastic region.
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One additional observation on all four events was a time interval within
the damped oscillations, in the quasi-elastic region where all the gages in
this region vibrated in unison suggesting possibly a resonant frequency of the
geologic structure had been excited.

Future work still needs to be done. An analysis of the data in the
frequency domain still needs to be completed, as well as analysis of controlled
strain experiments by Tera-Tek based on this data. Finally, a generic set of
velocity history characteristics needs to be developed to provide a test for
models in a homogeneous isotropic media without all the complexity of the
layering effects now imbedded in the data.
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Table 1

PERA RADIUS OF CURVATURE DUE TO REFRACTION

S1 ant DHAL + TOA MODEL

Gage

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Range
m

38.5
43.2
47.7
52.8
67.9
83.8
93.3
103.2
113.2
133.0
152.8
172.7

ROC
m

38.5 ±
43.2 ±
47.7 ±
52.8 ±

102. ±
80. ±
90. ±
100 ±
110 ±
153 ±
173 ±
193 ±

0
0
0
0
1.2
10.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.2
1.2
1.2

Snd. Spd.
m/s

1500
1500
1500
1500
1000
1400
1400
1400
1400
1240
1240
1240

Table 2

NORBO RADIUS OF CURVATURE DUE TO REFRACTION

Gage

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Slant
Range
m

55.2
68.6
82.9
97.4

112.
137.7
161.2
186.
210.8
235.7

ROC
m

55.2
68.6
77.
92
106
154
149
174
199
224

DHAL

± 0
± 0
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.7
± 0.5
± 0.5
± 0.5
± 0.5

MODEL
Snd. Spd.

m/s

1600
1600
1750
1750
1750
1450
1750
1750
1750
1750

TOA
ROC
m

55.2
68.6
82.9
97.4
112.0
137.7
161.2
186.0
210.8
235.7

MODEL
Snd. Spd.

m/s

1700
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Table 3

EVENT X RADIUS OF CURVATURE DUE TO REFRACTION

Gage

Slant
Range

m

TOA MODEL DHAL MODEL
ROC

m
SND. SPD.

m/s
ROC

m
SND. SPD.

m/s

40
41
42

43
44
45

46
47
48
49

61

70.4
99.8

120.2

141.4
161.2
181.0

212.2
240.4
261.2
281.0

329.9

70.4
99.8

120.2

141.4
161.2
181.0

244 ± 1.0
272 ± 1.0
293 ± 1.0
313 ± 1.0

510 ± 5.0

1790
1790
1790

1790
1790
1790

1450
1450
•1450
•1450

923

150.4 ± 1.1

130.3 ± 0.3
150.0 ± 0.3
170.0 ± 0.3

253.7 ± 1.2
281.8 ± 1.2
302.6 ± 1.2
322.3 ± 1.2

542.7 ± 5.0

1712
1307
1307

1755
1755
1755

1364
1364
1364
1364

910

Table 4

TILCI RADIUS OF CURVATURE DUE TO REFRACTION

Gage

41
42
43
44

45
46

47

48
49

50

Slant
Range

m

180.4
193.9
210.9
225.9

269.9
284.0

300.9

344.9
360.5

374.9

TOA
ROC

m

216 ± 1 .
229 ± 1 .
246 ± 1 .
261 ± 1 .

340 ± 1.2
354 ± 1.2

371 ± 1.2

458 ± 1.8
474 ± 1.8

488 ± 1.8

MODEL
S n d . S p d .

rn/s

2250
1880
1880
1880

1670
1670

1670

1500
1500

1500

DHAL
ROC

m

233 ± 2 .
247 ± 2
264 ± 2 .
279 ± 2 .

323 ± 2 .
337 ± 2

410 ± 3.5

454 ± 3.5
480 ± 3.5

577 ± 5.

MODEL
Snd. Spd .

m/s

1750
1750
1750
1750

1750
1750

1500

1500
1500

1250
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Pera Lithology and Medium Properties
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Norbo Lithology and Medium Properties
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Event X Lithology and Medium Properties
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Tilci Lithology and Medium Properties
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RADIUS OF CURVATURE VARIES ALONG INTERFACE
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MODELING FRACTURE AND SPALL

Barham W. Smith and Leonard G. Margolin

Earth and Space Sciences Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract

Recent results in theoretical fracture mechanics have been

utilized to construct a microphysical model of brittle fracture which

is computationally straightforward and depends on real physical

processes and parameters. The Bedded Crack Model (8CM) was developed

for oil shale rubbling calculations and follows the growth of cracks

from preexisting microcracks along a set of parallel crack planes, due

to both tensile and shear stresses. By orienting these planes parallel

to the ground surface, spall can be modeled. The results of BCM

calculations with the new SHALE code show that spall phenomena can be

modeled in a physically realistic way. Complete separation of spall

layers occurs naturally in the calculations, so that free fall and

slapdown are well represented without artificial constructs. Accuracy

In spall modeling improves accuracy in strength and timing of the

downward traveling tensile wave which is so important in predicting the

formation of a containment cage. An improved crack model now exists

which follows crack growth in three orthogonal sets of crack planes and

should prove valuable in modeling the cavity region.
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I. Introduction

Modeling of stress wave propagation with finite difference codes

has been one of the most useful tools for theoretical studies in

containment. In order to characterize the whole process from

pre-detonation quiescence through all dynamic phases, a computer model

must simulate several diverse physical processes. First are energy

deposition and shock coupling in the cavity region, second is

compressive stress wave propagation with its associated attenuation,

and third are the complex interactions of reflected and superposed

waves near the ground surface. The first two are reasonably well

understood; that is, calculations can fairly easily be made to agree

with detailed measurements of physical parameters in the field or

laboratory. The third class of processes is dominant in characterizing

surface ground motion and is the most poorly simulated in most

computational models.

When the upward traveling compressive stress wave first impinges

on the free surface, a downward traveling tensile wave is reflected.

At the underground location where the trailing edge of the compression

and the leading edge of the rarefaction first superpose to result in a

net tension sufficient to overcome rock cohesion (generally small), the

rock breaks or spalls. (In this paper we recommend using the word

"spall" to mean breakage, in accordance with its strict definition. It

is often used to refer to the whole set of phenomena associated with

underground spall from a buried explosion, namely the freeing of a

layer of rock, its ballistic (free fall) trajectory, and its subsequent

slapdown.)

This paper therefore focuses on the mechanism of spall in computer

calculations used to study containment-related questions. The

importance of accurate spall computation in containment is in

calculating the strength of the downward moving tensile pulse which

arrives back at the cavity region and is thought to determine whether a

net compressive tangential stress survives around the cavity to form a

long-lasting stress cage. In all the successful computer simulations
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of stress wave propagation from buried explosions that we have seen,

some form of elastic-plastic or viscoplastic constitutive relation has

been used to characterize failure of rock. Typically constitutive

models for tensile failure test the most tensile principal stress

against a "strength" parameter, and if the "strength" is exceeded, the

stress is relaxed over some number of timesteps given by an input

parameter. More elaborate models may contain many other parameters to

help describe other effects beyond stress relaxation. All parameters

must be determined by fitting laboratory experiments necessarily

involving scales much smaller than those of field tests as well as

involving special stress or strain paths. Great success has been

achieved with these models in computing useful sets of cases that have

helped greatly in understanding containment phenomena.

There are some serious deficiencies with the standard approach,

however. These models are based on a mathematical and physical

framework which ignores the microstructure of real materials. Fcr

example, strength parameters are used to test for both shear and

tensile failure. The concept of a single value of strength, or a

single function for strength as a function of "damage", is convenient

and intuitively appealing. Unfortunately, it is not experimentally

justified. Failure stress as measured in the laboratory is found to

depend on many aspects of the experiment such as sample size (larger

samples are weaker) and strain rate (samples strained more rapidly

appear stronger). The more elaborate models mentioned above try to

account for these departures from simple behavior by adding more

parameters and calibrating them to particularly detailed sets of

experimental data. The work of Rimer (this volume) in analyzing the

small-scale explosive tests of Florence and Cizek is an example of how

well these models can work. What worries us is how such calculations

can be extended to other scales and strain rates without equally

detailed measurements in the new situations.

The remedy we propose is to base our modeling on a mathematical

and physical framework that is as consistent as possible with what we

now know about the microstructure which is responsible for macroscopic
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behavior of materials. In particular, the experimental results for

failure are consistent with the idea advanced about sixty years ago by

Griffith (1920) that materials contain microscopic flaws (now called

"Griffith cracks") which grow under certain conditions. Failure is

thus a continuous process originating in small naturally occurring

flaws, proceeding through crack growth, and ending with failure and

ultimately fragmentation.

II. The Bedded Crack Model

A microphysical model for material behavior has three elements,

namely a mechanical model, a statistical description to allow treatment

of an assembly of microscopic features, and effective elastic moduli

that relate microscopic details to macroscopic material properties. A

microphysical model of fracture encompassing both shear and tensile

failure can be constructed from fracture mechanics. Crack growth is

associated with weakening and failure of rocks. A modified Griffith

criterion is used to test whether cracks of a certain 6ize can grow

when known stresses are imposed. This criterion relates the energy

released by crack growth to the energy necessary to advance the crack

radius. For penny-shaped cracks in the x-y plane, cracks will grow if

a + >
Z Z 2(1 + v) 2(1 - v2)c

where 0JJ are the components of the stress tensor, c is the crack

radius, v is Poisson's ratio, T is the coefficient of surface tension,

and E is Young's modulus for the solid matrix material (without

cracks). This form is used only when o"zz is positive (tensile). The

inequality establishes a minimum crack size for growth, i.e., only

cracks larger than the critical size will grow under given stresses.

This explains why larger samples are weaker; their size alone allows

them to harbor larger flaws which fail at lower stress levels.
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Margolin (1983a,b) has formulated a theory of material behavior

for a material containing an exponential distribution of crack sizes.

The initial volume density N i.f creeks with radius greater than c is

assumed to be

N - NQ exp(- ~ )

where NQ is the total density of preexisting microcracks and cav is a

characteristic size. This form of the crack distribution was suggested

by Seaman, Curran, and Shockey (1976)\and is supported by a large

number of experiments. In its simplest form, Margolin's model assumes

all cracks lie in the same plane and is thus called the Bedded Crack

Model (BCM). The case where cracks are closed by a negative c is

also included, since cracks can still grow if the shear is large

enough. It is only necessary to include a term for friction between

the crack faces. Another physical result Jrom theory is that cracks

can grow no faster than an asymptotic speed which is less than the

shear wave speed in the matrix. This explains the strain rate effect

seen in studies of failure, namely that high strain rates distort the

material faster than cracks can grow and induce failure. The evolution

of the exponential distribution of crack sizes can become quite complex

if the stress history has several reverses or large amplitude changes.

Nonetheless we have found it sufficient so far to keep track of only

two parameters of the crack distribution, the minimum crack size that

has been activated for growth and the length of time that cracks have

been growing. Cracks are assumed to grow with their asymptotic speed.

The connection between the Instantaneous crack density and the

change in stress over a timestep is made with effective elastic moduli.

Margolin (1983c) has given the detailed derivations of effective moduli

for a body containing an assemblage of cracks. For BCM the effective

compliance C z z z z is related to the compliance of the uncracked matrix
CLzz bv
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where y is the third moment of the crack distribution. The

dimensionless number y can be interpreted as the cube of the ratio

between crack, size and crack spacing. A very important point is that

the moduli we use are not tangent moduli, that is, instantaneous slopes

of nonlinear stress-strain curves. Instead they are effective elastic

moduli of a material with a given microstructure that is not changing.

Inelastic or nonlinear effects result from the evolution of the

microstructure. As cracks grow, the crack distribution is modified

causing a change in effective moduli. The constitutive relation thus

takes the form

"dt~

where e ^ are the components of the strain tensor. Inverting this for

the rate of change of stress, we obtain

dakl -i rdEij dCijmn
-5t" " Cklij l-dt" a m n — ~

which has the form of a Maxwell (viscoelastic) solid, but with a

variable relaxation time. The similarity to constitutive relations

used by other workers is striking, but in our theory the relaxation

time is effectively calculated from internal variables depending in a

physical way on evolving microstructure, rather than being an extra

input parameter adjusted to fit some particular data set.
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III. Spall Calculations with BCK

When 8CM is applied to the problem of a stress wave reflecting

from a free surface and producing spall, the results are very

encouraging. We have implemented BCM in our new two-dimensional code

SHALE, which is a derivative of SALE (Amsden, Ruppel, and Hirt 1980),

an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) finite difference code developed

at Los Alamos. SHALE has a modular numerical structure which is

convenient for testing each phase of stress wave numerical dynamics

separately. (An "export" version of SHALE will soon be available with

BCM included.) To study the performance of BCM for the spall problem, a

quasi-one-dimensional test problem was configured with a vertical stack

of cells, in which a Gaussian stress pulse was imposed at the bottom

boundary. A compressive stress pulse travels upward, reflects from the

ground surface, and returns downward as a tensile pulse. Spall occurs

as growth of cracks beginning at about 30 meters depth, and eventually

occurs to some extent from just below the surface to a depth of about

100 meters (one third of the mesh depth). The calculated surface

velocity as a function of time is shown in the Figure.

The upward accelerated ground layers move upward and go into true

free fall (acceleration **g). This true free fall is possible because

the effective moduli have been reduced essentially to zero, in contrast

to another code which we tried on this problem. The other code, TOODY

IV, uses the typical method of treating tensile failure discussed in

the Introduction. When cells crack in a TOODY calculation, the

necessary modifications to the cell moduli are not made and the cells

continue to transmit stress across themselves as well as hold back free

fall with a net acceleration greater than -g. These nonphysical

behaviors are not observed in the SHALE/BCM calculations. Slapdovn

occurs with SHALE in the correct way, namely as a sharp collision or

several collisions between the free-falling layer(s) and the underlying

rock. In order to obtain a sharp slapdown and to return exactly to a

quiescent state when motion has ended, it was found essential to

determine the precise moment when cracks actually separated at the

beginning of the free fall period and when they closed at slapdown.
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TIME (sec)
Figure: Surface velocity history in SHALE/BCM test calculation.

These critical times are in general part of the way through a timestep.

Multiple slapdown peaks, which nay be due to wave reflections and

interactions after the major spall gap has developed, are a natural

result of the method of calculation. To sum up, we implemented a

fracture and failure model based on the correct Edcrophysical basis for

fracture, and reproduced the correct set of spall, free fall, and

slapdown phenomena without numerical artifices or ad hoc modifications

to our constitutive model. We believe these results are in clear

contrast to previous calculations of spall phenomena and ground motion.

Furthermore, the correct scaling and strain rate dependences are built

into our model and require no further modification, once calibrated for

a particular material.
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IV. Discussion

The approach we have used appears to hold promise for major

Improvements in constitutive modeling in general. With our simple BCM

model, we can already simulate shear and tensile failure at least as

well as other methods. In the future we plan to take further steps

into simulation of phenomena that are not accessible to other methods.

Adams and Margolin (private communication) have developed a three-plane

version of BCM known as BCM3. In this model, cracks oriented in any of

three orthogonal directions can grow. Fragmentation occurs when crack

intersections and coalescence reach such a level that the material

makes a transition from a solid to a set of completely severed

fragments. Theoretically, this limit is reached not at y • 1 but when

Y approaches a value of 9/16. BCM3 will take us to this limit, and

from here we hope to make a connection with porous flow codes to

compute transport of fluids through the fragmented medium. Formally,

BCM can also give a result of y + 9/16, but the interpretation of this

result is not clear, since parallel cracks cannot intersect, strictly

speaking. A further extension of our method involves consideration of

other effects of the presence of a known density of cracks in a

material. In particular, cracks act as scattering centers for stress

waves, leading to a dispersion relation and complex effective moduli.

There is every expectation that we can compute scattering and

attenuation of stress waves from the crack density, since the crack

density is always currently updated.

We have also constructed the same type of micromechanical

constitutive model for a material containing an assemblage of pores. A

qualitative difference between the crack model and the pore model is

that permanent pore closure makes an important direct contributi >n to

the strain, while crack growth does not. We now have a combined model

for behavior of a material containing both cracks and pores, which

should prove powerful enough to calculate realistic stress-strain paths

for all containment problems.
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D-5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTAINMENT MODELS WITH APPLICATION TO
HIGH EXPLOSIVE EVENTS IN T(JFF

Brown, W. T.. and Chavez, P. F., Sandia National Laboratories. Albuquerque, NM
87185

A field experiment program, using high explosives to examine stress-cage formation in
tuff, is in progress. In parallel with this effort, computational studies are being
performed to develop mathematical models of material behavior. The computational
effort has emphasized using various plasticity models to explain the dynamics of
stress-cage formation. In addition, influences such as damage, porosity, and rate-effects
have been incorporated into the plasticity models, in an attempt to better account for
the phenomenology. Comparisons of experimental data, for two different explosive
events (different charge weights and tuffs), with the results from calculations are used
to refine material models.
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LABORATORY HYDROFRACTURE EXPERIMENTS
FOR CONTAINMENT INVESTIGATIONS

J. C. Cizek and A. L. Florence
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 94025

Laboratory hydrofracture experiments have been performed to examine

the residual stress fields surrounding exploded cavities in rock

simulants and Nevada Test Site tuff. Containment-related investigations

are described concerning source decoupling, source configuration, and a

free surface.

1. Introduction

Laboratory hydrofracture experiments help us to understand the

residual stress fields that form around underground exploded cavities.

These fields are beneficial for containment because they allow higher

cavity gas pressures to be sustained. If the fields are weak they tend

to stabilize the crack growth from the cavity. At the last DNA

Containment Symposium in 1981, our hydrofracture experiments were

described and results were presented-*- of investigations on unexploded

cavities, hydrofracture rate, material properties (porosity), overburden

pressure, stress relaxation, and source decoupling. The experiments

2
were performed with a rock simulant, designated 2C4, having properties

that match those of a saturated Nevada Test Site (NTS) tuff. In the

basic residual stress field experiment, water is pumped into a cavity at

a constant rate. By comparing the pressure required to fracture an

exploded cavity with that required to fracture an unexploded (cast)
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cavity, all other parameters being equal, we obtain an integrated

measure of the strength of the residual stress field.

In this paper we present the results of hydrofracture experiments

that we have performed over the last two years. Three investigations

with 2C4 are treated and the first of our hydrofracture records with NTS

tuff are presented. The first investigation concerns the overall

strength of the residual stress field when the source is decoupled such

that the initial cavity radius is 1.5 times the charge radius. It is

shown that the field strength is comparable to that of a fully coupled

charge. The second investigation concerns a source configuration having

a spherical charge in a hemispherical cavity. The air volume around the

charge was the same as that in the 1.5R decoupled case. Again the

residual stress field strength for this case is comparable to that of a

fully coupled charge. Tht third investigation concerns the rock,

fracture that can be caused by the reflected wave when Lhe explosive

source is close to a free surface. The objective of the experiments was

to provide data to assist the formulation of a failure criterion for

containment continuum mechanics codes.

2. Description of the Hydrofracture Experiment

Comparison of the pressure required to produce hydrofracture from

an exploded and cast cavity provides a measure of the strength of the

residual stres' field. Figure 1 shows the sequence of operations

performed in the exploded cavity experiments. After detonation, the

cavity expands to reach the end of a water-filled tube sealed b/ a steel

ball. Pumping designed for a constant flow rate (2.04 cm^/s) y —hes the
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ball into the cavity when the water pressure exceeds the cavity

pressure. A transducer in the line measures the pressure, and the

pumping piston displacement gives the volume or time. The pressure

increase causes hydrofracture and crack propagation until the crack

reaches the outside of the sample. Figure 2 shows the apparatus.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the residual stress field effect by

comparing the hydrofracture records for exploded and unexploded cavities

in 2C4 grout. Hydrofracture pressures are about 40 MPa and 14 MPa for

the exploded and unexploded cavities, respectively, so the residual

stress field has increased the cavity pressure that can be contained by

about a factor of three.

3. Decoupled Source

By the expression "decoupled source" we mean that our spherical

charge is not in contact with the 2C4 grout. The case that we present

here has the charge of radius R (5.2 mm) centered in an air-filled

spherical cavity of radius 1.5R. The 3.OR decoupled case was presented

at tha First DNA Containment Symposium. Two experiments were performed

and the hydrofracture records are shown in Figure 5 as the solid lines

labeled Tests 308 and 313. Also shown for comparison are the records

for the fully coupled source. Overall the records are similar with

comparable hy'-ofracture pressures (40 MPa), indicating comparable

strengths of the residual stress fields.

4. Source Configuration

A source configuration of interest in underground tests involves a

hemispherical cavity. To investigate the associated residual stress
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field, we performed two hydrofractare experiments with the source

configratuon shown in Figure 6. The charge is partially coupled below

and decoupled above to provide an air volume equivalent to that in the

1.5R spherically symmetric source described in Section 3. Figure 7

shows the records as solid lines labeled Tests 322 and 323. Also shown

for comparison are the records for the fully coupled source. Test 322

gave a record falling within the group of records of the fully coupled

source and Test 323 gave a record just below the group. The overall

residual stress field strengths are therefore comparable. A slightly

egg-shaped cavity (hemisphere joined to spherical cap) was formed by the

explosion.

We also performed two hydrofracture experiments with hemispherical

cavities cast in 2C4 as another basis of comparison for residual stress

field strength. The results are shown in Figure 8 along with the

records for the unexploded spherical cavity. Again, the records are

comparable even though the junction of the hemisphere with its flat base

provides a stress concentration. Suppression of stress concentration is

attributed to plastic flow in this region or a uniform distribution of

microcracks. However, the fracturs initiated in this region.

5. Failure Criterion Experiments

The configuration for these experiments is shown in Figure 9. A

cylindrical specimen of 2C4 is subjected to an overburden pressure that

is applied as usual by water except on the top flat surface where it is

subjected to a gas pressure equal to the water pressure. The charge is

located on the axis of the 2C4 cylinder at various depths below the top
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surface. The charge depth and the overburden pressure were the

experimental parameters. Hydrofracture records were generated for each

combination of charge depth and overburden pressure to determine whether

the wave reflection from the top surface had cracked the cylinder.

Figure 10 shows the results in the depth versus overburden plane,

the crosses indicating no fracture and the circles indicating fracture.

The curve is an approximation to a division of the plane into intact and

fractured regions. The curve passes through the repeat experiments 338

and 346 because one exhibited fracture whereas the other exhibited no

fracture. The ordinate through the origin and the line with depth equal

to 2 inches are asymptotes. The hydrofracture data of Figure 10 and the

corresponding particle velocity data presented by us elsewhere in these

Proceedings are being used to assist the modeling of a failure criterion

for containment continuum mechanics codes.

7. Hydrofracture of NTS Tuff

Two 12-inch-diameter cores of SNLA G-tunnel tuff were bored on axis

for installation of the charge at the center; the borehole bottom was

shaped to a hemisphere to allow good contact of the charge and tuff.

The charge and hydrofracture tube assembly was inserted in the borehole,

which was then filled with 2C4 grout.

In one of the two experiments the tuff cracked dynamically from the

filled borehole. In the other experiment the hydrofracture record of

Figure 11 was obtained. The record shown as a solid line falls within

the group of records for 2C4.
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ABSTRACT

A downho7e steam-generation system has been developed in order to
obtain in situ steam fracture propagation data for use in validating the
predictive capability of the Los Alamos National Laboratory KRAK codej.
This system can produce up to 6C moles/second of steam at temperatures (<
1000°C) and pressures {< 10 MPa) representative of post-shot cavity con-
ditions. Steam flow tests have been performed at S-CUBED in a 3-meter
long by 20-centimeter diameter sand column. In addition, steam fracture
experiments have been conducted at the Nevada Test Site in both a low-
permeability (e.g., microdarcy range) tunnel bed and high-permeability
(e.g., darcy range) paintbrush-type tuff. This paper describes the
steam-generation system, the steam-flow and steam-fracture test designs,
and all test results.
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T. INTRODUCTION

Cavity gas leakage along steam-driven fractures has long been
recognized as one potential failure mechanism which may compromise the
containment of underground nuclear tests. Associated fracture models are
complex, as fluid condensation, heat transfer, fluid diffusion, in situ
stress, rock strength, and rock failure phenomena all play important
roles in the initiation, propagation, and termination of such fractures.
Although a number of models have been developed, there is little data
available describing steam-driven fractures. The objectives of this
study have, therefore, been to generate data which can serve as a base
for model development and validation.

Three types of tests have been performed. They involved steam flow
through a dry sand column, and steam fracture at the Nevada Test Site
(NTS) in both G-Tunnel and P-Tunnel tuffs. All tests were tailored to
simulate containment phenomena in a manner consistent with models incor-
porated within the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LAND numerical KRAK
code.

The sand-column flow test was designed to simulate condensation,
heat transfer, and fluid diffusion mechanisms without introducing the
complexities associated with fracturing. The G-Tunnel test examined
fracture initiation and propagation phenomena in a low-permeability
tunnel-bed tuff using simulated post-shot cavity conditions. Steam frac-
ture propagation and termination effects were examined in the high-
permeability paintbrush-type tuff found in P-Tunnel. All tests were per-
formed using downhole steam generation systems capable of producing steam
at pressures and temperatures up to 10 MPa and 1000°C, respectively.

In the paper which follows, the steam generation system is described
in Section 2. Results of the sand column, G-Tunnel, and P-Tunnel tests
are given in Section 3. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in
Section 4. Detailed evaluations of the test results are provided in a
subsequent paper by B. Travis of LANL.
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Work described in this paper involved a number of organizations and
numerous people. It was sponsored by DNA Field Command, Albuquerque.
S-CUBED deve7oped, designed, fabricated, and fie7ded the downhole, steam-
generation system. In addition, S-CUBED was responsible for obtaining
a77 sand-column data and all data within the steam source region. The
G-TunneT and P-Tunne7 diagnostic hole data were obtained by Sandia
National Laborations (SNL). Field operations were carried out under the
direction of the DNA Field Command Test Construction Division.
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The steam-generation system produces high-pressure, high-temperature
steam from water-cooled combustion of hydrogen and oxygen. This combus-
tion and evaporation process occurs within a borehole at the position
where the steam fracture is to be initiated. The steam-generation system
can provide up to 60 moTes/second of the high-pressure ( < 70 MPa), super-
heated ( < 1000°C) steam required to simulate post-shot cavity conditions.

The steam-generation system design is described in Section 2.1. Its
instrumentation and control features are reviewed in Section 2.2.

2.1 EQUIPMENT DESIGN

A schematic of the steam-generation system is shown on Figure 1.
This system is composed of four major components consisting of the steam
supply manifold and oxygen, hydrogen, and water supply systems. During
testing, the steam supply manifold is installed within the test borehole
as shown on Figure 2. The manifolds shown on Figure 3 serve to provide
the required water mist and distributed gas sources necessary to force
Ho/^/H-O mixing, combustion, and vaporation.

The water flow system consists of a reservoir filled with distilled
water, and a high-pressure nitrogen supply used to drive a very steady
flow from the reservoir at some pre-determined flowrate and pressure.
Water flowrates are monitored using a turbine flowmeter.

Separate hydrogen and oxygen supplies are used, as shown on Figure
2. However, these systems are maintained at a common line pressure using
nitrogen to operate the control sides of dome regulators located on the
oxygen and hydrogen lines. The nitrogen pressure is then regulated to
provide the desired line pressures. FTowrates are determined based on
pressure drops measured across pre-set metering valves. Check valves are
included in all lines to prevent backflow.
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Two steam supply manifolds have been used. The initial design shown
on Figure 3a was used for the low-fiowrate sand-column and G-Tunnel tests.
This manifold was incapable of providing the 60 moles/second flow required
for the P-Tunnel test. A second manifold shown on Figure 3b was, there-
fore, developed for this later test.

The steam-generation system is installed in the borehole as illus-
trated on Figure 2. First, a 15-centimeter diameter section of casing is
installed and grouted into the borehole, leaving only the fracture-source
region open. A steam supply manifold mounted in a 4-inch diameter pipe
is then inserted into a landing sub mounted in the 15-centimeter diameter
pipe. This 10-centimeter diameter casing contains the gas, water, and
pressure-sensing lines, as well as thermocouple cables.

A general schematic of the entire system as it was configured for
the G-TunneT test is shown on Figure 4. The complete system includes the
monitor and control module; nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and water sup-
plies; valves, regulators, and fTowmeter devices; and, the steam-fracture
manifo7d.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

During a test, pressures and temperatures are monitored within the
steam fracture initiation region showri on Figure 2. In addition, the
hydrogen and oxygen line pressures are measured upstream and downstream
of the flow control valves in order to determine the respective flow-
rates. Water flow is monitored using a turbine flowmeter. All data plus
the elapsed test time are displayed on a control panel to inform the
operator of the current system state. These data are also recorded on
magnetic tape and/or stripcharts.

Two flow options are available. One provides an approximately con-
stant downhole temperature; the other an approximately constant downhole
pressure. In the first, a servo control automatically adjusts the water
flow to maintain a constant downhole temperature. In the second, all
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metering valve settings and upstream control pressures are fixed. How-
ever, actual flowrates are approximately inversely proportional to the
downstream pressure. As a result, a fairly constant, steam-source region
pressure is maintained. The temperature feedback control system was used
for the sand-column tests with marginal success. It was found that the
thermocouple and motor-driven valve responses were too slow to maintain a
constant steam-source temperature. As a result, fixed flow settings were
used during the G-Tunnel and P-Tunnel tests.

Test operation is controlled by the operators "dead-man" switch.
When this switch is depressed, the elapsed time counter is triggered and
solenoid valves on the water and nitrogen lines energized. Nitrogen then
pressurizes the dome regulators which, in turn, allow flow of oxygen and
hydrogen. When de-energized, the dome regulators are unloaded by
diverting the nitrogen through a vent. In the event of power failure or
switch opening, all solenoid valves close and the hydrogen, oxygen, and
water flows terminate.
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3. TEST RESULTS

3.1 SAND-COLUMN FLOW TESTS

A sand-column steam-flow test was performed to simulate steam con-
densation, heat transfer, and diffusion effects in a setting which was
independent of crack initiation, propagation, and termination phenomena.
Results of this test were transmitted to LANL for use in model valida-
tions.

A schematic showing the sand-column geometry, pressure, and temper-
ature instrumentation is shown on Figure 5. This column was filled with
Overton sand having a 48-percent porosity, 37-darcy permeability, and an
approximate 0.3-percent saturation. The steam-source region consisted of
a 67-centimeter 7ong by 19.5-centimeter diameter portion of the column
located directly between the steam supply manifold and sand surface. Gas
and water mixing, combustion, and vaporization take place within this
void region. During this test, the steam generator controls were set to
provide 2.7 moles/second of steam at a pressure and temperature of 1.5
MPa and 650°C, respectively.

The sand-column test steam-source region pressure, temperature, and
flowrate are shown on Figure 6. These data were taken from digital
recordings with the data points plotted Q\Qry 15 seconds. Variations in
the temperature and flowrate, therefore, illustrate the system instability
but do not reflect the actual frequency response. The chamber pressure
is seen to slowly rise to the 1.48 MPa level, with the temperature and
flowrate oscillating around the 500°C and 2.5 moles/second values,
respectively. The lower, measured chamber temperature, as compared to
the design temperature, resulted primarily from heat loss to the struc-
tural apparatus and some to the liner. Some uncertainty in the chamber
temperature reading also exists because of the non-uniform conditions
prevalent within the combustion/vaporization region. The observed tem-
perature oscillations result because of the slow response of the tempera-
ture/vat er-flow feedback control system.
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The pressure distribution within the sand column is shown on Figure
7. As the initially-unsaturated column fills with fluid and steam, the
pressure is seen to gradually rise to an approximate steady-state value
within the first 5.0 minutes of the 12.5-minute long test.

Temperature histories within the sand column are shown on Figures 8
and 9. It is of interest to examine one of these histories in some
detail. Consider the response T5 shown on Figure 8. For the first
approximately 30 seconds there is no response. A water slug whose tem-
perature increases rapidly with time is then observed. At about 1.0
minutes, water at position T5 has approached the saturation temperature
at the local pressure and, as indicated by the knee and first relatively-
flat portion on the data curve, the flow passing T5 is in the mixed-phase
region. After about 4.5 minutes, the flow consists of super-heated steam
and the temperature rapidly rises to that within the chamber region.

Flow at the top of the sand column is non-uniform. Temperatures Tl
and T2 on Figure 9 show that at a depth of 10 centimeters into the sand,
the center of the column is cooler than the outside. A similar non-
uniformity may exist within the plenum region. This disparity between the
centerline and off-center temperatures rapidly disappears, as indicated
by the T3 and T4 data at the 20-centimeter depth.

The sand-column test results provide both pressure and temperature
data for use in validation of multi-phase flow models describing conden-
sation/vaporization, heat-transfer, and fluid/vapor diffusion effects.
These data show flow of fluid, multi-phase steam, and saturated steam
through an initially dry, ambient temperature, sand column.

3.2 G-TUNNEL TEST

A steam fracture test was performed at NTS in G-Tunnel on May 26,
1982. The test objective was to obtain data on steam fracture initiation
and propagation in a typical low-permeability, welded, tunnel-bed tuff.
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This test was conducted in the G-Tunnel RS-14 drift in the middle
of a 2.5-meter thick layer of red ashfall tuff at a depth having a 6.8 MPa
overburden pressure. Laboratory tests performed by TerraTek on cores
taken at this location had an average 40 percent porosity, 94.1 percent
saturation leyelt and calculated 2.3 percent air void. Permeability
tests performed on these cere samples, using a brine solution with the
sample maintained at a 1.4 MPa overburden stress and 0.69 MPa pore fluid
pressure, resulted in an average 7.8 microdarcy fluid permeability.

Prior to performing the steam fracture test, a short, low-pressure,
in situ, air permeability test was performed from the steam fractura
source region. During that test, there was no observed pressure decay
over an eight-minute period, using a 0.2 MPa shut-in pressure. Given the
accuracy of the instrumentation., tese results imply a relative gas per-
meability less than TOO microdarcies.

A schematic of the test layout is shown on Figure 10. Details of
the source and diagnostic hole layouts are given on Figure 11. The source
region was located at a depth of 10 meters from the working face. The
source and diagnostic holes were located at 0.5-meter spacings, with
diagnostic hole "B" located directly above the source hole.

The steam-generation system was installed within the source hole
shown on Figure U in the manner illustrated on Figure 2. The steam-
source region consisted of a 25-centimeter diameter by 112-centimeter long
open section located at the bottom of the hole. Hydrogen/oxygen/water
mixing, combustion, and vaporization (i.e., steam generation) occurred
within this region.

During the test, straddle packers were installed in diagnostic holes
1, 2, 3, and 4 to isolate a 3.0 meter interval centered around the source
region. Holes A, B, and C were shut-in at the tunnel face. Prior to
initiation of the steam-fracture test, the enclosed regions of the diag-
nostic holes were water-filled at low pressure to ensure immediate recog-
nition of the pressure signal associated with fracture penetration.
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Test results are shown on Figures 12 through 14. The initial
breakdown pressure of 8.1 MPa is sesn on Figure 12 to be followed by an
approximate 6.9 MPa sustaining pressure. A source region temperature and
flow of about 625°C and 8.8 moles/second, respectively, were maintained
until the test was terminated after 187 seconds when the hydrogen supply
hod been expended.

Prior to initiation of the test, the steam-generation system was set
to provide 5 moles/second of 700°C steam at a 10 MPa downhole pressure.
Because the sustaining pressure was lower, U30°C steam was provided at
an approximate 8 moles/second flowrate.

The 625°C measured downhole temperature is thought to be lower than
the 1130°C calculated value primarily from heat loss to the borehole wall.
For analysis purposes, it is, therefore, recommended that the downhole
pressure and combustion energy be used to define the source conditions and
that wall heat transfer be included in the model.

The diagnostic hole pressure histories are shown on Figure 13.
Pressure arrivals are seen to first occur at the innermost diagnostic
holes A, B, and 1. The advancing signal then intersects holes 2, 3, 4,
and C, in sequence. Diagnostic hole pressures are of only qualitative
interest unless the state of the fluid entering these holes can be accu-
rately defined. Arrival times should, therefore, be used for model
development and validation purposes.

Fracture arrival time is plotted VJS. distance on Figure 14. The
G-Tunnel fracture tip is seen to move at a rate which is nearly propor-
tional to the one-third power of time. It is of interest to note that
this is the rate at which a fluid-driven fracture would propagate given a
constant source flowrate and zero formation permeability.
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3.3 P-TUNNEL TEST

A steam-fracture test was performed at NTS at CS-7790 in P-Tunnel
on December T6, 7982. The test objective was to obtain data on steam
fracture propagation and termination phenomena in a typica7 high-
permeability paintbrush-type tuff. A schematic showing the as-built
P-Tunne7 source and diagnostic hole layouts is given on Figure 15.

This test was conducted in a coarse-grained, porous, vitric ashfall
tuff at a depth having a 3.9 MPa overburden pressure. Laboratory tests
performed by TerraTek on core samples taken at this location had an
average 44.2 percent porosity, 83.2 percent saturation level, and a cal-
culated 7.6 percent air void. Airflow tests performed on dried samples
gave an average 541 millidarcy gas permeability. Tests performed on these
samples in their native state gave relative air permeabilities ranging
from an initial value of 56 millidarcies to a final value of 147 milli-
darcies after approximately 25 minutes of testing. Water flow tests per-
formed on native state samples gave an initial permeability value of 360
millidarcies, and final values of 216 millidarcies after 25 minutes of
testing.

In situ permeabilities of the source and all diagnostic holes were
measured prior to performing the steam-fracture tests. The resulting
relative gas permeability values determined using low-pressure (less than
1 kPa) gas-flow tests are shown on Figure 15. Permeability values ranged
between 450 and 60 millidarcies, with an average of 267 millidarcies. As
shown or; Figure 15, the relative gas permeability decreased as the tunnel
wall was approached.

Core samples taken from the source hole had an average tensile
strength of 1.1 MPa, as measured by TerraTek. An overcore test performed
by Fenix and Sisson in 1982 in a hole drilled at CS-7533 tc a depth of
1.22 meters indicated a minimum principle stress of about 0.76 Mpa. Grout
'a fure tests performed at CS-1518, at a depth ranging between 4.0 and
, 2 meters in a vertical hole implied the breakdown pressure was less
than 3.1 MPa.
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The numbers in parentheses represent the
permeability in millidarcies, as deter-
mined by airflow tests.

PORTAL

The source reg ion has a 10-cent imeter
diameter and 46-cent imeter l e n g t h ,

Hole B is located 38 centimeters
above the source hole.

Figure 15. P-Tunnel Steam Fracture Experiment Source
and Diagnostic Hole As-Built Layout.
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The steam-source region, as shown on Figure 75, was located 9.75
meters (or approximately 2.7 tunnel diameters) outside the tunnel wall.
Stress concentrations which may exist close to the wall should, there-
fore, have little impact on either the fracture breakdown or sustaining
pressure. All holes are separated by a 38-centimeter spacing with diag-
nostic hole B located directly above the source hole.

The steam-generation system was installed within the source hole
shown on Figure 15 in the manner illustrated on Figure 2. The steam-
source region consisted of a 10-centimeter diameter by 46-centimeter long
open section located at the end of this hole. Hydrogen/oxygen/water
mixing, combustion, and vaporization (i.e., steam generation) occur within
this region.

During the test, packers were installed in diagnostic ho7es 1, 2,
3, and 4 to isolate the bottom three meters. Holes A, B, and C were
shut-in at the surface. Prior to initiation of the steam-fracture test,
these isolated regions of the diagnostic holes were water-filled at low
pressure to ensure immediate recognition of the pressure signal associa-
tion with fracture penetration. It should be noted that even though the
diagnostic hole surfaces had been glazed, pressure decay would occur
within a few minutes when they were shut-in at an initial 0.3 kPa
pressure.

Test results are shown on Figures 16 and 17. Following test initi-
ation, it can be seen that the source region pressure increased to an
unexpectedly high value of about 5.5 MPa within 1.5 seconds and, there-
after, remained relatively constant until 40.5 seconds at which time there
occurred a pressure spike exceeding 6.9 MPa. This pressure excursion was
coincident with observed blowouts from both the source hole and diagnostic
hole 1. Coincident with the blowout, the source region pressure dropped
to less than 0.7 MPa after which it slowly increased to the 6.2 MPa level.
Once the initial blowout had occurred, there was intermittent leakage with
corresponding burning in the tunneL The test was, therefore, terminated
after 59 seconds.
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The diagnostic hoTe pressure histories are shown on Figure 17.
Pressure arrivals are seen to first occur at the innermost diagnostic
holes A, B, and T. The advancing signal then intersects holes 2, 3, 4,
and C, in sequence. All diagnostic holes are seen to lose pressure imme-
diately at the time the pressure spike and rapid pressure loss occur in
the source hole. The G-Tunnel test signal arrival distance is shown as a
function of time on Figure 14 for comparison purposes.

Prior to initiation of the test, the steam-generation system was set
to provide 60 moles/second of 700°C steam at a 3.1 MPa downhole pressure.
Because the sustaining pressure was higher, a flow of 42 moles/second of
1300°C steam should have been produced.

Temperature measurements indicate sustained combustion did not occur
in the source region. As shown on Figure 16, only two small temperature
spikes were observed. The first occurred when the test started, while the
second took place at 40.5 seconds. This second excursion is coincident
with the observed pressure spike. Similar data were recorded on both
thermocouples located in the source region. Subsequent visual examination
of the thermocouples also indicated they had not been subject to high
temperatures. These data indicate that except for the short time periods
shown on Figure 16, combustion and associated vaporization did not occur
within the source region.

Examination of the December 16 test data suggest a cold flow mix-
ture of hydrogen, oxygen, and water (at least in the source region) was
responsible for maintaining a steady-state, downhole pressure which sig-
nificantly exceeded that of the overburden. Arrival times at the diag-
nostic hole are redsonably consistent with those of a diffusive gas flow
or with fracture propagation. However, the rapid pressure loss in the
diagnostic holes coincident with the source hole pressure loss implies
existence of a fracture. Independent of whether these results are asso-
ciated with diffusion flow, fracture flow, or b">th, they do raise a ques-
tion of obvious significance to containment. That is, how can a pressure
of 5.5 MPa be maintained in a high-permeability, low-strength, paintbrush-
type tuff having an approximate 3.9 MPa overburden pressure?
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Continued testing is being performed at the S-CUBED operated Green
Farm Test Site to determine why combustion did not occur. In addition,
tests which simulate P-Tunnel conditions are being performed in order to
develop techniques that will 7ead to a successful P-Tunne7 steam-fracture
test.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The downhole steam-generation system can be used to simulate the
high-temperature, high-pressure, post-shot cavity conditions. This system
has been used to perform a steam flow test in a sand column; a steam-
fracture test in a low-permeability, welded, tunnel-bed tuff; and a steam-
fracture test in a high-permeability paintbrush-type tuff.

The sand-column test generated data which describe phase changes and
flow of water, mixed-phase steam and water, and superheated steam through
a porous medium. These data can be used for verification and development
of models describing condensation/heat-transfer/fluid iffusion phenomena.

Classic fracture data were obtained from the G-Tunnel test. Results
show the fracture breakdown pressure, sustaining pressure, and fracture
propagation velocity. These data provide an excellent base for develop-
ment and/or verification of steam-fracture models for low-permeability
materials where fluid diffusion from the fracture is small.

The p-Tunnel tests were disappointing in that steam generation did
not occur within the source region. However, these tests did provide
data which may be of great significance to containment. In particular,
additional tests are required in the high-permeability, low-strength,
paintbrush-type tuffs in order to understand why borehole pressures can
be maintained at values much greater than the overburden pressure. A
second fracture test is also required to provide model verification data
on steam-driven fractures in the high-permeability tuffs where fluid
diffusion from the fracture may control propagation and termination
phenomena.
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COMPARISON OF THE KRAK MODEL WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

by

Bryan J. Travis

Earth and Space Sciences Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

In this paper we compare the KRAK porous flow and fracture

propagation model to two sets of experimental data obtained by S-

Cubed. The first experiment provided a test of the two-phase non-

linear porous flow submodel. Here, steam was injected into a vertical

column of slightly moist sand. Pressure and temperature were moni-

tored at several locations in the column. Flow was rapid enough to

require a non-Darcy porous flow law to match the data*

The second experiment provided a test of steam-driven fracture

propagation in NTS tuff. Consistent data were obtained on crack

arrival times and pressure histories in several diagnostic holes situ-

ated at various distances from the steam source hole. Relevant

material property measurements were provided by DNA. Comparison

of KRAK code calculations with these data is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The KRAK computer code*'^ was developed to model steam and gas driven

fracture propagation in porous elastic media. The primary application is to the

study > of fracture propagation from the hot, steam-filled cavities produced by

underground nuclear explosions. The numerics of the model have become robust

enough recently even to calculate fracturing through a rapidly varying (spatially

and temporally) stress field.

The KRAK code is designed to model the growth of a plane, penny-shaped

fracture in a porous, elastic medium. The general layout of the system is shown in

Figure 1. The geometry is cylindrically symmetric, so that calculations can be done

with a two-dimensional, finite difference computer program. The inner void, known

as the source region, contains the fluid that drives the fracture. This fluid is

assumed to be a mixture of steam and one or more noncondensible gases. The
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Fig. 1 - Geometry used in the KRAK model.



pressure and temperature within the source region can either evolve from some

initial condition (for example, steam being injected into the cavity at a given rate),

or follow a history»provided by the user.

The fracture extends away from the source region in a plane perpendicular to

the axis of the cylindricsl source. The rock is divided into elements by a cylindrical

mesh. Mesh sizes of up to 100* radial by 14 axial cells can be handled. Because of

the symmetry of the problem, only one quadrant is calculated. In addition, an

active zoner further reduces the calculational load. As shown in Figure 1, the axial

divisions usually are not uniform, but instead are chosen to provide increased

spatial resolution just above the fracture face.

Each cell of the mesh may be filled with a different type of earth material.

At each location the porosity, permeability, grain density, bulk density, pore size

distribution index, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and irreducible water con-

tent must be specified. In addition, initial values of the saturation, gas pressures,

and rock and fluid temperatures must be given. Input parameter error checking

routines verify that these initial conditions are internally consistent, for example,

that the vapor pressure is consistent with the fluid temperature if liquid water is

present. In addition, cells can be set to be sources or sinks of fluids and energy, and

parameters such as temperature or saturation can be stipulated to follow given

histories. This flexibility allows the code to handle a variety of problems involving

internal boundaries, such as impermeable layers, and field experiments that include

injection-production wells.

Within the matrix, fluids and energy are transported according to the conser-

vation laws for mass, momentum, and energy. Momentum conservation is carried in

a reduced form known as Forchheimer's extension of Darcy's law, which includes

inertial terms. The noncondensible gases are taken to behave ideally, while the

water can undergo liquid-vapor phase transitions and can exist in superheated

states. The water equation of state routine operates by an iteration scheme that

uses table lookups. Heat transport from the fluid to the rock matrix is included, in

addition to dissolution and liberation of noncondensible gas in the liquid water as

the pressure and temperature vary.

The permeability of the reck is allowed to vary in response to changes in

saturation. Separate values are computed for oach of the two fluid phases, K

being the gaseous permeability and Kw the liquid permeability. These are taken to

be the products of the intrinsic permeability K and the relative permeabilities k rg
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and k . The relative permeabilities have numerical values from zero to unity; the

values depend on the saturation, the capillary pressure and several other variables

at that point in the medium. Fluid viscosities are strongly temperature dependent;

.̂ noreover, the viscosity of the gaseous component depends on the composition of

that phase. These features are considered to account properly for the flow of fluid

from relatively saturated to unsaturated regions.

Fluid normally flows from the source region into the crack, where it may

subsequently leak through the crack faces and be dispersed in the surrounding

rock. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved by numerical techniques to determine

the flow velocities in the fracture. As governed by the Reynolds number and sur-

face roughness, a Fanning Friction Factor approximation is used to calculate fric-

tional losses of energy from the flow. For simplification, the velocities of liquid

and gaseous phases in the crack are taken to be equal. Because of the relatively

high Reynolds numbers characteristic of most problems so far considered, we

believe this approximation to be justified. No assumptions are made concerning

whether the crack is fully pressurized out to its tip. Both types of bshavior have

been observed. When fracture propagation is slow, fluid can keep up with the crack

tip. If fracturing is sufficiently rapid, then the crack tip can lie considerably

beyond the fluid front.

For a given crack length the fracture width is computed using Sneddon's

integral. The fracture length is determined from the stress intensity. Details of

the model are described in Reference 2.

Experimental verification of a model is a prerequisite for using the model in a

predictive mode. In this paper the KRAK model is compared to two experiments -

one tests the two-phase porous flow capability of the code while the other Drovides

a test of the fracture propagation model.

POROUS FLOW EXPERIMENT

Several experiments have been performed at S-Cubed to provide data to test

the two-phase mass and heat transport capabilities of the KRAK model. We will

use one as representative of the series. This experiment was performed on

November 4, 1981. Steam was injected into the top of a column of 60 mesh Over-

ton sand whose dimensions are shown in Figure 2. Steam was produced by a Ho - O?

torch emplaced in a chamber at the top of the sand column. Steam source temper-
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Fig. 2 - S-CUBED porous flow experiment.
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ature reached about 600°C at a pressure of about 1.725 MPa. Pressure and temper-

ature monitors were located at various depths in the sand column. ?vir>terial proper-

ties used in the calculation appear in Table I.

TABLE I

RELEVANT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Permeability (darcys) 37.

Porosity (%) 40

Grain Density (gm/crrr) 2.65

Heat Capacity (ergs/gm-°C) 8.37xlO6

Initial Sand Temperature (°C) 23.

Initial Air Temperature (bars) 1.0

Initial Water Saturation (%) 0

Initial Relative Humidity (%) 60

Irreducible Water Saturation (%) 30

Bubbling Pressure (bars) .03

Pore Size Index 7.3

All the properties except the last three are measured values. The last three

quantities are involved in calculating relative permeabilities and capillary pressure

and their values are representative of sands of this grain size (60 mesh). In the

experiment, 2.71 rnoles/s of H2O and 0.2 moles/s of H2 at 580°C was the effective

inflow rate. These rates were used in the computation. The cylindrical container

wall was insulated. The bottom opening of the column was exposed to atmospheric

conditions. The H2-O2 torch operated for 10 minutes.

The results of the calculation are compared in Figures 3-11 with the recorded

pressure and temperature histories at the monitor locations (Figure 2). There are

several comments that can be made. Arrival of the temperature front at each

location agrees well with the data. The temperature histories characteristically

show a rapid rise after arrival of the temperature front, then a plateau phase in

which temperature rises slowly (this is the two-phase period in which steam con-

denses and then boils off slowly) followed by a final rapid rise in temperature to the

500-600°C range (this phase represents vapor-only conditions; all the water has

boiled away). The deep stations TC7 and TC8 do not enter the final temperature
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Fig . 3 - Observed and calculated charter temperature.
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POROUS FLOW EXPERIMENT
Temperature at T2
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Fig. 4 - Observed and calculated temperature histories at monitor T2.
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Fig. 5 - Observed and calculated temperature histories at monitor T3.
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POROUS FLOW EXPERIMENT
Temperature at T5 and T6
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Fig. 6 - Observed and calculated temperature histories at monitors
T5 and T6.
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POROUS FLOW EXPERIMENT
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Fig. 10 - Observed and calculated pressure histories at monitors
P3 and P4.
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phase. Liquid water is present to the end of the experiment at that depth. The

calculated temperature histories match the initial and final temperature rises very

well. However, there is some discrepancy during the two-phase regime; the calcu-

lated temperature is about 20-30°C too low while calculated pressures are some-

w"^t higher than the data.

Another point of interest is that the vapor/gas velocity is large enough to

violate Darcy's law for porous flow. Darcy's law is valid for Reynold's number up to

about 1.0. In this experiment, vapor/gas velocity is approximately 100 cm/s and the

Reynold's number is about 100 or so. The KRAK code uses a nonlinear flow law

called Forchheimer's law which accurately' treats inertial flow in porous media

(Reynolds numbers up to a few hundred). At low flow rates, it reduces to Darcy's

law. This experiment apparently also tests this part of the model. The calculated

results agree reasonably well with the data; no "fudge factors" were needed to

obtain the results shown in Figures 3-11.

The discrepancy between calculated and observed temperatures during the

vapor and liquid phase could be due to one or two processes not modeled. Viscous

dissipation and pressure work have been omitted here. For many conditions, these

effects more or less cancel one another . It may be, however, that for very large

flow rates such as we have here, these processes could be of significance. There is

inherent in the model an assumption that the vapor and liquid are in local thermo-

dynamic equilibrium. This is not the case here. Local thermodynamic equilibrium

requires that £ V / x « l , where t is pore size, V is vapor/air velocity and * is thermal

diffusivity. For the present situation, £VA " 10 » 1 . This means a temperature

gradient will exist between vapor and liquid as well as between liquid and rock.

Liquid h^O will most likely exist as a film covering the sand grains and occupying

the smaller pores. The vapor phase can exist at a hotter temperature than the

water. Future work will examine the effect of viscous dissipation and pressure

work and violation of local thermodynamic equilibrium for this high speed porous

flow experiment.

FRACTURE EXPERIMENT

S-Cubed conducted a steam fracturing experiment in G-tunnel tuff at the

Nevada Test Site on May 26, 1982. An H2-O2 torch was sealed into a 25.4 cm

diameter borehole of length 88 cm. An H2-O2 stream was then ignited, providing a

steam source. Pressure and temperature in the borehole rose quickly, as shown in
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Figures 12 and 13, to about 82.8 bars (1200 psig) and 350°C respectively. At about

8 seconds, fracture propagation began and borehole pressures dropped to about

69 bars (1000 psig). Table II lists average measured material properties from U12g

- SF #1, 2 and 4.

TABLE II

RELEVANT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Permeability (dry, darcys) 7.2xlO"6

Porosity (%) 40

Grain Density (gm/crrr) 2.44

Specific Heat (ergs/gm-°C) 107

Thermal Conductivity(erg/cm.s. °C) KK

Poisson's Ratio .3583

Young's Modulus (dynes/cm2) 8.79xlO10

Water Saturation (%) 94

Horizontal Minimum Stress (bars) 49.5

Fracture Toughness (dynes/cm3'2) 4.4xlO7

Initial Temperature (°C) 30

Initial Pressure (bars) 1.0

Bubbling Pressure (bars) 0.03

Irreducible Saturation (%) 30

Pore Size Index 7.3

The last three items in Table II are only estimated. These three quantities

are used in calculating relative permeabilities and capillary pressure in the tuff.

The fracture toughness was not measured but determined from calculations as the

value needed to allow fracture propagation to begin at 82.8 bars (1200 psi). The

value of 4.4x10° dynes/cm" ' (400 psi/an*'2) for fracture toughness is also consis-

tent with other measurements of NTS tuff.

Flow rates through the torch system were 2.52 moles/s of H£» 1»27 moles/s of

O2 and 6.31 moles/s of liquid H£O (used to control temperature). The H2O flow

rate fluctuated during the experiment; in the calculation a constant total flow rate

of 8.8 moles/s of H2O and an energy flow of 3 kJ/gm were used.
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A set of pressure monitors were emplaced in three-inch-diameter fluid-filled

boreholes at various distances from the steam source hole S (Figure 14). Monitor

hole A was 50 cm from hole S and at the same depth, while monitor hole B was

50 cm directly above hole S. Holes 1, 2, 3, 4 and C were located at successive

50 cm intervals from S on the opposite side from hois A and at the same depth.

Pressure histories were recorded in each hole. Time at which pressure begins to

rise was assumed to represent arrival of the fracture. Figure 15 shows the crack

up position as a function of time based on pressure rise times in each monitor hole.

Fracture propagation slows down with time due to cylindrical divergence.

Crack tip speed is about 17 cm/s b&twee.? holes 1 and 2 but only about 3 cm/s bet-

ween holes 4 and C. The fracture regime of this experiment may be characterized

as low to moderate pressure and temperature source and slow fracture rate com-

pared to conditions around a nuclear explosion-produced cavity.

Our initial KRAK code calculation of this experiment gave fracture propaga-

tion rates which were much too large, but it was discovered that heat conduction

from the crack fluid into the crack walls had been turned off inadvertently. When

this was corrected, fracture propagation rate became much less and closer to the

observed data as seen in Figure 15. Heat conduction from the crack causes steam

condensation and reduced pressures. Fracture propagation is actually steam-and-

water driven in the calculation. This is the first set of experimental data which

allows us to test all parts of the KRAK model.

CONCLUSION

The KRAK model has been compared to two sets of experimental data. One

tests the capability of the model to calculate high speed porous flow while the

other tests the ability of KRAK to compute low speed fracturing. The model

agrees reasonably well with both data sets.
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EXTENT OF GAS-FRACTURING AROUND AN EXPLOSIVELY DRIVEN CAVITY

R. H. Nilson
S-CUBED

P. 0. Box 1620, La Jo l l a , Cal i fornia

ABSTRACT

The evolution of gas-driven fractures and the associated cavity
pressure decay is predicted by a mathematical model which includes
opening displacements and stress intensity based on linear-elastic
fracture mechanics, laminar and turbulent friction in the driving gas,
as well as seepage losses and heat transfer to the porous wall rock.
A time-marching solution procedure satisfies the transport equations
in a global or integral sense over three control-volume regions:
(1) The entire volume of the fracture, (2) a small sub-volume at the
leading edge of the flow, and (3) the cavity volume which feeds the
fracture. Engineering calculations are typically executed in less
than a minute of CPU time. Comparisons with exact analytical and
numerical results suggest that accuracy is within 10 pet for a broad
range of test proLlems including laminar and turbulent flows, ideal
gases and incompressible liquids, permeable and impermeable media,
prescribed inlet pressure, and prescribed flow rates. Calculations of
borehole pressure decay and fracture extent are in good agreement with
tailored-pulse, well-shooting experiments conducted by Sandia, even in
multifracture circumstances.

The extent of fracturing is predicted for two hypothetical
example problems which are illustrative of decoupled nuclear events.
In the first example the cavity pressure is about twice as large as
the minimum insitu stress, and the fracture extends slightly beyond 3
cavity radii. In the second case, the cavity pressure is ten-fold
greater than the confining stress, and a single fracture could extend
as far as 10 radii. Such a fracture would, however, be severely
overdriven, suggesting the likelihood of multiple fractures which are
two or three times shorter. This multifracture scenario provides a
mechanism for prompt pressure decay without excessive fracture
extension, in keeping with field observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gas-driven hydraulic fracturing around an underground nuclear
cavity is particularly likely to occur in a decoupled cavity shot like
Red Hot or Misty Jade. Decoupling of the device from the surrounding
rock causes a greater energy deposition in the cavity gases, and a
smaller fraction of the energy is expended in plastic deformation of
the rock, as compared with a well-coupled tamped shot. Thus, the
cavity pressure is relatively large and, at the same time, the
residual compressive stresses around the cavity are relatively weak.
If the cavity pressure should exceed the residual hoop stress,
gas-driven fractures could extend far outside the cavity.

The ultimate extent of macroscopic hydraulic fractures is an
important consideration in the containment design and evaluation,
because radioactive cavity gases might conceivably flow along such a
fracture into a nearby tunnel or toward the surface of the earth. The
speed and extent of the hydrofractures can be estimated by computa-
tional models such as the KRAK code (Reference 1), the method-of-lines
procedure developed at Sandia (Reference 2), or the FAST (Fracturing
_and Simultaneous Jransport) integral method (Reference 3) which is
briefly described in this paper.

Numerical calculations presented here illustrate the probable
extent of gas-driven fracrures for three specific examples:

1. small diameter, high-pressure borehole (R = .025 m, P = 4 0 MPa)
2. large diameter, low-pressure cavity (R = 9 m, P = 4 MPa)

3. large diameter, high-pressure cavity (R = 5 m, P = 32 MPa)

The first case corresponds to a field experiment which was conducted by
Sandia Laboratories as a part of the High Energy Gas Fracturing Program
(References 4,5). The last two are generic examples which loosely
correspond to a range of conditions which might be expected in decoupled
nuclear events.
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The outcome of the fracturing calculations is very strongly
influenced by the cavity pressure history. Cavity pressure decays over
time because of two physical mechanisms.

1, Heat transfer to the cavity walls reduces the internal energy
of the gas and may induce ablation or "popcorning" processes
which mix additional mass into the cavity.

2. Gas flow into hydrofractures reduces the mass £.nd energy
within the cavity.

The rate of heat transfer cannot be accurately predicted, owing to
order-of-magnitude uncertainties in the effective emissivity of the
gas/particulate cloud and in the mixing efficiency of popcorning
ablation. So, for the sake of simplicity and conservatism, the present
calculations will include only the latter "blowdown" mechanism of
pressure decay. Pressure decay resulting from the gas flow causes the
fracturing process to be self-limiting. Any extension of the fracture
depletes the source and slows the speed, until finally the fracture
arrests.

Following a brief description of the mathematical model, the
three example calculations are presented along with a parameter study
which shows the influence of fracture surface roughness, rock permea-
bility, cavity pressure, and heat transfer from the gas to the fracture
walls. In the last example problem, it is shown that multiple frac-
turing and solid-dynamic limitations on fracture speed could play an
important role in reducing the extent of fracturing. Results and
conclusions are summarized at the end of the discussion.

2. NUMERICAL MODEL

The geometry is presumed to be either planar or axisymmetric, as
indicated schematically in Figure 1. The axisymmetric configuration is
used to model a disc-shaped or penny-shaped fracture emanating from a
spherical nuclear cavity, with the understanding that some degree of

asymmetry is bound to occur owing to the non-uniformity of the insitu
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stress field. The planar configuration is used to model the early-time
growth of the wedge-shaped fractures emanating from the pressurized
borehole in Sandia's propellant driven field experiments. The late-time
behavior of these experiments is, however, probably better approximated
by the disc-shaped iiodel, since the tip-to-tip fracture length ulti-
mately exceeds the pressurized length of the borehole. Thus, a compari-
son is made between a planar calculation and an axisymmetric calculation
in which the effective radius of the cavity is chosen so that the total
volume is equivalent to the actual volume of the cylindrical borehole.

A quasi-steady treatment of the solid mechanics is valid provided
that the fracture speed is realtively small compared with the wave
speed in the solid, as expected from previous theoretical (Reference 6)
and experimental (Reference 7) studies. Opening displacements are
calculated using a modified version (Reference 8) of the following
formula from linear elastic fracture mechanics; it applied to a
wedge-shaped fracture (n = 0) as well as a disc-shaped fracture (n = 1).

(i)

Here, G and v are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively,

a is the insitu stress actinq normal to the plane of the fracture,
and e = x/L. Hydraulic fracturing of a continuous medium may be
viewed as a mobile-equilibrium process in which the stress intensity
is continuously maintained at the critical level, K , as expressed
by the following balance (Reference 9).

(2)

Both of the above formulas have been modified, as explained in

Reference 8, to account for the presence of the \J, c;ssurized cavity.
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Figure 1. Planar or Axisymmetric Geometry. Figure 2. Comparison with similarity solutions.



The fluid flow along the fracture is governed by conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy, which may be expressed in the following
one-dimensional form (Reference 10).

(3)

It (pwe) + h 77 (r" Pwue (e + -)) = (5)
d l Fi d A \ P /

p
in which p is density, u is longitudinal velocity, e = C T + u /2

is the internal energy. The friction factor i> depends upon the
Reynolds number, Re = puw/u, and the relative roughness, e/w, as
approximated by the following formula

c

*" Re + '2 (w } (6)

which describes a smooth transition (Reference 2) between the laminar
analysis by Poiseuille for small Re and the turbulent data of Huitt
(Reference 11) for high Re. Inertial effects are currently deleted
from the mcrr-entum equation, under the supposition of a small Mach
number, as appropriate when gases are hot and speeds are moderate.

The lateral seepage velocity, v, of fluid into the exposed walls
of the fracture is estimated as follows, in accordance with the
one-dimensional (normal to fracture plane) Darcy-flow analysis
(Reference 12)
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in which K and i> are the permeability and porosity of the rock, u is
the fluid viscosity, P is the local pressure in the fracture, P^ is
the ambient pore pressure, and r is the time when the porous flow
began (i.e, when the rock was first broken at any particular position
along the fracture). A reasonable estimate of the elapsed time is

t _ T = L(1.- e) (8)
L

which is exact only for a constant propagation velocity, L, but seems
to be adequate under mild decelerations as well (Reference 3), and it tends to
underestimate losses which is conservative in containment analysis.

The heat flux, q", into the wall of the fracture is calculated

from the following approximate formula:

a" - R + Rconv cond

in which T is the local "bulk" temperature of the fluid in the frac-
ture, and Tgg is the ambient temperature of the rock. R c o n v '

s the
surface of "film" resistance which opposes heat transfer between the
fluid and the wall; it is estimated from the following turbulent-
flow correlation (Reference 13)

•tr^—" -02 P c u Re~ 1 / 5 (10)
conv "

R . is the thermal resistance associated with conduction heatcond
transfer within the wall-rock; it is estimated on the basis of a
one-dimensional lateral diffusion analysis

1 (ID

in which k and a are the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of
the rock, and t - T is the elapsed time which appeared analogously in
the analysis of Darcian diffusion of pore fluid.
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An equation of state constrains the relationship between P, T and
P. In the examples reported here the fluid is treated as an ideal gas
(P = P/RT) having constant specific heats. In the decoupled nuclear
case most of the cavity gas is air, so condensation effects are clearly
negligible. In the analysis of Sandia's propel 1 ant-driven field experi-
ments, condensation of the combustion products is also neglected; this
omission should not be very damaging because a 10:1 density increase is
accounted for in cooling the gas from 3000 K to 300 K, and only about
half of the gas is condensible.

The pressure and temperature decay witMn the borehole cavity are
calculated from the cavity mass balance and a corresponding energy
balance, assuming adiabatic and impermeable walls (except for the energy
and mass flow into the fractures) and a constant cavity volume.

The coupled system of equations is solved by the general numerical
procedure which is reported in Reference 3. At each successive time
step, a pressure profile is selected from a four-parameter family of
curves. The parameters are chosen such that the continuity equation is
satisfied in a global or "integral" sense over two or three regions of
the flow, including: (1) the entire volume of the fracture, (2) a small
sub-volume at the leading edge of the flow, and (3) the borehole or
cavity volume which feeds the fracture. The other equations (including
opening displacements, stress intensity, momentum, and energy) are all
satisfied on a local basis which is "exact" within the tolerances of
numerical quadrature routines. The pressure profile and all other
dependent variables are represented by their values at discrete grid
points, e-, along the fracture; usually 10 points is sufficient. The
solution procedure is fully implicit; the reported calculations are each
executed in less than one minute of CPU time.

Comparisons with available analytical and numerical solutions
(Reference 3) suggest that the present method of solution is accurate
within 10 pet for a broad range of test problems including wedge-shaped
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and envelope-shaped fractures, laminar and turbulent flows, incompress-

ible liquids and ideal gases, permeable and impermeable media, prescribed

inlet pressure and prescribed flow rates. In the present context, it is

particularly important to recount the excellent agreement with similarity

solutions (Reference 14) for gas fractures driven by a constant well bore

pressure which is many times larger than the confining tectonic stress,

as illustrated in Figure ?.

3. COMPARISON WITH PROPELLANT-DRIVEN FIELD EXPERIMENTS

An extensive series of gas fracturing experiments has been

conducted by Sandia National Laboratories in the tunnel-bed tuffs at the

Nevada Test Site. As described in References 4 and 5, M5 gun propel-

lants with different grain-sizes were burned within wellbores of

different diameters to produce single and multiple fracture patterns.

The borehole pressure typically rose to a peak value of 40-100 MPa

within 1-5 ms and then gradually decayed to the insitu stress level

within 20-30 ms. Fracture patterns were examined by post test mine-back.

For the present comparison with calculations we selected experi-

ment Dl which resulted in a hydraulic fracture, as opposed to a multi-

fracture, consisting of two coplanar fractures running in opposite

directions each opening against the minimum insitu stress, as assumed in

Figure 1. The property data and physical parameters in Table 1 are

representative of the actual medium, and they will be used in most

calculations to be presented here. The uncertain properties will be

varied over orders of magnitude to illustrate the degree of sensitivity.

A more complete comparison of calculations with field data is presented

in Reference 15 which includes 2 multifracture examples, as well as the

hydrofracture (i.e., single fracture plane) case considered here.

The borehole pressure is initialized at the field-observed maximum

of 40 MPa, and the subsequent pressure decay is calculated as an integral

part of the solution, as seen in Figure 3. The measured borehole
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pressure approaches a late-time asymptote of 10 MPa; this value is
taken as a measure of the confining stress, even though it seems some-
what large, as further discussed in Reference 15. The entire well bore
pressure history could have been used as a prescribed time-varying
boundary condition for a calculation of fracture propagation. But that
would be a less stringent test of predictive capability since the bore-
hole pressure decay is a major experimental observable, and in engineer-
ing applications the pressure decay curve is not known beforehand.

Table 1. Material properties used in calculations.

Rock Properties

Shear Modulus
Poissons Ratio
Surface Roughness
Thermal Conductivity
Thermal Diffusivity
Ambient Temperature
Melt Temperature
Permeability
Porosity
Pore Pressure
Fracture Toughness

Gas Properties

3 GPa
0.3
400 urn
2 J/K/m/s
4.£-6 m2/s

- 300 K
1500 K
lO"16 m2 (0
0.2
0.1 MPa _
0.5 MPa V ^

,1 mD)

Molecular Weight 8
Specific Heat Ratio ..4
Specific Heat, Cp 1400 J/kg/K
Viscosity Sutherland Model

The influence of planar vs axisymmetric geometry is illustrated in
Figure 3. At sufficiently early times, the axisymmetric analysis is
equivalent to the planar analysis. Within the first few milliseconds,
however, the tip-to-tip fracture length becomes comparable to the
pressurized length of the borehole (0.7 - 1.0 m ) , and the fractures
become aware of three-dimensional effects. At late times, the axisym-
metric fracture extends only about one half as far as the planar
fracture.
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Two different borehole sizes are included in the calculations of
Figure 3; one is the actual size, and the other is twice as large in
diameter. The mass of the combustion gases in the smaller, actual size
borehole (at peak pressure and temperature) is only about 25 pet as
large as the total mass of propellant which was actually loaded into the
hole. This suggests that only about 25 pet of the propellent has been
burned when the pressure peak occurs, in keeping with burn-model results
presented in Reference 15. Thus the larger hole, with a four-fold larger
volume, contains about the right amount of gas, to be released in total,
and should give a better prediction of the ultimate extent of the
fractures.

The observed fracture extent is roughly 0.6 m (1.2 m tip-to-tip),
which falls just below the axisymmetric predictions for the large bore-
hole. Ideally the presented calculations should bracket the data, as
they do, since the planar model under-constrains the fracture because it
ignores the finite length of the borehole, whereas the axisymmetric
model over-constrains the fracture because it exaggerates the flow-
restriction near the pressurized cavity.

The observed factor-of-two agreement between the computations and
the . ield data is very encouraging, considering the complexity of the
process and the collective uncertainties in the field data and material
properties. A parameter study presented in Reference 15 shows that the
calculated fracture length is altered by only a factor of two, or so, owing
to order of magnitude changes in surface roughness, permeability, or
heat transfer coefficient. Thus an order of magnitude shift in the
calculations is not easily accommodated within the expected parameter
space, suggesting that the overall success of the modeling is not
contrived or fortuitous. It is undoubtedly possible to improve the
agreement by making judicious adjustments in the property data, while
still staying well within the ranges of reasonable expectations. But
such fine-tuning of the model is probably not justified when there is a
factor-of-two difference between the two legs of the hydrofracture in
question and comparable differences from one test to the next.
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4. A HYPOTHETICAL LOW-PRESSURE DECOUPLED EVENT

To illustrate the fracture length and the pressure decay rate
which might be expected in a decoupled nuclear event, first consider a
hypothetical case in which the equilibrium cavity pressure is about
twice as large as the minimum insitu stress.

Po
KJ

amin
To
Rc

= 4,.0
= 2.5
= 8000
= 9 m

MPa
MPa
K

with all other parameters as indicated in Table 1.

The predicted behavior shown in Figure 4 (blowdown case) is
qualitatively quite similar to the propel 1 ant-driven problem of the
preceding section, except that 5 s is now required for a 50 pet
reduction in cavity pressure, as compared with 5 ms in the propellant-
driven borehole experiments. Also, the ultimate extent of the fracture
is only 3-4 cavity radii, as compared with 7-8 radii for the borehole
experiment (based on the radius of a spherical cavity with the same
total volume as the borehole), mainly because the cavity pressure is now
smaller by an order of magnitude. The comparison in Figure 4 shows that
the calculated fracture length would be considerably longer if the
pressure blowdown were ignored.

Many of the physical properties used in the calculations are not
accurately known. Thus, a limited parameter study is reported for the
hypothetical low-pressure cavity event, using the material property data
of Table 1 as a base case.

Surface roughness of the fracture should be at least as large as
the grain size of the rock, which is on the order of 100 nm. Wall
melting could tend to reduce the roughness, in a very limited region.
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Conversely, a larger-scale irregularity is likely to be introduced by
the fracturing process, owing to geologic non-homogeneities, fracture
forking, and the like. However, as indicated in Figure 5, order of
magnitude changes in roughness cause less than factor-of-two changes in
fracture length. Experimentation with a few different friction-factor
models confirmed a similar lack of sensitivity.

Permeability of the rock is thought to be on the order of one
-15 2

millidarcy (1 mD = 10 m ). Water saturation of 30 pet to 90 pet
results in an effective gas permeability which is smaller by one or two
orders of magnitude. Despite these orcler-of-magnitude uncertainties in
the effective permeability, there is only a modest uncertainty in
fracture length, as seen in Figure 6. Even the impermeable case lies
within a factor-of-two tolerance band.

Heat transfer from the gas flow to the fracture wall is calcu-
lated from a turbulent-flow correlation (equation 10) in which the
empirical constant C is roughly .02. If the constant is ten times
larger, the fracture length is reduced by 20-30 pet (see Figure 7)
because there is more contraction of the gas within the fracture. If
the gas-to-wall heat transfer is ten times less than expected, there is
a two-fold increase in fracture length.

The surprising degree of insensitivity to heat and fluid losses
may be explained by three factors. First, it seems that a fracture,
which is driven by a finite source, is effectively limited by either
heat transfer or permeable loss. A complete suppression of either
mechanism is not too damaging provided that the other mechanism is
allowed to act. Secondly, fracture volume is roughly proportional to
fracture length cubed (in the axisymmetric case), so a factor-of-ten
change in fluid volume within the fracture (owing to permeable loss or
cooling-induced density increase) only causes a cube-root-of-ten change
in fracture length. Thirdly, seepage velocity is proportional to the
square-root of permeability, as indicated in equation (7), and heat
transfer is limited not only by convective resistance, but also by
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conduction resistance within the rock, as indicated in equation (9).
All things considered, the calculated degree of sensitivity seems
reasonable.

The driving pressure has a considerable impact on the outcome of
calculations, as illustrated in Figure 8, where a shift of 0.5 MPa
(i.e., 30 pet change in the pressure difference, P - a), causes a 30 pet
change in fracture length. Fortunately, the maximum credible cavity
pressure is known beforehand, and the minimum insitu stress can be
accurately measured by hydrofracture techniques (Reference 16) at any
prospective test site.

Other parameters were also varied. Changes in driving pressure
and elastic modulus are comparable to changes in confining stress,
because it is (P - o)/G which controls the opening displacements.
Fracture toughness has very little influence on fracture length, even
when it is exaggerated by two or three times the nominal value. The
density of the gas determines the magnitude of turbulent friction, so
there is some dependence on the molecular weight, and the temperature.
Viscosity is relatively unimportant because Reynolds number is general-
ly high, and the fluid need not enter the tip to drive the fracture.

5. A HYPOTHETICAL HIGH-PRESSURE DECOUPLED EVENT

As a second illustration of gas fracturing around a nuclear
cavity, consider a hypothetical example in which the cavity pressure is
about ten times as large as the minimum insitu stress

p
o

°min
To
Rc
G

= 32 MPa
= 4 MPa
= 30,000 K
= 5

= 3,

m

.5 GPa

with all other parameters as indicated in Table 1. Note that the cavity
radius is about half <rs large as in the previous example, so the cavity
volume is much smaller.



Predicted fracture length is roughly 50 m, or equivalently 10
cavity radii, as seen in Fiyure 9. The pressure decay now occurs within
a few tenths of a second. Two different calculations are included in
Figure 10. In the faster running case the speed of the fracture is
controlled only by frictional effects in the fluid. The maximum
fracture velocity is then found to be nearly 2000 m/s, which is greater
than the shear wave speed in the rock and is, therefore, physically
unacceptable (References 6,17). In the slower running calculation of
Figure 9 the fracture speed is not permitted to exceed 360 m/s. The
imposition of this restriction changes the time scale somewhat, but the
maximum extent of the fracture is almost the same.

The maximum speed of fracture propagation is generally on the
order of 30-50 pet of the Rayleigh wave speed in the solid (References
6,17). This restriction results from fracture forking or branching
processes and other dissipative mechanisms which become important at
high speeds. The chosen value of 360 m/s is probably on the slow side
of expectations, but it seems to be consistent with data from the High
Energy Gas Fracturing Program (Reference 15), and it is comparable to
the 400 m/s observed in PMMA (References 6,7,17) which has about the
same shear wave speed as tuff. Moreover, 360 m/s might be viewed as a
least upper bound on the fracture speed, so the two curves in Figure 9
should bracket the expected behavior.

A simple computational strategy is used to enforce the maximum
fracture speed. If, during a calculation, the friction-limited fracture
speed should exceed 360 m/s, then the speed is set equal to 360 m/s and
the other equations are solved in the usual manner, except that the
stress intensity balance (Equation 2) is satisfied as an inequality
indicating that the stresses and energy flow in the tip region are more
than sufficient to cleave the rock. Such a situation is sometimes
referred to as "overdriven", which suggests that the available energy
may be sufficient to sustain more than one fracture.
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Multiple fractures are expected to initiate whenever the rise time
of the cavity pressure is small compared to the time required for a
stress wave to circle the cavity (Reference 5), which is certainly true
in the nuclear case. The calculations presented in Figure 10 illustrate
the possible effect of multiple fractures, for an axisymmetric geometry
with 1, <E, or 3 disc shaped fractures (i.e., 2, 4, or 6 half-circular
spokes). The calculational scheme is basically the same as before
including the maximum speed limit, except that the aperture and stress
intensity formulas (Equations 1 and 2) are modified to account for
interference affects among the fractures, ac described in References 8
and 15. All of the fractures draw gas from the cavity.

Fracture lengths are, of course, shorter when the number of
fractures is greater, as seen in Figure 10. The multiple fractures
provide greater surface area for heat and mass transfer with the host
rock. Also, they have smaller aperture and, hence, greater fluid
friction, which tends to reduce the propagation velocity. In reality,
the sequential arrest of multiple fractures could gradually reduce the
fracture population until only the dominant fracture was still running.
However, Sandia's multifracture experiments illustrate a number of
examples in which several fractures reached considerable lengths
(References 4,5,15).

Multifractures did not occur in the propellant-driven field
experiment of Section 3, because the borehole was small and the rise
time of the pressure was relatively long. In the hypothetical
low-pressure cavity shot of Section 4, multifractures would probably be
initiated when the air-shock first hit the cavity wall. But the cavity
pressure would ring down to the presumed equilibrium value of 4 MPa
within a few milliseconds and all fractures would arrest except those
which were favorably aligned with the insitu stress field. The insitu
stress and residual stress around the cavity can strongly influence the
multifracture behavior, particularly when these stresses are comparable
to the driving pressure and when the cavity geometry is not symmetrical.
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Choking of the gas flow did not occur in any of the example

problems presented here. A Mach number in excess of 0.5 was observed,

but only in the single-fracture calculation of Figure 9 which was

allowed to run at an unreasonably high speed. If, however, the cavity

pressure were boosted to a kilobar (100 MPa) or more, choking could

become a speed-controlling consideration, as discussed in Reference 18.

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Gas-driven fracture propagation and the associated cavity pressure

decay have been calculated using the FAST integral method which requires

less than one minute of CPU time to complete a typical engineering

calculation. Numerica1 accuracy of the method is within 10 pet for a

broad class of test problems (Reference 3). Physical relevance of the

model has been demonstrated by comparison (Reference 15) with a number

of propel 1 ant-driven field experiments conducted by Sanriia National

Laboratories (References 4,5).

The three example problems considered here span a broad range of

driving pressure, cavity size, and time scale, as indicated in Table 2.

The estimates of fracture length stated below should probably be viewed as

upper bounds, since no allowance is taken for multifracturing,

residual stresses, or heat transfer processes occurring within the

cavity.

Table 2. Review of Example Problems

Cavity Pressure

Pressure Decay Time

Fracture Extent, L

Cavity Radius, R

Scaled Extent, L/R

Low Pressure
Event

4 MPa

2.0 s

30 m

9 m

3.3

High Pressure
Event

32 MPa

0.2 s

50 m

5 m

10

Sandia's Borehole
Experiment

40 MPa

.02 s

.6 m

.07 m

8.6
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A few general conclusions are drawn from the outcome of these

calculations.

1. Cavity pressure decay due to gas flow into fractures appears
to be an important mechanism in limiting fracture growth.

2. Fracture extent is not extremely sensitive to order-of-
magnitude uncertainties in surface roughness, permeability,
or heat transfer.

3. Fracture speed may be controlled by solid-dynamic limitations

as well as fluid-dynamic considerations, particularly in

high-pressure cases.

4. Multiple fracturing could reduce fracture lengths by a factor

of two or more.

From a containment viewpoint, it appears that upper bound estimates of
fracture length should often be acceptably small, even if no allowance
is taken for mechanisms such as heat transfer within the cavity and
residual stresses around the cavity. In extreme cases of high pressures
in large cavities, the pinching action of the residual stress field should
greatly reduce the fracture opening displacements near the cavity wall, thereby
strangling the gas flow to the fracture and reducing the ultimate fracture
extent (Reference 18).
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULICALLY-DRIVEN FRACTURES:
COMPARISONS WITH SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS*
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ABSTRACT

A general method-of-lines numerical approach for modeling hydraulically-
driven fractures is developed and tested. The methodology employs several
novel features: a straining coordinate system that elongates as the fracture
grows, an evolutionary equation to describe growth of the fract'-jre length,
direct treatment of the fluid/elastic-solid coupling, and a control volume
equation that governs fluid motion near the tip. Spatial discretization of
the governing equations leads to a non-sparse system of implicitly coupled
ordinary differential equations that is solved for the local derivatives, and
then integrated forward in time. The numerical solutions agree very well
with known similarity solutions for laminar and for turbulent flow. Accept-
able accuracy, in all cases, is obtained with a very few numerical grid
points and with modest execution times. The numerical method is also checked
against the results of several field tests, in which air was used to drive
axisymmetric fractures into permeable tunnel-bed tuff. In all tests, the
calculated fracture lengths are within 50% of those measured.

*This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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NOMENCLATURE

a turbulent drag constant (a = 0.1)
b exponent in turbulent drag relation (b = 0.5)
Cp constant pressure specific heat
cv constant volume specific heat
6 shear modulus
k rock permeability
K fracture toughness
I< fracture length
N driving pressure ratio (N = Po/a)
m residence time exponent
n geometry parameter
P fluid pressure
Po fluid pressure at inlet
Pra far-field fluid pressure
Q driving mass flow rate
r local radius
R bore-hole radius
Re Reynolds number (Re = puw/ji)
t time
T Q fluid temperature, constant
u longitudinal fluid speed
V packed-off volume
v lateral fluid speed
w local fracture aperture
x spatial position

a diffusivity (oc = Pk/<j>|j.)
Y ratio of specific heats (y = cp/cv)
R fracture surface roughness
9 normalized position (9 = x/L)
\ viscous shear stress
\i dynamic viscosity
v Pcisson's ratio
p fluid density
<(> rock porosity
a far-field confining stress
T local fluid residence time
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INTRODUCTION

Following an underground nuclear test, fluid-driven fractures may some-

times propagate from the explosively formed cavity into the surrounding rock

and toward the surface. Thus, an ability to predict the speed and extent of

such fractures is helpful in assuring the containment of radioactive gases.

Previous models of hydraulically-driven fracture growth have been based

largely on approximate methods [1,2,3,4,5], using presumed pressure profiles

or statically-equivalent pressures to obtain simple systems of algebraic and

ordinary differential equations. Usually, the fluid mechanics are assumed to

be quasi-steady [1,2,3,4]. This effectively decouples the temporal divergence

of the fracture walls and the fracture extension from the flow field. Even

in the previous numerical models of hydraulic fracturing [6,7], the fluid/solid

coupling has either been neglected or treated in a secondary fashion via

iterative schemes. The wall-divergence and fracture extension must, however,

exert a strong influence on the flow field, since these are dominant in

establishing a balance between the influx of fluid and the increasing volume

of the fracture.

In this paper, we present a general numerical method for computing the

extension of hydraulically-driven fractures. The linear/elastic rock displace-

ment ii- assumed to be quasi-steady, but the compressible fluid-dynamic model

is fully transient. The numerical procedure is a modified version of the

method-of-lines; spatial derivatives along the crack are computed by central

differencing on a grid that expands as the fracture increases in length.

The resulting system of time dependent ordinary differential equations is

then solved using an ODE integrator. Because the rate of wall divergence at

any position depends on the rats of pressure change everywhere along the

crack, the system is implicit and requires the solution of a non-sparse

algebraic system for each derivative evaluation. The rate of fracture exten-

sion, L, appears in all of the governing equations. It is controlled by an

additional ordinary differential equation obtained by taking the time deriva-

tive of the integral equation describing the stress-intensity at the tip.

This mathematical approach is easy to implement, since it relies on

widely available library routines to accomplish many of the numerical tasks.

It is very versatile in allowing an arbitrary equation of state, arbitrary
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friction laws, arbitrary boundary conditions at the inlet, and an arbitrary

relationship between the pressure distribution and fracture aperture.

Solutions require only moderate computer time and storage, and acceptable

accuracy can be obtained with only 10 to 20 grid points.

The method is tested by comparing the results obtained here v/ith known

similarity solutions [8] for both laminar and turbulent regimes of fluid

motion. Further, the computational results are compared with experimental

field measurements.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The physical model of hydraulic fracturing is well known [1-8]. In the

representative planar geometry of B'igure 1, the inlet pressure is denoted p o

and the fracture length is L(t). The gas pressure P(x,t) spreads the walls

of the fracture, producing a channel of ape.'ture w(x,t).

Since the displacement field w(x,t) is quasi-steady for tip velocities

much less than the wave speed in the solid, the aperture profile depends only

on the crack length and the current pressure distribution in the fluid. For

either planar (n = 0) or axisymmetric (n = 1) geometries, the theory of

linear elasticity [9] gives

1 r,
w(9,t) = 4(l-y)L f f [P(C)_-aKndCl-v)L f fnG J J

9 0

where G and v are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively; a is

the compressive tectonic stress, and

9 = x/L(t) (2)

is the normalized position along the crack. The integral equation (1) implies

that the aperture at any position depends on the pressure at cill positions

along the fracture.

The customary stress intensity factor accounts for the rock mechanics of

the fracture tip. This treatment has been broadly applied in pievious analyses

of fractures [1-5,10]. For a given geometry, the following inequality must

be satisfied in order for the fracture to propagate.

J /!-e2
0

(3)

where K is the stress intensity factor, a measurable property of the rock that

is related to the surface energy [11]. The fracture will elongate whenever

the pressure integral on the left of Equation (3) is as large as the resistive

fracture toughness, K//2L, on the right. During mobile-equilibrium



Figure 1. Schematic of representative wedge-shaped fracture driven
by internal gas pressure. The method also applies to axisymmetric
geometries.
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fracturing, the pressure integral maintains equality with the fracture tough-

ness; when the wave speed in the solid is much higher than that in the driving

fluid, the fracture cannot be over-driven- If the inequality of Equation (3)

were to arise, the fracture would inw.ediately elongate, without additional

fluid motion, to bring the relation back to an equality.

Transient compressible fluid flow in the fracture is governed by conserva-

tion of mass and momentum, here written in the one-dimensional form [12]

9_.(pw) + r~n <L.(pwurn) = -2pv (4)
at 5x

&_(pwu) + r~n <L_(pwu2rn) + 2pvu = -pw f"i M + X~\ (5)

at ax L p ax J
where p and u are the density and longitudinal fluid speed, each areraged across

the channel. For the axisymmetric case (n = 1)/ the local radius, r, is measured

from the axis of symmetry. The viscous shear stress X is approximated as follows

for the limiting cases of low and high Reynolds number, Re, respectively

X = A 12fJ-u (laminar) (6a)
P w2

/ vb 2
X = & I-\ — (turbulent) . (6b)

\ w / w

|i is fluid viscosity; a and b are empirical constants. The former is the

standard Poiseuille expression for the laminar channel flow; the latter is

based on an experimental study [13] of turbulent flow in simulated geologic

fractures having roughness height £• By using either (6a) or (6b)

individually, we will first investigate the self-similar cases for planar

fractures in which the Reynolds number is everywhere either asymptotically

low or asymptotically high. The r,on-similar transition from laminar to

turbulent flow is then described simply by adding the laminar and the turbu-

lent stresses to obtain a composite expression providing a smooth transition

between the two asymptotes. The two shear stresses, for laminar or turbulent

flow, .are derived from limiting values of large and small Reynolds number.

When the two are added togethe the limiting behaviors are preserved; for



small values of the Reynolds number, the first term dominates; for large

values, the second dominates- The resultant expression gives a smooth transi-

tion between these extremes, and thus is satisfactory over the entire domain.

Lateral seepage of fluid into the host rock, as described by the lateral

fluid speed v, is controlled by the multi-dimensional, time-dependent diffusion

outside the fracture. However, rather than expend a large computational

effort in solving this problem, we chose to use a convenient one-dimension3.1

analytical approximation.

k(r P )
v = = ^ _ (7)

/

where Pm is the far-field fluid pressure and k is the rock permeability.

As before, n is the fluid viscosity. The local diffusivity, a, is given by

= 2* (8)a =

in which § is the rock porosity. To compute the penetration depth of the dif-

fusion wave, expressed as the product <XT, requires that we know the time that

the rock at any location has been exposed to the high-pressure gases inside

the fracture. Assuming a positive and continuous fracture speed, this can

be written

i = t(i-em) (9)

where m can be approximated by

m = log[t/(t-At)l ( 1 0 )

log[L(t)/L(t-At)]

The time increment, At, is arbitrary provided it is small compared to the

time interval of interest in the problem. Note that if the fracture grows

smoothly as any power of time, then Equations (9) and (10) are exact, and m

is the inverse of the exponent of growth.

Finally, in the present calculations we presume that the Mach number is

sufficiently small that the inertial terms on the left of Equation (5) can be

neglected. This is substantiated after the fact.



As initial data it is necessary to specify all of the physical constants

and to give the initial fracture length, L(0), and the pressure distribution,

P(x,0). We have chosen to begin the present computations at breakdown, when

the fracture begins running, which requires that we choose P(x,0) and L(0), to

satisfy the mobile-equilibrium balance, Equation (3). Boundary conditions

are required only at the fracture inlet; it is necessary to prescribe the

pressure or alternatively the flow rate, i.e., pressure gradient.

The transport equations become degenerate at the tip of the fracture.

Several different types of behavior are possible. In an impermeable rock, there

can be no mass flux through the fracture tip which requires either that the

density be zero or that the fluid velocity be the same as the tip velocity.

p -*- 0 as 9 ->• 1 (lla)
or r

u ->• L as 9 -s- 1 (lib)

In a very permeable rock, however, it is expected that the fluid pressure in the

fracture tip would be nearly the same as the ambient pore pressure. It is not

usually known a-priori which of these conditions will be satisfied. So to

maintain generality we avoid any strict application of specialized boundary

conditions such as Equation (11). Instead we rely on a generalized control-

volume procedure described in the next section.

To solve the governing equations with the integral constraint, only an

equation-of-state for the driving fluid is yet needed. For all of the results

shown here, an ideal-gas relation wais used to determine the pressure from the

fluid density. The temperature was assumed to be constant at the ambient

condition.
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NUMERICAL METHOD

To facilitate a numerical solution, the governing equations, (4) and (.>),

are transformed into the straining coordinate system, 9 = x/L(t). The trans-

formed equations are then discretized on the interval 9 = (0,1) and the

spr.tial derivatives, in terms of 9, are written as finite diflerences.

In order to ensure that the integral constraint, Equation (3), is always

satisfied, we take its derivative with rospect to time, set the resulting

expression equal to zero, and integrate this equation along with those

governing the fluid motion. If the integral constraint is initially satisfied,

this approach guarantees that it will remain so thereafter. This additional

relation serves as an evolutionary equation which, together with the other

governing equations, controls the fracture length.

As the aperture approaches zero near the fracture tip, the equations

governing fluid motion become degenerate. To circumvent this difficulty, a

mass and energy balance is written for a s^all triangular control-volume that

coincides with the tip portion of the fracture. We thus obtain a local con-

tinuity equation which admits either (lla) or (lib), or any other behavior

which might naturally arise.

Note that the fracture speed L will appear in each of the transformed

governing equations. Since the fracture length is treated as a dependent

variable, its derivative (the fracture speed) must be computed along with the

time derivatives of the fluid density. Hence, the equations are implicitly

coupled. Additionally, the time derivatives of the aperture w, arising in the

continuity equation, depend on the time derivatives of the pressure everywhere

in the fracture, as well as the fracture length and speed. This further con-

tributes to the implicit coupling of the equations. Finally, the prf :ures

must each evolve in such a manner as to collectively satisfy the intcjral

constraint at all times*

We address the implicit coupling of the transformed equations by writing

the time derivative of the integral constraint (3) and the double integral

for the local aperture (1) as sums over the difference intervals spanning the

fracture; these sums are all linear in the pressuir^s. Using thermodynamic

relations, the pressure derivatives that appear are then written as derivatives

of the density, forming a non-sparse linear system. This system can be

inverted to yield explicit expressions for the local time derivatives of our
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two dependent variables — local density and the fracture length. With these,

the solutions are marched forward in time employing the well known method-of-

lines using a library ODE integrator. Often the differential equations are

stiff, degenerating in some cases to algebraic equations, so we have generally

relied on integrators such as DEBDF [14] based on backward difference

algorithms.

Although this numerical scheme requires inverting a matrix for every

derivative evaluation, the method is reasonably fast overall; we can typically

calculate an order-of-magnitude increase in fracture length using 11 grid

points (12 equations) in less than one CPU-minute on a CYBER-76/172 machine.

Moreover, if the problem being analyzed possesses a similarity solution, the

computational speed increases dramatically as the pressures become stationary

on the expanding grid.



COMPARISON WITH SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS

The system of differential and integral equations (1-5) possess similarity

solutions for which the local pressure is independent of time, provided that

K = 0 in (3), that the flow is either all laminar or all turbulent throughout

the fracture, that the fracture is planar, and that there are no lateral fluid

losses. These similarity solutions, determined previously [8] by a separation-

of-variables procedure, are used to assess the accuracy of the numerical

procedure. Although self-similar, these flows do provide a challenging test,

since the changing fracture geometry, as embodied by L and w, has a strong

influence on the flow field, even though the local pressures, at fixed 0, are

not chanying in time.

In calculating the similarity flows with the method-of-lines procedure,

the initial conditions are arbitrary except that the initial pressure profile,

P(9,0) = po
+(p

tiD~
po*®^' i s c n o s e n such that the integral constraint (3)

is satisfied at the onset. The evolutionary form of the equation ensures that

it is always satisfied thereafter. The governing equations were integrated

forward in time until the pressure profile P(9,t) no longer changed — at

roughly a 10-fold increase in fracture length. Although the pressures bacome

stationary, the length, aperture and gas velocity continue to increase with

time.

Laminar flow results are illustrated in Figure 2 for various values of

the pressure ratio N = Po/a- The numerical results (symbols) are in excellent

agreement with the analytical solutions (solid lines), particularly considering

the modest number of grid points used and the very steep and discontinuous

pressure gradient at the leading edge of the flow. Note that the pressure is

aero at the tip. Because of the very strong viscous forces in the narrow

passage near the tip, the fluid cannot penetrate the full length of the

fracture. In the computational procedure we did not impose the condition P =

0 at the tip, but simply allowed the physical wall-divergence mechanism to

pull the tip pressures'down from initial non-zero values.

Turbulent flow results are shown in Figure 3. The comparison with

analytical results is again very good. With turbulent friction everywhere

along the fracture, both (lla) and (lib), p •» 0 and u + L as 8 + 1, are



0.4 0.6
Normalized Position

Figure 2. Self-similar pressure distributions for laminar flow.
Comparison of Analytical (curves) and numerical (symbols) results.
Twenty-one grid points are used in the calculation.
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Figure 3. Self-similar pressure distributions for turbulent flow.
Comparison of analytical (curves) and numerical (symbols) results.
Near the fracture tip, both continuity conditions are satisfied.
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properly satisfied by the numerical method. For N = 2, there is some dis-

agreement between the two solutions, apparently resulting from differences in

treatment of the fracture tip. A slight change in pressure near the tip

weighs heavily in the integral constraint, and so requires relatively large

compensations elsewhere in the pressure distribution.

Overall the agreement in pressure distributions, P(6;N), is good and

can be improved readily by using additional grid points. Comparable accuracy

was observed in the time dependent quantities L(t), u(0,t) and w(O,t).



COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data presented here are from the AIR-FRAC IV experiments conducted

in G-tunnel at the Nevada Test Site. These results have already been

described [15], along with a detailed discussion of the test procedures.

Briefly, a packed-off section of a horizontal bore-hole was pressurized

via a reservoir consisting of ten gas bottles. At sufficient pressure, a

fracture (presumably axisymmetric) was driven into the surrounding rock.

Outlying water-filled detector holes with pressure transducers were used to

measure progress of the fracture tip. Following each test, the packers

were partially withdrawn from the hole, and the procedure was repeated. A

total of six tests were conducted in the experiment; the number used to

reference each test is the distance, in feet, from the tunnel face to the

fracture zone.

The fractures modeled here are not driven by a constant pressure, nor

by a constant flow rate. Rather, a combination of these two idealized cases

leads to fracture growth. The packed-off volume, V, within the bore-hole

stores a significant mass of high-pressure gas before the fracture begins to

grow. This fluid can drive the fracture a meter or two without any addi-

tional mass from the reservoir. So, like the containment problem, the time-

varying pressure in the bore-hole (or cavity) depends on the flow-rate into

the fracture; without knowledge of the rate of fracture growth, the driving

pressure cannot be determined, and vice versa. In the AIR-PRAC IV experi-

ment, the driving pressure was additionally maintained, somewhat, by a nearly

constant flow, Q, from the reservoir into the packed-off volume. Our calcu-

lations take into consideration both of these influences on the driving

pressure.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the computed and measured fracture

lengths for test #85. Since there is no experimental indication of fracture

initiation, the reference length, L, and time, t, are taken to coincide with

arrival at the first detector hole, located 0.5m from the pressurized bore-

hole. These, along with the bore-hole pressure at the time of first arrival,

are used as initial conditions in all of the following calculations. Other

properties, parameters and conditions used in the analyses are given in

Table A.
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Figure 4. Comparison of computed and measured fracture lengths for
test #85. Leakage through walls has large effect on fracture growth.
Time is measured from arrival at first detector hole.



TABLE A.

PARAMETERS, PROPERTIES AND CONDITIONS USED IN
AIR-FRAC IV FRACTURE CALCULATIONS

ROCK PROPERTIES

shear modulus, G
Poisson's ratio, v
surface roughness,
fracture toughness,
permeability, k
porosity, <j)

K

3.0
0.2
400
0.5

GPa

\m _
MPa/m

10~ 1 6 m2 (0.1 mD)
0.03

GAS PROPERTIES (AIR)

specific heat ratio, y
specific heat, cp

viscosity, |i

1.4
1100 j/kg-K
1.9 x 10~5 kg/m-s

TEST CONDITIONS

inlet fluid temperature, T o

far-field confining stress,
packed-off volume, V
bore-hole radius, R

300 K
3.7 MPa
1.2 x 10"2

5.1 x 10-2

Test fr

28
34
52
61
70
85

Driving
Flow-Rate, Q

0.45 kg/s
0.40
0.29
0.22
0.20
0.10 kg/s

Initial
Bore-Hole Pressure, Pr

6.5 MPa
7.4
5.8
6.1
5.7
5.8 MPa



To illustrate the large effect of leakage on fracture growth, the calcu-

lations for test #85 were made using a wide range of rock permeabilities..

The impermeable result, k = 0, provides an upper bound on possible fracture

growth for the given flow rate. At 5.0 s, this case gives an expected length

of just over 5.0 m, while for a more reasonable permeability, k = 10~16 m2

(0.1 mD), the calculated length at the same time is only 1.0 m. For

permeabilities much above those shown, the fracture cannot initiate or grow

given the low driving pressure and flow-rate.

As seen in Figure 4, the agreement between the calculated and measured

lengths is not very good for test #85. None of the curves satisfactorily

match the trend of the data, indicated by the dashed line. However, the

data show nearly linear fracture growth out to the last functioning detector

hole. If the fracture grows axisymmetrically, as assumed, this could not

occur since even without leakage, the fracture must slow dramatically with

increasing length due to the radial divergence. Apparently in this test, the

fracture was not axisymmetric, growing instead in some irregular geometry.

Despite these uncertainties, the calculation based on permeability of 10~'16 m^

is in error by less than 50% of the measured fracture length. This permea-

bility is reasonable for the saturated tuffs of G-tunnel and is used in all

of the following calculations.

The data and calculations for tests #61 and #70 are shown in Figure 5.

These are presented together because the driving flow-rate was nearly the

same in both — 0.20 kg/s in test #70, and 0.22 kg/s in test #61. Here, we

see some indication of the experimental uncertainty. In test #61, the growth

is again nearly linear throughout the test. Under ver_ •" milar conditions,

however, test #70 shows a pronounced reduction in the fi ture speed beyond a

length of about one meter. Over the 10- s duration of the test, no fracture

vras detected at the last hole, located at about 2.2 m. This is more typical

of the behavior expected for axisymmetric fracture growth, and for this case

the calculations are in close agreement with the data.

Figure 6 shows results for test #52. Once more, we see linear fracture

growth over the period of the test, again suggesting a fracture geometry that

is not strictly axisymmetric. Here, the agreement between the calculated and

measured lengths is the worst of all the tests; at the miximum measured
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-Test #61
-Test #70

2.0 3.0

T i m e , t ( s )
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Figure 5. Tests #61 and #70. Comparison of calculated fracture
lengths with experimental results. Scatter of measurements is
indicated. Fracture did not reach final detector hole in test #70.
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Figure 6. Comparison of calculations and measurements for test #52.
Agreement is poor. The linear growth suggests an irregular fracture
geometry.
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length, the calculations are low by just under 50%. Nevertheless, we should

keep in mind that a factor of only five or so reduction of the permeability

used in the calculations would completely eliminate this discrepancy.

Results for the remaining tests, #34 and #28, are shown in Figure 7.

Again, the flow-rates in these two tests were nearly the same — 0.40 kg/s

and 0.45 kg/s, respectively. Figure 7 indicates very good agreement between

the calculations and measurements. The maximum error in the computed length

is less than 30% for either of these tests.

Note in Figure 7 that the calculated lengths intersect at about one

second. The more rapid initial growth in test #34 is attributable to a higher

breakout pressure, and a proportionately larger mass of fluid initially

stored in the bore-hole. However, as the packed-off section is depleted,

the driving pressure decays and the fracture finally must be driven by the

constant flow-rate. Since the flow-rate in test #28 is higher, this case

eventually produces a longer fracture, and so the length/time curves for the

two tests cross.

Finally, these calculations (confirmed by the experimental results) show

that the peak driving pressure is not the breakout pressure, as is sometimes

presumed. Rather, when the fracture first begins to grow, the bore-hole

pressure continues to rise until the mass flow rate into the fracture inlet

increases to equal that being supplied from the reservoir. Since the aperture

at the inlet continues to grow as the fracture elongates, the flow into the

fracture will eventually exceed that being supplied, and the bore-hole pressure

will decay slowly toward the minimum in-situ stress. For example, in test

#28, the calculated peak pressure does not occur until about 0.9 s after

initiation of the fracture — well after the fracture has reached the first

detector hole at 0.5 m. At 5.0 s, the driving pressure has decayed to 85% of

the peak value, and continues down gradually for the remainder of the

calculation.
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Figure 7. Tests #28 and #34. The computed fracture lengths are within
30% of those measured. Sudden decay of fracture speed is typical of
axisymmetric growth.
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SUMMARY

A general numerical procedure for analyzing a hydraulically-driven frac-

ture has been formulated, implemented and tested. The approach incorporates

several novel features.

The governing equations are solved on a straining coordinate system that

moves with the fracture; only 10 or 20 grid points are necessary to maintain

good resolution throughout orders of magnitude of fracture growth. Moreover,

the pressure profile usually changes rather slowly on the expanding grid,

permitting much larger time steps than are possible on a fixed Eulerian grid.

Changing fracture geometry, as embodied by the rate of change in length and

aperture, is accounted for directly in the fluid transport equations, so that

the aperture at a point depends on the instantaneous pressures everywhere in the

fracture. The relatively large wave speed in the elastic solid therefore allows

immediate communication between all points in the flow field. By incorporating

this intimate coupling, it was possible to avoid the usual approximate or

iterative alternatives.

Growth of the fracture length is controlled by a time-dependent differen-

tial equation, ensuring that the integral constraint, relating the pressure dis-

tribution to the stress intensity factor and fracture length, is continuously

satisfied. This evolutionary approach avoids the numerical lurching associated

with discrete jumps in fracture length. Solving the resultant non-sparse system

of coupled implicit equations is a time-consuming, but nevertheless necessary,

feature of the problem.

A control-volume an<..lysis of the region behind the fracture tip is used to

provide a governing equation for the tip fluid pressure; this circumvents the

local degeneracy of the differential transport equations. The near-tip behavior

is then free to satisfy either of two conditions, as appropriate for continuity.

This combination of features provides good accuracy in reasonable execution

times, and with a modest programming effort. Our numerical results show good

agreement with analytical similarity solutions for laminar and for turbulent

flows. The calculations were also checked against experimental results for six

tests conducted at the Nevada Test Site. In all of the tests, the calculated

fracture lengths were within 50% of those measured. The major errors in com-

puting fracture length/time histories appears, at this point, to arise from

uncertainties in the fracture geometry.
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LOS FLOW REDUCTION *

J. R. Barthel

S-CUBED

ABSTRACT

Energy flow in the LOS is thought to consist of two main compo-
nents which are vapor generated by shock propagation near the zero
room and a jet of mostly condensates (cratering flow) generated later
by pipe collapse. The pipe collapse also drives a shock in the residue
of the first vapor flow and may generate additional vapor. A model is
postulated that correlates jetting with phase change of the liner on
collapse using a variation of Birkhoff's jetting theory. This model
is supported by PI simulation experiments which determine the extent
of the source of the cratering flow and its variation with liner
material.

The successes of the nuclear community in reducing the source of
vapor flow by the use of dense extensions and in attenuating the vapor
flow by the use of a helical strip on the inner wall of the pipe are
reviewed.

Attempts to reduce the source of cratering flow in the PI
simulations have produced outcomes ranging from modest reduction to
large increases. The lessons learned from these results are described.
Success in reducing cratering flow has been achieved much more by
attenuation than by source reduction. Findings about the mechanisms
by which helices and stepdown configurations attenuate cratering flow
are described.

The current state of knowledge of source reduction and flow
attenuation, for both vapor and cratering flows, is then applied to
postulate a configuration which seems promising for use in the nuclear
LOS.

*This work was supported under Defense Nuclear Agency Contract.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce LOS flow, we must first understand its nature.

It is postulated that the flow is primarily the result of phase change

of the pipe wall material. Radiation blowoff of the wall occurs

almost instantaneously in the nucler LOS, followed quickly by further

vapor* injection resulting from shocks propagating through the heavy

metal extension just outside the zero room and "unloading" into the

LOS. Vapor from these two sources in combination is thought to be

responsible for the "first pulse" seen in LOS pressure measurements.

Considerably later, ground shock-driven collapse of the LOS is thought

to inject additional vapor as well as condensates into the pipe by a

jetting process. This vapor injection and the compression of residual

vapor from the first flow is thought to be the source of the "second

pulse". The condensates (particulate or cratering flow) are somewhat

slower moving and could be called the "third pulse" (however, they do

not contribute significantly to the LOS pressure).

For several years, DNA has sponsored HE-driven LOS simulation

experiments by Physics International Co. (PI) as described in

Reference 1. In order to make the maximum use of the PI results in

optimizing LOS designs, it is worthwhile to try to understnd them in

terms of physical models. The analysis in this paper deals mostly

with jetting Plows because the "first pulse" discussed above does not

occur in the simulations; the HE-driven shock is too weak to vaporize

the pipe wall as it unloads into the evacuated volume, unlike the

nuclear-driven shock. The first pulse has been discussed at length in

earlier works (see References 2, 3 plus classified reports).

*The vapor could actually be termed "plasma" at this stage because it
is surely ionized. However, not all vapor flows considered here are
ionized, especially in the simulation experiments.
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A simple model of the jetting process using a variation of
Birkhoff's theory has been previously derived (References 3, 4). The
model is described and further developed in Section 2 and its predic-
tions are compared in with the results of PI simulation experiments
which determine the velocity of the vapor and cratering flow, the
extent of the source of cratering flow, and variation with wall
material. It is concluded that the model is consistent with the
experiments.

Section 3 describes attempts to reduce vapor and condensate flow
both by attenuation and by source reduction. LOS flows and PI simula-
tions are considered. Section 4 describes the wide variation in target
damage obtained with ten seemingly-identical standard steel pipes by
PI and offers speculations on the reasons for it.

Some candidate "optimum LOS configurations", arrived at by
applying the current state of knowledge, are presented in Section 5.

2. INTERPRETATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS USING A JETTING MODEL

When an advancing ground shock collapses a pipe with sufficient
intensity, some of the wall material is expected to change phase. If
the ground shock velocity varies slowly enough with time, the process
becomes amenable to simple analysis. A typical configuration is shown
in Figure 1. It is assumed that the velocity of the propagating
collapse point, u , is approximately equal to the ground shock
velocity, u . A quasi-steady state is seen by an observer moving
with the collapse point. The impulsive-jetting theory of Birkhoff
(Reference 5), which describes jetting of a conical or cylindrical
liner by the detonation of HE surrounding it, has been adapted to the
somewhat different problem of a liner collapse driven by a constant-
velocity ground shock (see Reference 3,4). The finding of that
analysis of interest here is the rather self-evident relation between
the enthalpy at the stagnation point (Figure 1) and the collapse
velocity:
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Figure 1. Jetting Configuration
(Quasi-steady in moving frame of reference of point of coll apse„



(1)

Conservation of energy also relates h to conditions in the jet:

hs = hj • \ (2)

Finally, the jet velocity observed in the laboratory frame of

reference is:

j - uc

V. = 2 u if h. = 0 (3a)
j c j

Equations (1) - (3) can be solved to give an approximate description

of the jet if two of the five quantities involved are specified.

The model can be compared with prominent features of the Physics

International "LS" series of experiments. These features are indicated

in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows some representative trajectories

of the first vapor arrival and first cratering flow arrival for stan-

dard steel pipes. Figure 3 shows the effect of increasing the separa-

tion ("standoff") between the HE and the pipe. The implication of

Figure 3 is that the source of the cratering flow extends about 60 cm

from the HE, i.e., the collapse beyond 60 cm is too weak to generate a

jet. The data shown in Figures 2 and 3 are taken from References 1,

6, and 7.

The model is consistent with the observed first vapor arrival.

This vapor originates from the region of earliest pipe collapse, hence

fastest ground shock. The maximum of u is about 4.5 to 5 km/s.

This implies h = 10 to 12 KJ/g. Setting u = u , V. can be
b c 9s J

found if h- is estimated. If the jetted material is required to
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remain vapor, then nj 2 h
va

 = 8-7 KJ/9 for iron and v,- - 6-2 to

7.8 km/s (corresponding to the two values of u ). These are
somewhat lower than the measured values of 8.5 to 9.7 km/s (Figure 2).
However, it is likely that the leading edge of this flow is cooler.
The vapor probably becomes supercooled on expansion, never forming
coherent droplets with the ability to penetrate the target. Further
cooling probably ceases when h. reaches h, , the liquid enthalpy
at incipient vaporization. Using h, = 2.4 KJ/g, it follows that
V. = 8.4 to 9.5 km/s, which is quite consistent with observation.
Allowing h. » 0 would increase V. only slightly, to 9 or 10 km/s.
The supercooled vapor must reheat on impact with the target, to
explain the observation of high pressure.

It should be pointed out that the pressure dependence of h ,.,
h, , h , etc., is being ignored throughout this analysis. Further-
more, stagnation pressures are often well above the critical pressure,
P (which is not well known for some of the materials considered
here), rendering the distinction between liquid and vapor meaningless.
However, h is relatively insensitive to pressure below P , and
is approximately h for all P < P (at least for iron). A short
distance from the stagnation point the jet should be at a pressure well
below critical in most cases. Therefore, h > h is a reasonable
minimum requirement for the formation of a vapor jet and h > h ,.
a minimum for a liquid jet.

The end of the cratering jet source inferred from Figure 3 is also
consistent with the model. If jetting ceases when h drops below
h , , 1.3 KJ/g for iron, a value of u = 1.6 km/s is implied if
h. is quite small (i.e., the droplets solidify). The ground shock
J

arrival curve in Figure 2 implies u = 2 km/s at 60 cm from the HE
(the end of the cratering source). Since this is just above sound speed
in the wet sand and the ground shock is getting weak (~ 7 kbar), it is
reasonable that the collapse propagation speed should be dropping below
V
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The first arrival of cratering flow can also be compared with the

model. This involves the onset of condensate jttting, which is inter-

mediate between the two phenomena discussed above. The major difficulty

is in determining the criterion for stagnation enthalpy at the onset of

condensate jetting. It seems that h should be less than h , for

otherwise the jet is likely to be supercooled vapor rather than droplets

capable of damaging the target. If h is just below h and
s vap

h.< h, , then V.? 7.7 km/s, well above the observed value of

about 6 km/s. The observed V. would then imply that h. should

exceed h-, in the expanded jet, which is difficult to accept in view

of the discussion of vapor jetting. On the other hand, for h <

h there should certainly be some condensates in the jet. Possibly

the fastest particulates are insufficient in number to contribute

appreciably to the erosion of the approximately 5 mm of material over

the first penetration pin, and thus the extrapolation of pin response to

obtain impact at the surface (see Figure 2) does not account for them.

Also, a better understanding of the onset of condensate jetting may

require a more careful consideration of phenomena above the critical

pressure in the stagnation region.

All that can be said at this time is that the fastest observed

cratering flow seems to be associated with a value of h somewhat

below h but well above h, . (If h = h.. , the maximum

attainable V., corresponding to h. = 0, is 4.4 km/s, well below that
J j

observed.) There is, at least, no inconsistency between the observations
and the model.

Comparisons can also be made with the results of LS experiments

employing different wall materials. Two such results are available on

LS-6: Model 4 using a sulfur liner and Model 5 using a plastic liner.

Figure 4 shows the configuration and lists the hole volumes in the tar-

get and the relevant enthalpies at phase change for iron, sulfur, and

plastic liners. It is clear that the hole volumes for sulfur and plas- "

tic liners, which have much lower h m e l t and h than iron, are

sufficiently large that they are quite improbable outcomes for "Standard"

configurations. ("Standard" statistics are discussed in Section 4.)
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Figure 4. LS pipes using liners with low heats of phase change.
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These results suggest that a lower h ,. implies more total jetting of
condensates (perhaps a longer source region), and hence a larger hole
volume and greater depth of penetration in the target. This is
consistent with the jetting model. First vapor arrival at the target
was also measured in these configurations and found to lie within the
band of results for Standard configurations (Figure 2), as one might
expect from Equation (3a).

PI has also studied effects of varying wall materials using a
different type of simulator, called APC (Reference 9). In this device,
shown in Figure 5, the pipe collapse propagates at essentially the HE
detonation velocity. Two materials are compared, alumina (AKO.)
and copper, h and h .. for these materials are shown in Figurerr vap melt
5, along with the resulting hole volumes in the targets. It is seen
that the larger hole volume occurs with alumina, which has by far the
larger h ,., in seeming contrast with the above LS results. However,
the APC results are readily reconciled with the jetting model. In the
APC device u = 8.48 km/s and h = 36 KJ/g, whereas h varies from

v* ^ «5

about 12 KJ/g to essentially 0 in the LS experiments as the shock
weakens. In the APC, therefore, hg is well above h in both
materials. It is reasonable that the jet in the material with higher
h should have a lower fraction of vapor, hence a higher fraction
of condensed (penetrating) material, and a bigger hole in the target
should result. In the LS models with sulfur and plastic liners, the
jet near the HE could also have had a smaller fraction in liquid than
would be expected with the steel wall. However, in these the jetting
process is thought to continue so much farther down the pipe than with
the steel wall that the near-source effects are more than offset.

In summary, there is substantial consistency between the jetting
model and the LS and APC simulator data, and there is no evident
inconsistency. It should be mentioned that there are other possible
mechanisms of penetrating flow besides liquid jetting. One interesting
suggestion (by C. E. Keller) is that scouring of liquid droplets
resulting from wall ablation may be the primary source. Another
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(by R. J. Funston) is that "burning" of the aluminum target by sulfur
vapor may be primarily responsible for the excessive hole size on LS-6,
Model 4. One or both of these mechanisms may contribute to the
observed phenomena. Both will be explored on LS-7.

On the basis of the evidence now available, I believe that liquid
jetting is the primary penetrating flow and cratering is the primary
target damage mechanism. The principle reasons are:

1. The collapse process that produces a strong vapor flow near
the source will pass through a stage where it produces a
strong liquid flow before it dies out;

2. if wall scouring were the primary source of penetrating
flow, the first evidence of penetration should occur soon
after vapor arrival;

3. it is difficult to justify significant vapor production with
a 30 cm standoff (u = 2.7 km/s, or hg = 3.6 KJ/g at
the beginning of the pipe, see Figure 2), yet there was
substantial penetrating flow (Figure 3);

4. since the helix does not reduce the vapor flow very much
(see discussion below), the scouring mechanism, if
operating, should result in scouring of the helix and
significant target damage;

5. estimates of mass ablated employing the techniques derived
in Reference 12 suggest the amounts would be an order of
magnitude smaller than the liquid jetting indicated by the
calculations described in Reference 4.

Of course, the case presented above is far from overwhelming and future
results could change it substantially.
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3. REDUCING THE FLOW

The success of various methods of reducing the flow, both in
simulations and in the LOS, can be analyzed in terms of the flow model
described above. Reduction can take place as either attenuation or
source reduction. First consider attenuation.

Dramatic reduction of target damage has been achieved by the use
of helical inserts in simulator pipes (References 1,6,7). These con-
figurations as used in LS simulations are shown in Figure 6, where hole
volumes are compared with those obtained in Standard pipes. Experi-
ments using partial-length helices have demonstrated that the helix
stops the flow at the target end of the pipe, not at the source end
(See References 1,6,7; data summary given in Figure 6). The mechanism
by which the helix stops the particulates seems to be catastrophic
breakup of the helix starting at the first impact of particulates. The
resulting breakup causes helix parts to spread and intercept particu-
lates more efficiently as the breakup process feeds on itself (see
X-ray photos of experiment ST2, Ref. 1). Although no particulate jet
is evident in the photographs, probably because the particulates are
too small, the time that the breakup process starts in ST2 (based on
extrapolation in time to the beginning of the helix, using the X-ray
photos) is consistent with the time that partiiculates would be expected
to arrive at that point on the basis of penetration diagnostics in
experiment ST1 (the same configuration without; a helix). This breakup
is unlikely to be caused by vapor flow, which was observed to arrive
earlier.

The finding that the helix works as well as it does without first
turning or separating very noticeably from the wall was unexpected. My
earlier suggestion, that aerodynamic turning of the helix by the earlier
arriving vapor flow is essential, appears to be incorrect (LS-6, Model
16; see Reference 1). There is substantial evidence in the LS series
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that the particulate jet aggregates near the wall. It is likely that
initially the jetting particles are distributed near the center of the
pipe, but they have radial components of velocity and eventually
collide inelastically with the wall. Even though the helix initially
presents only a small cross section, once the breakup process starts it
feeds on itself rapidly, in part because the incident particles are
concentrated near the wall.

Impressive attenuation of particulate flow has also been achieved
using a stepdown geometry in which the source region of a standard pipe
is replaced with a tapered section which steps down to the standard
geometry later (see discussion of LS-6, Model 17 in Reference 1). The
resulting hole volume of 0.6 cc is impressively low when compared with
anything except pipes with helical inserts.

Attenuation of the vapor flow has also been achieved with the
helix, not so much in simulation experiments but in the nuclear LOS.
Figure 7 shows the pressure histories at the target plate for the
Standard pipe and the pipe with a full length helix on LS-4. There is
a 20 to 40 ps delay attributable to the helix, but no qualitative
effect on either peak pressure or impulse. In contrast, the helix on
the Huron Landing nuclear event was apparently responsible for a very
significant attentuation of vapor flow compared with the otherwise very
similar Miners Iron event (see Figure 8 and the discussion in Reference
10). The helix has also become a standard fixture on LANL pinex
events, on which it is credited with providing major attenuation of
vapor flow. The helix is evidently the most promising attenuator of
both cratering flow and vapor. As discussed previously (Reference 2),
mufflers may not attenuate the vapor flow significantly (this matter
remains controversial).

Why should the helix be so much more effective against vapor in
the nuclear LOS than in simulations? The answer is not known, but LOS
flow is much more energetic near the source. Calculations indicate
that LOS pipes expand more than enough to rupture for a considerable
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distance from the source, whereas LS simulator pipes are probably not
ruptured by the vapor flow. Perhaps in an expanded pipe the helix
presents a much greater obstacle to vapor flow.

Reduction of condensate and vapor flows at their source, i.e.,
reduction of the energy actually injected in the collapse process, has
so far been achieved only by the use of dense material around the pipe
for a relatively short distance at the high-presure end. In the
nuclear LOS this has meant reverse cone extensions made of tuballoy.
These have significantly reduced peak vapor pressures along the LOS, as
discussed in Reference 2; their effect on condensate flow is not
known. In the LS simulators, the use of a thick lead wrap around a
standard symmetric pipe for the first 150 mm of the 1 m pipe on LS-6,
Model 3 resulted in a major reduction in target damage (hole volume =
2.6 cc), compared to the average of the Standard pipes but not compared
to the LS-6 Standard (v = 3.7 cc). The effect of this configuration on
vapor flow was not measured.

Further improvements in designs using \/ery dense extensions may
prove fruitful. However, LS simulations suggest that there is a length
which dense extensions must not exceed. Three simulations using full
length lead wraps produced hole volumes averaging 39.6 cc, or about 2.7
times the average of the ten standard pipes. As discussed in Reference
4, this has been attributed to the slower relief of peak pressures in
the collapse region as a result of the low sound speed in lead.

Other attempts have been made to reduce the source of the flow in
LS simulations using various external asymmetries (heavy lead spirals,
etc). The rationale was that de-focusing the collapse would reduce the
energy injection by jetting. The experiments, however, have produced
no evidence that the condensate flow is significantly reduced in such
configurations. Vapor flow was not adequately diagnosed.
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4. SCATTER IN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Confidence in the meaning of some of the results in the LS series
has been reduced by the occurrence of scatter in seemingly-identical
experiments. Most noteworthy is the standard cylindrical pipe, of
which there were ten in LS-2 through LS-6. (LS-1 is ignored because of
the substantially weaker shock in its unsaturated sand, see Figure 2).
Figure 9 summarizes the hole volume results. The LS-5 result, with
V < 0.1 cc, should perhaps be ignored on the supposition that some
unexplained anomaly was responsible (the poor vacuum at shot time in
this pipe suggests the presence of moisture). Even ignoring LS-5 the
scatter is surprisingly large. The mean and standard deviation are
14.6 ±9.5 cc for the set of ten and 16.2±8.6 cc ignoring LS-5. This
makes inte> *>• etation difficult in some cases, e.g., the LS-6 Model 3
discussion above.

What could be responsible for this? Here is a real puzzle in
view of the lack of success in producing significant changes by
imposing major external asymmetries. This makes it difficult to
believe that small differences in the alignment or machining could be
amplified by instabilities in the collapse process to produce the
observed results.

At present, the following explanation is the one I consider
least objectionable (it is certainly not complete). PI experimenters
may have become more skilled at minimizing imperfections, e.g., misalign
ment of the pipe, as they gained experience with the apparatus. Thus
the trend toward lower hole volumes as the series progressed (see
Figure 9) may be suggesting that a more perfect specimen will collapse
more symmetrically, causing higher pressure and temperature on axis at
the source of the jet. That is, the more perfect the collapse, the
larger the fraction of jetted energy appearing in the vapor phase and
the smaller the hole volume. The LS-5 standard pipe may simply have
been the most nearly perfect. Not only was the hole volume negligible;
the vapor pressure and impulse in front of the target were among the
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highest measured in Standard pipes. Certainly the free-field shock was

of nominal strength (Figure 2). (The above statements notwithstanding,

the absence of significant target damage in LS-5 seems to require an

anomaly.)

The suggested explanation would require that the imperfections or

misalignments present, especially in LS-3, were of as much practical

significance as the deliberate external asymmetries used in LS-2. This

means that the importance of a given perturbation must decay very

rapidly with distance from the inner wall of the pipe.

5. POSSIBLE OPTIMUM L.O.S. CONFIGURATIONS

An "optimum" configuration for LOS events can be proposed on the

basis of present knowledge. Of course, it is subject to major changes

as knowledge expands. Furthermore, what is optimum depends on what is

perceived to be the threat.

If it is assumed that both the vapor and the penetrating flow

must be reduced as much as possible, then the Fast-Acting Closure (FAC)

merits serious consideration. The configuration shown in Figure 10

uses a FAC at about the 30 m range, corresponding to the end of the

jetting source for typical yields according to an analysis similar to

that of Section 2. FAC's close slowly enough so as not to create a jet

of their own, but rapidly enough to intercept both the vapor and the

condensates. Stemming of the LOS by the ground shock is expected to a

much greater range, so that this FAC location should not interfere with

stemming plug formation.

A tuballoy extension is recommended because experience and

calculational studies indicate that it reduces the vapor flow by a

factor of several below that resulting from iron extensions of the same

dimensions. The LS-6, Model 3, results suggest that an increase of the

customary 7 m length could reduce condensate jetting (the peak ground

shock stress at the beginning of an LS pipe is similar to that at the
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end of the typical extension used in the nuclear LOS). The optimum
length should be determined by further calculations and simulations;
LS-6 suggests that 10 to 15 m may be better than 7 m.

A helical insert is shown between the extension and the FAC. Its
purpose is primarily to slow the vapor to minimize the stresses on the
closed FAC. It may also attenuate the condensate jet somewhat, but may
be more effective in this beyond ~ 30 m, where the FAC makes it redun-
dant. Huron Landing experience (Duff, et al, Reference 11) suggests
that the helix should not begin near the end of the extension because
the resulting stagnation of the vapor flow may cause excessive expan-
sion in the region and possible jetting of the tuballoy on collapse.

An alternative, shown in Figure 11, may be almost as effective
while allowing the pipe to break to a greater range from the source,
disrupting a possible path for the transit of cavity gases through the
stemming plug (this fear was raised by Huron Landing, see Reference 11).
This configuration combines the stepdown and the helix. The stepdown
is located at ~ 30 m using the same reasoning as with the FAC config-
uration. Since the stepdown is not expected to stop all of the particu-
late jetting (LS-6, Model 17), a helix is inserted beyond the stepdown.
Sheet HE could be used around the conical stepdown; calculational
studies indicate that this would be helpful in closing a cone of, say,
weak aluminum to retard both the vapor and the condensate flow more
effectively without causing further jetting by its own collapse.

The stepdown configuration would use a tuballoy extension, just
as the configuration based on the FAC. A heavy external spiral
asymmetry, perhaps of iron, is shown between the extension and the
stepdown. Despite the apparent failure of external asymmetries to
reduce target damage in simulations, they may be able to direct the
condensate jet off axis sufficiently to cause more of it to be
intercepted by a stepdown. This possibility should, of course, be
tested first in simulations because the indication is that the jet is
rather diffuse and external asymmetries may not divert it enough to
matter.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

• The primary source of energetic pipe flow is thought to be

phase change of the liner.

• The vapor flow is thought to be vaporized liner material.

• The penetrating flow is thought to be jetted liquid from the

liner.

• High heats of melt and vaporization are desirable for liner

material. (The near source region of a nuclear event, where

ground shock exceeds 5 km/s, requires further investigation;

there is also the question whether anything other than steel is

practical.)

• Attenuation of penetrating flow by helical inserts is dramatic;

other configuration changes (e.g., stepdown) also cause

substantial reductions.

0 Attenuation of vapor flow by helical inserts appears substantial

in LOS events but not in simulators. (But diagnostics are limited

and L/D is smaller in simulators.)

t Reduction of the source of both flows by dense extensions can be

substantial; extension performance may be optimized by an

increase of length but could worsen if too long. (In practical

applications, possible adverse consequences of unexpectedly low

device yield must also be considered.)

• Scatter in target damage for seemingly identical simulation

configurations is large and not understood; this scatter causes

difficulties in interpreting some of the results.

• The optimum LOS design attainable with present knowledge

probably would employ a helix in combination with a stepdown or

FAC.
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ABSTRACT

EFFORTS TO REDUCE PIPE FLOW: THE LS-6 EXPERIMENT*
L.R.E. Miller, J. M. Thomsen, and R. J. Funston

PHYSICS INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577

The objective of the Line-of-Sight (LOS) Pipe Flow Program
is to evaluate methods of reducing or eliminating jetted flows
caused by the ground-shock-induced pipe collapse in Defense
Nuclear Agency (DNA) Underground Nuclear Tests. Two energy
sources have been used to simulate the ground shock: cylindrical
explosive charges surrounding LOS pipe models, which give; a
constant LOS pipe collapse rate (scoping tests), and spherical
explosive charges driving radially positioned LOS pipe models
buried in saturated sand test beds, which give a decelerating
pipe collapse rate (LS tests).

This paper discusses the results of a recent effort which
included 3 scoping tests and one LS test, LS-6. Scoping test
flash X-ray photographs of exit tubes with and without internal
steel helices showed qualitatively how the helix works to atten-
uate the jetted flow. Similarities and differences between the
scoping test and the LS-6 standard, straight LOS pipe results are
discussed.

Twenty-one LOS pipes were tested on the LS-6 experiment.
These included 12 straight pipes, 6 tapered pipes, and 3 step
designs (reverse cone). Straight pipes with low heat of
vaporization liners designed to influence the phase of the jetted
flow produced large craters in aluminum targets at the ends of
the pipes. In tapered LOS pipes with twice the standard taper of
3/8 degree, it was found that either a full-length plastic helix
or a steel helix in the flow region minimized target damage.
Step designs, in both straight and tapered pipes, where the step
intercepted the flow reduced target damage almost as much as the
helix.

*Worksponsored by Defense Nuclear Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

The Defense Nuclear Agency Underground Nuclear Test Contain-

ment Program has sponsored a continuing effort at Physics Inter-

national Company (PI) investigating line-of-sight (LOS) pipe

jetting due to ground-shock-induced collapse. The effort is

entirely experimental and has consisted of tests where model LOS

pipes are collapsed with shock waves produced by high-explosive

sources. Its objective is to devise methods of eliminating, or

at least substantially reducing, the jetted flows observed in the

horizontal LOS (HLOS) pipes on underground nuclear tests (UGT).

These methods would protect close-in experiment stations, further

enhance the containment prospects of standard HLOS events, and

allow for tests to be fielded with LOS pipes using larger-than-

standard pipe tapers. The latter would result in significant

cost savings. A pipe flow attenuation mechanism, the thin

internal helix developed and proof-tested on past PI model test

efforts, has been used with at least partial success on the HURON

LANDING event.

Past experiments conducted under the PI program were of tv/o

types: (1) those where an explosive driver was used to collapse

a single, straight LOS pipe and (2) those where a spherical

explosive source buried in a saturated sand test bed was used to

generate a "ground shock" that was used to collapse a series of

LOS pipes radially positioned about the sphere. The former

experiment series was denoted The Asymmetric Pipe Collapse (APC)

Experiment Series (Reference 1); the latter was denoted the

Large Source (T-.S) Experiment Series. Prior to the effort

discussed here, five experiments were conducted: LS-1 and 2
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(Reference 1), LS-3 (Reference 2), LS-4 (Reference 3) and LS-5

(Reference 4). These past efforts were reviewed at the First

Containment Symposium (August 1981) and published in the

Conference Proceedings (Reference 5).

The present effort included three scoping tests similar to

those conducted during the APC experiment series and one LS

experiment, LS-6 (Reference 6). This paper highlights some of the

significant results of these experiments.

TEST GEOMETRIES

The two energy sources used to simulate the ground-shock-

induced collapse jet produced in UGT events are shown schemat-

ically in Figures la and lb. The scoping test geometry, shown in

Figure la, used an energy source similar to that of the APC

series. In this geometry, the high explosive surrounded the LOS

pipe, giving a constant collapse rate. A lucite exit pipe

extended beyond this driver section, and targets were placed at

the end of the pipe.

In the LS-6 test geometry shown in Figure lb, 21 evacuated

LOS pipes were placed radially outward from a 0.6-meter-diameter

spherical nitromethane (NM) source embedded in saturated sand.

The experiment was contained in a cylindrical steel tank and the

targets were supported at the end of each model on the outside of

the tank wall. The NM sphere centrally located in the saturated

sand test bed produced a spherically divergent "ground shock" to

simulate the conditions present in the ground-shock-induced col-

lapse of line-of-sight pipes used in underground nuclear tests.
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Figure lb shows the attenuation of the ground shock produced from

the spherical NM source. Photographs of the two test geometries

prior to firing are shown in Figure 2a and 2b.

COMPARISON OF THE SCOPING TEST (ST-3) and the LS-6 TEST (Model 1).

Although the two test geometries are significantly different

in that one gives a constant pipe collapse rate and the other

gives a decelerating pipe collapse rate, similarities in their

pipe flow characteristics do exist. The jetted flow produced in

both geometries have comparable energy levels. For example, the

peak stagnation pressure at the target in scoping test ST-3*, was

approximately 1.7 kbar, well within the range of stagnation

pressures recorded at the target (about one to three kbar) in

standard pipes of the LS series. Pipe expansion was not expected

to occur near the target in the LS test series and indeed did noc

occur in the scoping test, as was observed in the radiographs

obtained. The craters produced from the standard pipe in both

test geometries were axially asymmetric craters. The ST-3 model

produced a crater volume of 2.2 cm and the standard LS-6 model

produced a crater volume of 3.7 cm . The flow velocity in the

scoping test ST-3 was approximately twice the detonation

velocity, 1.17 cm/iis. This is close to the initial first jet

recorded on Model 1 in the LS-6 test; however, this flow velocity

had two parts: the first v/ith a velocity of about 1.05 cm/ys and

the second with a slower velocity of about 0.55 cm/ps.

*ST-3 had thesame wal1 thickness and pipe id in the driver
section as the LS-6 standard model (Reference 6).
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The primary difference of concern between the two tests is

the use of a lucite pipe in the flow region on the scoping tests

which allowed photographic information to be obtained. The

standard model on the LS-6 test was a continuous stainless steel

pipe. Despite the differences between the scoping tests and the

LS-6 test, the flows are similar anough to take advantage of

photographic techniques such as flash X-rays in the scoping

tests.

SCOPING TESTS

Three scoping tests, ST-1, ST-2, and ST-3, were performed

prior to the LS-6 test. It has been found in previous model LOS

pipe experiments (Reference 5) that a thin, internal helical

ribbon placed along the wall of the model LOS pipe virtually

eliminates target damage in standard model LOS pipes. The prime

objective of the scoping tests was, therefore, to obtain

radiographs showing how this helix works to attenuate the jetted

flow.

In each test an PP-1 booster and 10 grams of C-4 ignited a

95% nitromethane/5% ethylene diamine mixture to explosively

collapse an evacuated stainless steel LOS pipe model. The pipe

models continued beyond the driver section into the flow

section. The three scoping test configurations are shown in

Figure 3. The first test, ST-1, was a standard steel pipe in the

driver section with a standard lucite pipe extending beyond the

driver section into the flow section. The second scoping test,

ST-2, had a standard lucite pipe with an internal steel helix in

the flow section, and the third scoping test, ST-3, had a thick.
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stainless steel tube in the flow section. The driver section in

these pipes had the same wall thickness as shown in Figure 4 and

the same pipe inner diameter as in the standard pipes.

The lucite pipe in the flow section of ST-1 and ST-2 allowed

flash X-ray photographs to be taken of the jetted flow. The

tests were instrumented to measure jet velocity, jet pressure,

time-of-arrival (TOA) of the penetrating jet at the target, rate

of target penetration, and target damage.

RESULTS OF SCOPING TESTS

Flash X~ray photographs of scoping test flow sections for

ST-1 (without a helix) and ST-2 (with a helix) are shown in

Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The flash X-rays show the jetted

flow in the lucite section of the LOS pipe model. The time of

each X-ray is indicated in the figure. Erosion pins can be saen

extending across the pipe diameter, and the tips of ionization

pins can be seen along the inner pipe wall.

Photographs of the target damage for each scoping test are

shown in Figure 7. A top view shows the crater radius, and a

cross-sectional view shows the crater depth.

The stagnation pressure at the target for scoping test ST-1

was approximately 1.4 kbar and the jet flow velocity along the

pipe was 1.17 cm/us. In scoping test ST-2, a jet velocity of

1.06 cm/us was measured, and in ST-3 a jet velocity of 1.17 cm/ps

with a peak stagnation pressure at the target of approximately

1.8 kbar was recorded. ST-3 had a steel pipe in the test section
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to obtain additional pressure measurements along the pipe

(Reference 6).

v
CONCLUSIONS OF SCOPING TESTS

The flash X-ray photographs of a standard lucite exit pipe

(Figure 5) showed, a collimated wall flow and a faster axial

gaseous flow. Material from TOA pins protruding into the LOS

pipe was entrained into the flow, and localized pipe expansion

occurred around the pins.

Inclusion of a steel helix inside the lucite exit pipe on

the second test (ST-2) eliminated target damage completely.

Flash X-rays (Figure 6) showed that the helix worked to attenuate

the damaging jet by intercepting the wall flow. This interaction

causes a slight tipping outward from the pipe wall, followed by

disintegration of the edge of the helix. Further down the pipe

(nearest the target) erosion pins extending across the pipe

diameter bent at their center, indicating the presence of a

faster axial gaseous flow.

THE LS-6 EXPERIMENT

In the LS-6 experiment, twenty-one evacuated LOS pipes (12

straight pipes, 6 tapered pipes and 3 stepped designs) were

tested (Reference 6). A spherical explosive charge drove th^se

radially positioned LOS pipe models buried in a saturated sand

test bed, giving a decelerating ground-shock-induced collapse

rate. This ground-shock-induced pipe-collapse jet is intended to

model the underground nuclear test LOS pipe flow which consists

of three parts (Reference 5)J
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1. A plasma pulse recorded very close to zero time,

2. A later-time plasma jet,

3. A jet of particulate or mixed-phase material.

The later-time plasma jet and the particulate jet are caused by

the ground-shock-induced collapse of the LOS pipe, and are

modeled in the high explosive (HE) model LOS experiments. The

relative magnitudes of these experiments are not the same as the

nuclear case. The elimination or reduction of these jets has

been addressed in the six LS experiments conducted, to date, at

Physics International Company.

Results from previous LOS pipe model experiments, LS-1

through LS-5 (References 1 through 5) showed the existence of a

two-part jet: a high-velocity part that causes little or no

target damage and a slower, particulate jet that causes target

damage, evidenced by deep penetration craters. The latter jet

appears, in both straight and tapered LOS pipes, to be mostly

confined to the pipe wall.

It has been found in these previous experiments that a helix

causes a substantial and repeatable reduction of target damage in

tapered pipes that have a taper angle typical of past UGT LOS

experiments. However, in the LS-5 experiment (Reference 4) the

helix became less effective as the taper increased to a 2X

standard taper and became ineffective at a 4X standard taper. A

helical insert was recently used with partial success on the

HUROM LANDING Event (Reference 7).
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Efforts on past experiments to reduce the source of the

jetting by modifying the external pipe geometry were unsuc-

cessful .

With careful assessment of the results on previous tests,

the primary objectives of the LS-6 experiment were set as

follows:

• Affect the jet formation by influencing the phase of
jetted material.

• Optimize the helix in 2X taper LOS pipes to improve on
results in LS-5 (Reference 4 ) .

• Attenuate the flow using step designs (reverse cones) as
an alternative to the helix.

LOS PIPE MODELS

Model LOS pipes were designed to address each of the above

objectives, as shown in Figure 3. Past experience was

incorporated in the design of these models. Specifically,

earlier tests have shown that the model LOS pipe can be

characterized by two separate regions: a "source region," which

is the first two-thirds of the model LOS pipe extending from the

NM sphere, and a "flow region," encompassing the last one-third

of the pipe. The source is that region where the damaging

collapse jet is formed. In the flow region the jet is no longer

formed, but jetted material from the source region flows through

it toward the target.

In order to affect the jet formation in the model LOS pipe,

low heat of vaporization liners were inserted in standard pipe
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models to change the phase of the flow. These two models were

LS-6 models 4 and 5, which contained sulfur and plastic liners,

respectively.

The second test objective was to optimize tha helix in 2X

standard taper pipes. In LS-5, a full-length steel helix was

inserted in a 2X tapered pipe and resulted in a reduction in

target damage from that seen in the 2X tapered pipe without a

helix. However, the reduction was not as great as that seen with

helices in the standard pipes. To improve upon the helix in a 2X

tapered pipe in the LS-6 experiment, little or no mass was used

in the source region. Specifically, LS-6 model 15 had a plastic

helix in the source region and a steel helix in the flow region

and LS-6 model 13 contained a steel helix in the flow region

only.

As an alternative to the helix, reverse cone or "step

designs" were used in conservative LOS pipe designs to attenuate

the jetted flow (Figure 3). The models addressing this issue

were LS-6 models 17 through 19 (Reference 6). Model 17 was a 2X

standard taper pipe in the flow region with a step into a

standard straight pipe in the flow region. Model 18 was a

standard straight pipe with an "expansion-chamber-like" step

70 cm from the NM source.

Figure 8 shows several of the tapered models in place,

extending from the fiberglass sphere to the steel tank wall,

prior to filling the tank with saturated sand.
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Figure 8. LOS models extending from the sphere (right) through the cylindrical tank wall (left) prior
to filling the tank with saturated sand.



INSTRUMENTATION

The LS—6 experiment was instrumented to measure shock break-

out time from the NM sphere as well as shock velocity through the

test bed. LOS models were instrumented to measure jet velocity

and pressure, jet time-of-arrival (TOA) at the target and target

damage.

RESULTS OF TEIE LS-6 EXPERIMENT

Spherical Detonation

TOA measurements of the detonation wave at the inner surface

of the fiberglass sphere confirmed that the detonation was

spherically symmetric about the point of initiation before

entering the saturated sand test bed.

Shock Wave in Test Bed

The velocity of the decelerating Shockwave through the

saturated sand was derived from TOA data recorded along two radii

at opposite sides of the test bed. The ground shock velocities

derived from this TOA data were similar to ground shock

velocities observed in previous LOS experiments (References 2

through 5). Comparisons of these free field shock trajectories,

including the LS-6 experiment, are shown in Figure 9.

These shock velocities are slightly slower than those

calculated for 100% saturated sand, indicating some unsaturation

of the test bed. A compar-J --~~ of the LS-6 test bed shock

velocity and a calculated 100% saturated test bed shock velocity

are shown in Figure 10.
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LOS PIPE MODEL RESULTS

Low heat of vaporization liners in standard straight LOS

models produced large craters. The target damage from these

models is compared to the target damage from a standard pipe

(Model 1) in Figure 11. The plastic-lined model produced a

crater 8.8 cm in depth and 30.1 cm in volume. The sulfur-lined

pipe produced a crater almost ten times larger than the standard

model. These low heat of vaporization materials, plastic and

sulfur, increased the penetrating flow (Reference 8 ) .

The flow was attenuated in 2X tapered pipes designed to

optimize the effectiveness of the helix. Figure 12 shows a

comparison of the target damage from 2X tapered pipes with and

without a helix in LS-5 and from 2X tapered pipes with a plastic

helix in the source region and a steel helix in the flow region,

and with a steel helix only in the flow region on LS-6. These

LS-6 models reduced the target damage 50 to 70% from that

observed in 2X tapered pipes with a full-length steel helix in

LS-5. It appears from these results that the effect of the helix

on flow attenution can be improved in large tapered pipes.

Step (reverse cone) designs attenuated the flow as well as

the helix in conservative model LOS designs. Figure 13 shows

cross-sectional views of the target damage from the step desr!rm

models in LS-6. It appears from these results that the sttr

works by intercepting the wall flow, thereby reducing the

penetrating flow at the target. This is inferred because an

"expansion-chamber-like" step, as in Model 18, is unobserved by
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large craters.
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the collimated wall flow and ineffective in redirecting or

reducing the penetrating flow. This is clearly evidenced by the

similarity in target damage produced from this pipe model and the

standard model (Model 1) without an expansion chamber.

CONCLUSIONS

Scoping Tests

• Radiographs of a stanciard tube clearly show a collimated
wall flow preceded by a faster axial gaseous flow.

• Radiographs of a standard tube with an internal steel
helix in the flow region show that the helix works by
intercepting the flow, turning outward, and
disintegrating.

• Radiographs show localized pipe expansion to occur where
obstructions are present in the pipe-

LS-6

• Low heat of vaporization liners in standard straight pipes
produced large craters.

• A plastic helix in the source region and a steel helix in
the flow region, or a steel helix only in the flow region
of 2X standard taper pipes reduced target craters 50 to
70% below those produced by a 2X taper pipe with a full-
length steel helix. This pipe had been found to reduce
target craters 80% below a 2X taper pipe without a helix.

• Step designs (reverse cones) attenuated the flow in
conservative model LOS pipe designs where the "wall flow"
was intercepted.
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FUTURE TEST LS-7

Several objectives are the following:

• Investigate whether the helix can be made effective in 4X
tapered model LOS pipes. Past experience has shown that
the helix becomes less effective as the taper is
increased, and is not effective at all at 4X taper in
reducing target damage.

• Incorporate step designs in large tapered pipes such as a
4X standard taper pipe with a step into a 2X standard
taper pipe.

• Include model LOS pipe designs to investigate possible
flow mechanisms such as:

- Wall penetration

- Pipe expansion

- Ablation.
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CONTAINMENT SCIENCE ON A CENTRIFUGE

by

E. S. Gaffney, Los Alamos

and

J. A. Cheney, University of California, Davis

ABSTRACT

A new large geotechnical centrifuge is nearly completed at the

NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, California. The centrifuge

has been modified by the NSF to accelerate over 3 tons to 300 g. The

swing bucket can accommodate models up to 1 meter in diameter and up to

2 meters high. At 300 g, 2 m is equivalent to 600 m at 1 g. Explosive

yields scale as g , so 75 gm of explosive would be equivalent to over 2

kilotonnes. We describe three potential experiments as examples of

types of problems that can be addressed in centrifuge studies.

Phenomena associated with chimney collapse could be studied with

centrifuge tests. Application of field data to resolution of the

question of whether subsurface and surface collapse are a continuum or

are separated by a gap in scaled depth-of-burial is clouded by

variability of media properties and by the structural complexities of

ea*ch shot. Using meter-scale centrifuge models with careful test bed

preparation, the media variability and structural complexities could be

eliminated so that the true systematic behavior would be observed.

Some other containment phenomena are inherently three-dimensional, and

the cost of full-scale field investigations of sufficient number to

obtain statistically significant results would be prohibitive.

Examples include cavity growth and chimney collapse adjacent to an old

chimney, phenomena associated with scarps, and block motions on

preexisting faults or planes of weakness. Centrifuge tests with

idealized media and geometries could be used in a very cost-effective

saanner to unravel the principles controlling these phenomena.
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The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new research tool to

the containment community. We describe the new geotecb.nical centrifuge

at NASA Ames Research Center and give some examples of containment

problems that could be addressed in centrifuge model studies. A

centrifuge in geotechnical engineering is analogous to a wind tunnel in

aerodynamics or a model basin in hydraulics. The centrifuge provides

an artificial gravity that permits gravity-induced stresses of a

full-scale prototype to be matched in a small-scale model. Because the

strength and stress-strain characteristics of rocks and soils are often

dependent on confining stress, matching of stress states in the scaled

model is necessary to achieve similitude. Because gravity is important

in many containment phenomena, the centrifuge may be profitably applied

in containment investigations.

DESCRIPTION OF NEW FACILITY

The new centrifuge is designed to subject a 2700 kg (6000 lb)

payload to accelerations up to 300 g. The acceleration is obtained by

spinning the payload about a radius of 8.8 m (29 ft) at an angular

speed of 175 rpm. At this speed, the tangential velocity of the

payload bucket is 168 m/s, roughly half the speed of sound. The

payload capability increases as the centrifuge g-level is reduced. At

a centripetal acceleration of 100 g, the weight of rock that can be

carried is 18,000 kg (40,000 lb).

The payload must be contained in a support bucket either provided

by the user or borrowed from the facility. The facility bucket is a

cylindrical container 1.4 m (5 ft) in diameter, 0.9 m (3 ft) high with

very stiff walls. The payload container is mounted on a rigid platform

(cf. Fig. 1) which swings on pivots at a radius of 7.6 m (25 ft) from

the center of rotation. The platform surface is 1.4 m (5 ft) from the

pivot, and provides a clear space 1.7 m (6 ft) by 2.7m (17 ft). Below

100 g, the spreader bar shown in Figure 1 connecting the two clevis

joints may be replaced by simple bearing pins, and additional free

headroom is available.
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Over one hundred electrical slipring terminals are mounted near

the end of the arm for easy access to instrumentation on experiments.

Signal conditioning is available at the hub for strain gauges, linear

variable differential transformers (LVDT'e) and pore pressure gauges,

and a DEC LSI 11/23 mini-computer is on line for data storage, and

reduction. The top of the payload container is monitored by an

on-board TV camera displayed directly to the control room. Special

arrangements may be made to mount still or high-speed movie cameras for

clearer photographic records.

CENTRIFUGE SCALING RELATIONS

The relationship between properties in a scale model ar ' those in

the full-scale prototype is defined by a set of scaling laws. Given

the equations governing the phenomena to be studied, these laws can be

derived from dimensional analysis. For most containment problems the

controlling equations are hydrodynamic. For such hydrodynamic

problems, a consistent set of scaling laws is:

if am = na (» ng) and Am = A /n;

then vm = vp, tm = tp/n, pm - pp and am - op;

where the subscripts p and m refer to values in the prototype and the

model, respectively, and a • acceleration, Z • length, v = velocity, t

• time, p • density and a * stress. Explosive yields will scale as n

because the- specific energy is constant and the total energy is the

product of that with pA • The n dependence of yield makes the

centrifuge a very powerful tool for studying the effecs of large

explosions. By combining the length and yield scaling relations we

note that a 2 kiloton event buried at 200 m could be modelled by a 75

gram charge buried at a depth of 0.67 m in the centrifuge model. In

this configuration, all hydrodynamic phenomena should be accurately

reproduced if the material properties are the same in the model and the

field in a scaled sense.
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EXAMPLES OF CENTRIFUGE STUDIES

A prime example of the use of centrifuge modelling with explosions

is the cratering work of Schmidt and Holsapple (1980). In these

studies, craters were produced by small detonations at or near the

surface of sand, clay and alluvium testbeds. Using the principle of

similarity and dimensional analysis to analyse the resulting data on

volume, diameter and depth of the craters, they were able to identify

appropriate non-dimensional products, or it-groups, of parameters in the

systems which correlated the crater data for events with explosive

yields from fractions of a gram (the detonators) to half a kilotonne

(JOHNIE BOY). Their results subsequently were corroborated by

numerical simulation.

Another example is the modelling of the three-dimensional effects

In rectangular and cylindrical vertir.il excavations in soft soil by

Kusakabe (1981). In this case the centrifuge models of the excavations

demonstrate the essential differences between the three-dimensional

behavior and the plane-strain limit analysis that is standard practice.

Observation of the failure modes allowed a new limit analysis method to

be developed which accurately predicted the observed results.

A third example is the use of artificial materials such as

plasticine clay to model gravity driven geological phenomena, for

example the work of Ramberg (1963) and Dixon (1975). Where the rock is

much too strong to permit loading to plastic deformation in the

centrifuge, the phenomena can sometimes be brought into the range of

experiments by using a weaker material. The scaling in this case must

be modified to include the effect of changing material properties on

the behavior of the system. To maintain similarity, a non-dimensional

product involving the strength a, the density p, the acceleration a,

and the length scale i must be invariant between the model and the

prototype. One such product is

it- - o7(paA)
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If 7to is to remain constant while a, p and X. vary by factors of aa =

am/a , a * Pm/pp a
nd a^ " -V/*p>

 resPectively» t h e n t h e acceleration

in the model will be ng where

aa

If cto could be as small as 1/1000 while a were 1/2, the linear scale

factor <*£ at 300 g would be 2/300,000. At this scale we could simulate

processes in the earth's mantle at depths of 150 km with a scale model

only 1 m deep. Such modelling would be accurate if the essential

feature of the process is the plastic strength of rock under those

conditions.

POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT STUDIES

In this section we describe some containment phenomena that could

benefit from the use of the centrifuge modelling technique. The

particular examples are intended to illustrate the method in a context

familiar to the containment community, not to be an exhaustive list of

possibilities. The reader is encouraged to extrapolate to his favorite

containment problem.

The explosive energy from an underground nuclear test produces a

large cavity filled with superheated radioactive gases. The problem of

underground test containment is to assure, by proper selection of

testing sites and design of containment features, that none of this

radioactive debris escapes into the atmosphere. Past containment

failures have shown that such escapes are generally due to two failure

mechanisms: either the pressure inside the explosion cavity Is so high

that it causes the overburden materials to fail, resulting in a

"prompt, dynamic vent", or the pressure forces gases upward through the

emplacement hole, resulting in a "leak" or "seep". Dynamic vents are

prevented by burying the device sufficiently deeply, while we attempt

to avoid seeps by filling the emplacement hole with special materials

and containment hardware features. So long as the explosion cavity
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remains intact, the stemming and containment hardware are very

effective. However, two situations are frequently faced which threaten

successful containment. When the cavity gases cool to a point where

their pressure can no longer support the overburden, the cavity

collapses, causing an upward growing rubble column which may destroy

the integrity of the stemming column and lead to containment failure.

Additionally, asymmetries may occur, in the form of natural features

(such as scarps, faults or bedding planes) or man-made features (such

as chimneys from prior events), that can degrade residual stresses or

lead to irregular chimney collapse. In the remainder of this paper we

describe how these situations could be studied using centrifuge models.

Cavity collapse

An adequate understanding of cavity collapse has not yet been

gained from observations made in the field. It is known that most

explosion cavities collapse "rapidly", with the rubble column growing

upward at a rate of 10 to 100 m/s. Such rapid collapses tend to trap

the bulk cf the gaseous radioactive debris deep underground.

Occasionally, however, a slow or staged collapse occurs, with the

rubble column growing sufficiently slowly that an apical void filled

with radioactive gases remains at the top of the column. Such

abnormally slow collapses are an obvious threat to containment since if

the collapse continued to the surface, a large amount of radioactivity

could be released to the atmosphere. Such an event has not yet

occurred, although we have come close on at least one occasion.

The more normal, rapid collapses may also lead to containment

failures. If the collapse extends only partially to the surface and

results in a standing apical void, then this void will at least

sometimes be at a pressure be lew atmospheric. The pressure gradient

between radioactive gases in the cavity region and the partial vacuum

at the top of the chimney may then "pump" radioactive gases to the

vicinity of the surface, either through the rubble of rock and stemming

media or through the diagnostic pipes or cables in the hole. If the

containment features designed to stop such upward flow have also been

reduced to rubble or otherwise destroyed in the collapse, then the

chances of failure will increase. It is thus necessary to know how far
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upward the collapse will proceed in order to place containment features

properly in the stemming column.

There has recently been a debate about collapse phenomenology at

NTS. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) argues that the

collapse extends upward to a distance of about seven cavity radii (R )

above the working point. If this places the top of the rubble column

at Jess than some critical depth, then collapse will continue to the

surface and a collapse crater will be formed. Implicit in this model

is the idea that subsurface collapse normally produces an apical void.

Los Alamos National Laboratory has argued that thecollapse normally

extends upward a dist?nce of about 11 Rc, and that the top of the

rubble column must touch the surface before a collapse crater is

formed. Implicit in this model is the idea that a subsurface collapse

stops when bulking reduces the volume of the apical void to some small

value.

These two different collapse models result in 4uite different

designs for stemming columns. In particular, since the LLNL model

places the top of the rubble column much deeper than the Los Alamos

model, LLNL typically emplaces containment features more deeply than

does Los Alamos. Indeed, Los Alamos usually places containment

features at the shallowest depth at which they will be effective in

order to guard against the widest range of nuclear device yields.

Studies of surface collapse craters support the Los Alamos model, while

the fewer measurements of subsurface collapse heights support the LLNL

model. Field measurements have thus not resolved the problem of which,

if either, of these two collapse models is correct.

This uncertainty in collapse phenomenology can be addressed by

conducting meter-scale explosive tests on a centrifuge. Using charges

of tens of grams of PETN, we can explosively form cavities several

centimeters in diameter at depths of tens of centimeters in testbeds of

artificial rock or soil. By conducting these experiments at high

accelerations we can satisfy the conditions of hydrodynamic similarity

described above. The equations describing the hydrodynamic processes

of shock propagation and cavity growth and the lithostatic processes

leading to overburden stress and cavity stability both scale in the

same manner.
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A critical part of such a model program is the selpction and

calibration of the test medium. In order for the tests tc produce

results that can be interpreted clearly, the test medium must be

reproducible and homogeneous. One of the principle difficulties in

application of field data is that no two tests occur in the same medium

and, even in a single test, the medium properties are often highly

variable. By removing these problems it should be possible to produce

a data set that will permit deductions of the parameters involved in

collapse and their mutual relationships. We also n. equire ~th~at the test

medium Save"properties similar to those of one of our principle test

media, alluvium or tuff. The Defense Nuclear Agency has expended

considerable effort in past years to develop tuff-matching grouts which

will probably suit that purpose.

In a series of tests it will be possible to gather data on

collapse phenomenology as a function of scaled depth of burial. Using

Los Alamos doctrine, we anticipate collapse to the surface for a 4 kt

event at 223 m depth. At 300 g the equivalent depth is 74 cm. Using

LLNL doctrine, with a critical depth of 60 m (20 cm scaled), collapse

to the surface should not occur if the depth is over 90 m (63 cm

scaled). Hence, by varying the depth of burst on the centrifuge at 300

g we should be able to distinguish between the two models.

Alternatively, the DOB could be held fixed and the acceleration varied.

A sufficient number of experiments could be conducted at an acceptable

cost to assure statistical confidence in the result.

A variety of diagnostics, including both real-time measurements

and post-tesc investigations, could be used. Real-time diagnostics

could include small, high acceleration accelerometers to measure ground

shock and to verify detonation, and cinematography to observe the time

of collapse if it proceeds to the surface. After the test, the testbed

could be carefully excavated to allow measurement of the cavity size

and observation of subsurface collapse phenomena.
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Proximity of other features

A frequent containment consideration is the proximity of natural

or man-made features. Subsurface scarps, faults and dipping strata are

common at NTS and have sometimes been implicated in containment

failures and, more frequently, in the occurrence of unusual phenomena.

In addition, as the cumulative number of tests at NTS increases, the

necessity of conducting tests in closer proximity to existing chimneys

becomes more urgent. Although the effect of such features has been the

subject of much discussion, a rational analysis of their possible

deleterious effects to containment has not yet been possible. Our

field experience is inadequate for two reasons: it is often difficult

to determine exactly where such features are located relative to a

potential working point, and the mere threat of their existence is

usually enough to justify avoiding them when we know they are present.

Numerical modelling, the only other tool available to address such

features, can not be applied satisfactorily because of the inherent

three-dimensionality of the problems.

Centrifuge modelling is a new tool with which to address this

difficult problem. Three dimensional problems may require somewhat

more instrumentation than two dimensional ones because of the lack of

symmetry, but the dimensionality per Be_ does not preclude their

investigation. Furthermore, because the models are constructed, the

relative locations of the surface, the working point and the feature

are known precisely, and the properties of the media are also well

known. In the centrifuge, we can conduct the tests that prudence

prevents us from carrying out in the field with a nuclear source.

Because the source is a chemical explosive, there is no threat of

potentially harmful radiation leaks. The low cost of centrifuge model

tests, relative to underground nuclear tests, will permit conduct of a

sufficient number of tests to provide confidence in the statistical

validity of the results.

Among the questions of this type that might be answered by

centrifuge studies are the following. (1) How close to an old chimney

may one safely conduct a test? (2) Does surface subsidence occur in

conjunction with a shot over the downthrown side of a subsurface scarp,

and if it does is it a containment threat? (3) What is the effect on
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the surface phenomenology of detonating a shot a few cavity radii above

a valley or a hill in the Paleozoic surface? (4) What is the effect of

a low (or high) impedence layer to one side of the shot ̂ Tpoint? The

reader is invited to consider which of his own containment interests

might be added to this list. >

Motion £f_ faults, joints and other planes

In principle, motion on faults, joints and other planes near an

underground test is part of the set of problems discussed in the

preceding section. However, it is addressed separately for two

reasons. First, some of our most spectacular containment failures

(e.g., BANEBERRY and BANDICOOT) have been associated with such

phenomena. Second, the problem of explosion-induced motion on

preexisting planes of weakness is of considerable interest outside the

containment community. In all instances, the interesting question is

the maximum extent and relative orientation of such motions. Because

we are interested in very small amounts of motion, it is critical that

the strength of the plane being studied be precisely known at all

points on its surface and that the variation of strength along the

plane be as it would be in the full scale situation. The strength of

any plane in the ground will depend on its cohesion (or strength at

zero normal stress) and the magnitude of the normal stress. By testing

models in a centrifuge, the variation of normal stress on a crack with

a vertical extent of hundreds of meters can be automatically reproduced

on a one meter crack. For rocks at NTS the normal stress will vary by

about 2 Mpa (200 bars) for aach 100 meters of vertical extent; this is

more than ten times the tensile strength of typical rocks.

Although direct centrifuge simulation of an event as large as

BANEBERRY may not be possible on the centrifuge at Ames, simulation of

selected parts of the BANEBERRY scenario at somewhat reduced yields

might provide further information on the nature of prompt, dynamic

vents. Similarly, studies of the effects of varying the range to and

orientation of faults in the vicinity of tunnels and explosions could

be very useful not only for evaluating containment hazards but also for

designing structures to survive repeated shock loads.
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SUMMARY

Centrifuge modelling provides a technique for simulating large

explosive events with only a few grams of explosive. With careful

testbed preparation, the properties of idealized geologic media may be

accurately simulated. By using artiiical testbeds, the uncertainties

that accompany field studies can be avoided. Because of their small

scale and relative inexpensiveness, a large enough suite of models can

be tested to provide statistical validity to the conclusions. The

centrifuge offers considerable promise for converting the practice of

containment from an art based only on very sketchy past experience,

most of it not reproduced, to a science vorthy of the name.
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MODEL TESTING OF THE LOW YIELD CONCEPT

C. W. GULICK
Engineering Projects Division
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

Two 1/25th scale models of the proposed stemming plan
for a low yield test (LYT) were built and testea in G
Tunnel at NTS with high explosive spherical charges. A
third 1/17th scale model of HYBLA FAIR, an old low yield
design, was also tested. Each LYT model consisted of a
tapered pipe, a simulated fast acting closure (FAC) in the
closed condition, a strong "gun barrel" sectior, and
associated stemming grouts and keyway concrete plugs.
Fabrication, construction, and instrumentation of the
models are described. The first LYT experiment (DM2) with
a charge of 64 lb. of TNT was located in a weaker than
expected host tuff rock; thus loading stresses were
reduced. The model was excavated and exposed to study
response of the FAC, grout, and pipe sections. The model
behaved as expected and prevented damage to a target plate
at the end of the pipe. Incipient failure was indicated
by erosion of metal at the "nose" of the FAC and strains
in the pipe. The HYBLA FAIR model (DM1) extruded grout
through the keyway in a manner similar to the real HYBLA
FAIR and the target plate was "blasted". A second LYT
model was later tested with 112.5 lb. of C4 explosive as a
planned overtest to study failure mechanisms. The
simulated closed FAC was penetrated , and grout had
extruded through the opening. Debris traveled to the
witness plate but did not cause craters.. Several sections
of the strong pipe were buckled because of excessive
stress and differential movement. Results of the model
were considered a success in developing the LYT concept.
Results of the HYBLA FAIR model showed that m del testing
of stemming designs is efficient and effective.
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MODEL TESTING OF THE LOW YIELD TEST CONCEPT

C. W. Gulick
Sandia National Laboratories

INTRODUCTION

For the low yield test (LYT) concept a series of

three high explosive experiments was conducted in G Tunnel

under sponsorship and funding by DNA. Two models of the

proposed low yield stemming plan at 1/25th scale were

built and tested by HE spherical charges of 64 lbs. of TNT

(DM2) and 116 lbs. of C4 (DM3). A third model (DM1) at

1/17th scale of the HYBLA FAIR low yield stemming plan was

tested near DM2 also with a separate 64 lb. charge.

PREPARATION

Each LYT model consisted of a tapered steel LOS pipe,

a simulated aluminum fast acting closure (FAC) in the

closed condition, a strong "gun barrel" hardened section

of LOS pipe and associated stemming grouts and keyway

concrete plugs (Figure 1). The reverse taper of the outer

surface of the front strong grout is shown in the cutaway

view. Overall length of the model from the center of the

HE sphere to the fluid-coupled-plate (FCP) pressure gage
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closing off the LOS pipe at the planned location of an

auxiliary closure was about eight feet.

HARDENED PIPE
SECTION

(1/25 SCALE)

FAC

FIG. 1 CUTAWAY VIEW OF SCALED MODEL LOW YIELD DESIGN

Tapered LOS pipe with internal helix, aluminum FAC, the

heavy flange, and the first hardened pipe section are

shown in Figure 2. Instrumentation cable from the Kulite

pressure gage in the nose of the FAC is shown in the

picture. Location of the first slip joint and

compressible cellular concrete disc (or mearlcrete) was at

the right end of this pipe section.
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FIG. 2 PHOTO OF LOS PIPE FOR DM3

A total of three slip joints and compressible

cellular concrete discs were included in the model to

accommodate differential ground movements and maintain

integrity of the LOS pipe between the FAC and a closure

keyway plug.

Five grouts were used to build the model 01 the

stemming plan inside the mined drift. Figure 3 shows the

arrangement of wood forms progressively assembled as each

of the eight pours were made. Top of the form in Figure 3

was the location of the third cellular concrete disc at

the slip joint between the red and black sections of

groutcrete (equivalent compressive strength of concrete).
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FIG. 3 PHOTO OF MODEL DM3 PARTIALLY CAST

Figure 4 shovrs the complete model after removal of

the wood forms and with instrumentation in place* The

bottom black section is the strong rock matching grout

with about twice the strength of normal rock matching

grout for tuff. The yellcw section above it is normal

rock matching grout with its upper end at the nose of the

FAC. This grout matched density, compressional wave

velocity and unconfined compressive strength of the tuff.

The red band is superlean grout which encased the FAC and

a ring of polystyrene to simulate the cavity formed by the

HE gases during closure. Groutcrete encased the strong

pipe from back (or portal end) of the FAC to the top of
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the yellow pour. Keyways intended to anchor the strong

pipe region into the tuff can be seen. Slip joints and

cellular concrete discs are positioned at the middle

black-yellow, yellow-red and red-black joints. Slifer

cable and toadstool and pancake fluid-coupled-plate

pressure gages are shown in their locations.

FIG. 4 PHOTO OF MODEL DM3 AFTER REMOVAL OF FORMS

Figure 5 shows the model ready for lowering into the

aluminum culvert pipe. Two aircraft cables attached to

the FAC were used to lift the model. The annulus between

the model and the culvert pipe was filled with
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tuff-matching grout - a grout developed for tne structures

program at NTS to increase the failure envelope as a

better match to tuff. The last one foot of the culvert

pipe was filled with groutcrete simulating an anchor plug

for a closure such as a MAC and its keyway plug. The

grouted culvert pipes which were 17 inches in diameter

were transported into G Tunnel and rolled into 19 inch

diameter drill holes. Rock matching grout was pumped

around the annulus between the culvert pipe and the tuff

and groutcrete filled the remainder of the 60 foot deep

holes.

FIG. 5 PHOTO OF MODEL DM3 READY FOR
LOWERING INTO CULVERT PIPE
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The HYBLA FAIR model was prepared in the same way but with

differing internal shapes of the grout pours and concrete

baffles as shown in Figure 6.

BO-

CONCRETE KEYWAV

CONCRETE HALF BAFFLE

( 1 / 1 7 SCALE)

FIG. 6 CUTAWAY VIEW OF SCALED MODEL
OF HYBLA FAIR

INSTRUMENTATION RESULTS

No free field stress gages were included on the first

two experiments DM1 and DM2. For DM3 two ytterbium free

field stress gages were located in separate drill hole&.

Peak values of 2.2 and 0.72 kilobars (YBFC2 and YBFC1) are

shown on the stress versus range plot in Figure 7.* The

64 lb. wet tuff curve is typical of previous experiments.

The 116 1b. curve was obtained by cube root sealing from

*Data from C.W. Smith, "Model Test DM3-Active Gages",
Memo to Distribution List, December 6, 1982.
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the 64 lb. curve. Thus it is strictly correct only for

116 lbs. of TNT, The curve for 116 lbs. of C4 should lie

slightly to its right. The two "clipped" data points for

YBFC2 and 1 lie below the expected peak stress. A

Toadstool and a Pancake gage were mounted at 4.77 feet

from the zero point on both DM2 and DM3. As shown in

Figures 4 and 5 the gages were outside the ribbed

groutcrete section of the model but encased in the

tuff -matching g>~out inside the aluminum culvert. The

Toadstool gage is designed and oriented to read radial

stress; while the Pancake gage is designed to measure hoop

stress. For DM3 credible peaks of 2 Kbar for the

Toadstool and 1.3 Kbar for the Pancake gages were

recorded.

For DM2 (the 64 lb. shot) credible peaks oi 0.3 Kbar

for the Toadstool gage and 0.2 Kbar for the Pancake gage

were recorded. Ratios of Pancake to Toadstool were 0.62

and 0.66 for the two experiments. Lower than expected

stress levels for DM1 and 2 were caused by a higher air

void content of the tuff of 4 percent than the expected 2

percent. Data from the pressure gage in the nose of the

FAC showed two energy arrivals on DM2. Peak pressures

were 0.45 Kbars and 0.64 Kbar with arrivals at 0.206 and

0.78 msec. For DM3 the pressure gage broke after the

first peak of 1.0 Kbar with an arrival time of .183 msec.
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Plots of arrival time versus range are shown in

Figure 8.* High speed flow in the tapered pipe to the FAC

on DM3 had a speed of 18.46 ft/msec (5.63 mm/^ -c). This

is typical of nuclear events and is usually called the

"second flow". It is associated with ground shock

collapse of the LOS pipe. The comparable speed on DM2 was

16.40 ft/msec (5.00 mm/nsec).

*Data from C.W. Smith, "Model Test DM3-Active Gages",
Memo to Distribution List,- December 6, 1982.
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FIG. 8 ARRIVAL TIME-RANGE PLOT

Gages YBFC2 and 1 show ? free field ground snock

speed of 8.49 ft/msec (2.59 mm/usec). Slifer data show a

speed of 5.62 ft/msec (1.71 mm/ysee) for DM3 and less for

DM2. The speed of the wave front through the culvert pipe

and grouts surrounding the model was significantly slower

than the speed in the free field rock. Shown also are the

arrivals for the Toadstool and Pancake gages wnich also

indicate the slow wave speed in the grout.
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HQHEL RFSULTS

Re-entry mining exposed the aluminum culvert pipes

surrounding the models and each cavity resulting from the

HE charges. Each of the models was carefully removed and

transported to an assembly building for excavation of the

model. Excavation was accomplished by metal and masonry

saws ana small chipping hammers.

The excavated HYELA FAIR model (DM1) is shown in

Figure 9. groutciete half baffles were intact. Grouts

were generally poorly consolidated beyond the region near

the cavity. The witness plate had been blasted with

numerous craters.

FIG. 9 HYBLA FAIR MODEL Dill AFTER EXCAVATION
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A closeup of the region between the third half bat fie and

the strong groutcrete keyway plug is shown in Figure 10.

FIG. 10 CLOSE-UP OF EXCAVATED HYBLA FAIR MODEL DM1

Exposed black groutcrete is the third half baifle. Red

superlean grout buckled about half of the LOS pipe span

between the half baffle and the keyway plug. The rest of

the LOS pipe had been driven into the keyway plug opening

and had formed a conical closure resisting further

movement of the red superlean grout. This model was

underdriven but was reminiscent of the HYBLA FAIR event

where the steel rails around the LOS pipe ahead of the

keyway plug were turned 180 degrees back into the open

hole through the plug. In HYBLA FAIR the LOS pipe and

superlean grout flowed through the open hole through the
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keyway plug.

An overall view of the excavated model 2 is shown in

Figure 11. Front edge of the black strong rock matching

grout was about 18 inches from the center of the 64 lb. HE

sphere. Groutcrete sections and keyways from the FAC to

the plug were intact and showed no apparent distress

between tuff matching grout and groutcrete. The LuS pipe

was not damaged except at the slip joints. All three

cellular concrete discs were compressed to approximately

50? deformation and had "locked-up" as intended.

FIG. 11 OVERALL VIEW OF EXCAVATED MODEL DM2
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Fabrication detail of the slip joints resulted in some

strong points resisting slip, and some localized buckling

resulted from the permanent differential reduction in

length from the FAC to the anchor plug of about 1.1 inch.

The witness plate was undamaged because the FAC was not

penetrated. Only small amounts of powder from the grout

at the slip joints was found inside the LOS pipe.

In the black strong rock matching grout the LOS pipe

was crumpled out to about four inches forward of the outer

end of the black grout as shown in Figure 12.

FIG. 12 CLOSE-UP VIEW OF EXCAVATED MODEL DM2

From that point to the FAC the pipe was open though

deformed, and the internal helix was in place. A drilled

sample core hole in the black grout can be seen to have
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nicked the open LOS pipe. At the yellow-black grout

interface the black grout had been driven about an inch

into the yellow grout. Centerline offset of the LOS pipe

in front of the FAC was observed. The yellow grout was

recompacted in its distorted shape, and a piece of

competent grout was removed from the core hole. Yellow

grout had flowed unevenly into the red superlean grout,

and red superlean grout had been forced around the black

groutcrete plug which encased the heavy steel ring at the

portal end of the FAC. The joint where the LOS pipe was

attached to the steel ring was intact.

A close-up view of the nose of the FAC. is snown in

Figure 13. A threaded steel nose piece in the center

housed the pressure gage and was not damaged. The face of

the FAC was pitted and eroded to a depth of about 1/8 inch

even though there was no flow through the closed FAC.

(The steel nose piece was changed to aluminum for Moael

3.)

FIG. 13 CLOSE-UP VIEW FAC NOSE DM2
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Overall view of the excavated model DM3 is shown in

Figure 14. The front edge of the black strong rock

matching grout was located about 22 inches from the center

of the 116 lb. sphere of C4 explosive (compared to 18

inches for DM2). The small solid steel plug closing the

front end of the LOS pipe at the surface ot" the HE sphere

had been displaced outward about 14.2 inches (from 7.8 to

22.0 inches). Less crumpled LOS pipe was found in the

black grout. No LOS pipe remained in the yellow grout

ahead of the nose of the FAC. None of the internal helix

was found.

FIG. 14 OVERALL VIEW OF
EXCAVATED MODEL DM3
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A close-up side view of the excavated model is snown

in Figure 15.

FIG. 15 CLOSE-UP VIEW OF EXCAVATED MODEL DM3

Grout displacements resulted in a ring of yej.low grout on

the outside of the black grout (similar to DM2). The

closed portion of the FAC was penetrated and was filled

with yellow grout. Flow of some grout through the FAC

resulted in less competent yellow grout. The small core

hole yielded only small pieces in contrast to a complete

core from DM2. Red superlean grout was compressed to fill

the preformed void and flowed a short distance between the

black groutcrete and green tuff matching grout. The LOS

pipe had been buckled inward and separated from the heavy

steel ring at the back of the FAC. A saw cut (shown in
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the photo) was made before it was realized that the pipe

and ring were not attached. Again, the three cellular

concrete discs (at slip joints) were compressed to

approximately 50 percent of preshot thickness as intended.

Circumferential inward buckling of the LOS pipe occurred

for about 15 inches behind the FAC and ended between the

two outer cellular concrete discs (and slip joints). At

each slip joint, the colored groutcrete had been forced

into the joint, and a few small pieces had flowed into the

LOS pipe. A total length reduction of 3-3 inches of the

53-inch preshot distance between the FAC and the witness

plate caused some longitudinal buckling near the anchor

plug backing up the witness plate.

The pressure transducer and its 1/2-inch diameter

aluminum housing at the nose of the FAC was missing. It

had been threaded into the body of the FAC. Approximately

2 cubic inches of yellow grout had flowed into and through

the FAC, this grout formed a solid plug in the nose

opening of the FAC about 1 inch in length. Depth of the

grout in the invert of the LOS pipe from near the back of

the FAC to near the witness plate was about 1/4-inch or

loss. About 5 to 6 cubic inches of gr t was found near

the witness plate. Aircraft cables and the

instrumentation cable from the FAC were crumpled up

against the witness plate/ There was a black coating on

the witness plate, but no cratering was ooserved. The
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only identifiable piece of the Kulite gage which was found

was the small back steel mounting screw.

Pressure in the opening through the closed FAC caused

the nose portion to flare outward as shown by Figure 16.

External diameter of the tapered and preshot open back

section were about the same as preshot. Internal diameter

of the back section was reduced somewnat compared to

preshot. Erosion of the front aluminum face of the nose

annulus was similar to DM2. Internal surfaces of the FAC

had a redeposited coating of melted aluminum a few

thousandths in thickness.

FIG. 16 CLOSE-UP VIEW OF FAC DM3
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Results of the model tests show an improvement in

behavior of the low yield test design compared to the

HYBLA FAIR design. Results of the model tests can be

compared with data from MIDNIGHT ZEPHYR wnen that becomes

available.
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CALCULATED LOADING ON A FAST ACTING CLOSURE

MONTGOMERY, S. T., Computational Physics and Mechanics II, Division 1533, Sandia

National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87185.

An aluminum plug formed by explosively closing a cylinder may be used to provide a fast acting

closure (FAC) for horizontal !ine-of-sight pipes on low yield tests. A computational study of the

loading on the plug due to an underground explosion has been done with a two-dimensional Eulerian

wavecode, CSQII. Several distinct regimes for the loading on the closed FAC plug were found to

occur; these were due to plasma flow, grout jet, grout plug, and ground shock. The plasma flow

and grout jet were generated near the source, while the grout plug forms immediately ahead of

ground shock. All three of these loading regimes can produce severe damage to the FAC plug in

an idealized two-dimensional setting. However, asymmetries occuring naturally or designed into

the test bed could significantly reduce the threat to the plug from plasma flow and grout jet. The

threat to the FAC from the grout plug and ground shock depends on its range from the source.

The computation described here considers the response of the FAC structure to these loadings for

a proposed low yield test bed configuration.

INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories is engaged in a program, sponsored jointly by the Department

of Energy and the Defense Nuclear Agency, for the development of a fast acting closure (FAC ) for

a low yield nuclear test bed design. The low yield test bed design provides a necessary addition to

underground testing capabilities due to the continued increase in time and cost required to design

and field conventional yield horizontal line-of-sight ( HLOS ) pipe tests. A reliable test bed design

requires that a fast closure be installed ahead of the test chamber to protect experiments from

energetic plasma that flows at speeds up to 20 km/sec in the HLOS pipe. A FAC design consisting

of an aluminum plug formed by explosively dosing a cylinder on its axis has been proposed to stop

the plasma flow in the HLOS pipe.

Extensive work has been conducted by Sandia National Laboratories and Defense Nuclear

Agency contractors to obtain an adequate design for the FAC.1'4'4 The design objective of rapidly

closing the HLOS pipe was succesfully achieved through a program of scale model tests, augmented

and supported by computational modelling, leading up to a full scale demonstration.1'4 The other

main design objective for the FAC is to provide a competent debris barrier during the closure of

a MAC/GSAC ( modified auxiliary closure/gas seal auxilairy closure). This design objective has
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also been 6tudied computationally and with wale model experiments.1'* Results of calculations and

experiments indicate that this objective can also be met. Some results of calculations of the debris

and ground shock loading on the closed FAC configuration, done at Sandia National Laboratories,

are described below.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Results from calculations and tests indicate that at the proposed detonation yield of the low

yield test bed the primary threat to the closed FAC comes from ground shock loading. Evidence to

support this contention will be briefly described before the computational model used to evaluate

the loading on the closed FAC is described.

The two-dimensional Eulerian wavecode CSQII was used to investigate several possible loading

responses of the closed FAC.6 Calculations for which the entire low yield test bed was modelled

indicated three regimes of energetic debris flow in the HLOS pipe. First, a very hot plasma jet

originated in the reverse cone region near the source. This flow was followed by the injection of

plasma and participate grout ( stemming material) from locations beyond the reverse cone extension.

The speeds at the leading fronts of these two flows were found to be approximately 18 km/sec and 5

km/sec respectively, and are in good agreement with experimental data.2 These flows were followed

by a plug of grout injected along the HLOS pipe as it collapsed due to ground shock.

Tests have shown that the plasm* flow in * HLOS pipe can be significantly mitigated by an

internal helical wrap in the pipe.2 The grout plug driven by ground shock collapse of the HLOS

pipe diminishes with range from the source and ceases to be formed as the ground shock pressure

decays. The HLOS pipe collapses smoothly on its axis at lower ground shock pressure levels. In the

low yield test bed configuration investigated here, the range of the FAC from the detonation point

is great enough that the grout plug threat will be neglected, and it is expected that the internal

helical wrap in the HLOS pipe will prevent any threat to the FAC due to plasma. Consequently,

consideration will only be given to the response of the closed FAC due to ground shock loading in

the remainder of this discussion.

The computational model med to investigate the response of the closed FAC to ground shock

loading will now be described. As argued above, it can be assumed that only the ground shock

loading will produce a significant threat to the FAC for the low yield test bed configuration under

consideration. Results from calculations were used to determine that no grout plug would be formed

beyond a range where the peak ground shock pressure had fallen below 8 kbar. As mentioned

above, the two-dimensional Eulerian wavecode CSQD was used for the calculations. Consequently
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the computations! model was taken to be axisymmetric about the centerline of the HLOS pipe as

shown in Figure 1. The HLOS pipe, closed FAC, and stemming were modelled at ranges having

peak ground shock pressures less than 8 kbara, and results from a one-dimensional calculation were

used to define the motion for distances closer to the detonation point. This precluded any plasma

flow in the HLOS pipe or grout plug development from ocurring in the computational model. Sire;

several meters of the HLOS pipe remained to be collapsed prior to ground shock arrival at the FAC,

it was expected that tie two-dimensional disUtbancet resulting fron the HLOS pipe and stemming

would be realistic.

The configuration assumed for the dosed FAC and the collar used to connect the FAC to the

strong HLOS pipe are shown in greater detail in Figure 2. The actual collar used will ue stronger

than that shown in Figure 2 because it contains equally spaced 1.5 inch steel stiffeners between

the front and rear flange that were not modelled. In addition, it is planned that the FAC will

be much stronger at the rear where it attaches to the collar than at the front where it Reeds to

be weak in order to close properly. All the materials used in the calculations were modelled as

elastic-plastic with constant yield and fracture stresses, so it is expected that the results obtained

horn the calculations provide a conservative simulation of the actual response.

RESULTS

The material model used for tuff in the calculations correctly described the pressure decay

from the detonation point but gave too slow a wave speed for the tuff. Consequently the time

calculated for the shock to reach the FAC does not correspond to that expected for the test modelled.

The calculated ground shock arrived at the location of the FAC w.j approximately 15 msec. The

calculation of the ground shock loading response of the FAC was carried to 21 msec. The time

between 15 msec and 21 msec \v*« sufficient to obtain the loading on the FAC due to the peak

ground shock pressure.

During the period of time required for the ground shock to reach the FAC the calculation

gives the expected ground shock behavior m tie toff away from the HLOS pipe stemming. The

calculation shows tike HLOS pipe coSapsitg smoothly as the the ground shock propagates along it.

This caa be teei from Figures 3a and 3b which show the calculated configuration at 14 msec and

15 msec, respectively. As can be wen, there it a gradual pipe collapse behind the ground shock.

Figures 4a and 4b show the calculated configurations at 16 msec and 17 msec, respectively.

The collapse due to ground shock of the HLOS pipe, movements of rock matching grout into the

front of the FAC and superlean grout onto the lateral surface of the aluminum FAC ptag at 16 msec
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are shown in Figure 4a. It can be seen that the movement the of rock matching grout produces

an axial loading around the front of the FAC plug and that the collapse of the superlean grout

produces a compressive loading on the FAC plug. Figure 4b indicates that by 17 msec the collapsed

superlean grout has filled the void formed by the explosive closure of the FAC. It is clear from the

geometry that ?be ground shock pressure exerted through the superlean grout on the FAC plug

then produces a loading on the FAC with both axial and lateral components. In addition, Figure 4b

shows extrusion of aluminum horn the FAC plug along its centerline which is directed back toward

the detonation point. This observation can be interpreted as implying that the lateral forces on the

FAC plug due to ground shock collapse of the stemming grouts enhances the closure.

The peak ground shock pressure at the FAC was 2.5 kbare. Figure 5b, which shows the

calculated configuration at 19 msec, indicates that the ground shock pressure around the FAC

had fallen to about 1 kbar in the 4 msec since the ground shock arrived at the FAC. The calculated

response to this sustained pressure loading on the FAC indicates that plastic flow and some ejection

of aluminum from the rear of the FAC will occur. This can be seen in Figures 5 and 6. The speed of

the ejected material is Approximately 0.15 km/sec, and the amount of the ejected material decreases

with time as the ground shock pressure around the FAC falls, so that by 21 msec, when the pressure

is about 0.5 kbar, the ejection of material from the FAC has essentially ceased.

In addition to ths FAC plug response described above, Figures 5 and 6 show the response of

the steel collar and HLOS pipe behind the collar to the ground shock loading. It can be seen that,

while the steel collar maintains its shape reasonably well, there is some deformation of the front

and rear flange with the ground motion. The calculation indicates that there is sufficient ground

shock pressure on the HLOS pipe behind the steel collar to cause some collapse of the pipe and

that the connection of the pipe with the collar will fail.

DISCUSSION

The results obtained from the calculation described here indicate that the FAC will provide

a competent debrit barrier in & few yield test bed designed to preclude plasma flow and grout

plug impingment on the closed FAC. In sdditim it was observed that the FAC closure should

be enhanced by the ground shock loading. A negative feature predicted by the calculttons is the

ejection of some of the aluminum from the rear of the FAC toward the experiment chamber at

0.15 km/sec. While the material ejected is not s significant portion of the FAC plug it may still be

of concern. However, as mentioned before, the aluminum at the rear of the FAC will be stronger

that at the front and, in fact, the aluminum strength at the rear of the FAC should be significantly

higher than used in the calulation and consequently suppress the deformation and material ejection
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predicted by the calculation. It can also be aoted that the calculation indicates that the connection

between the steel collar and the HLOS pipe may rupture. The deformation of the steel collar should

be less than calculated due to the steel stiffners between the front and rear flanges that were not

modelled here.

It should be emphasized that the calculation described here idealized the low yield test bed

as a two-dimensional axisymmetric problem. No consideration has been yiven to three-dimensional

effects such as non-axisymmetric loadings which might pose threats to the proper function of the

FAC.
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Figure 1. Configuration of low yield test bed used to model the FAC response to ground
shock loading.



Figure 2. Closed FAC configuration.
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Figure 3. Configuration and pressure contours at 14 and 15 msec. The pressure contours shown are:
B = 2.5 kbars, C = 2.0 kbars, D = 1.5 kbars, F = 1.0 kbars, F =* 0.5 kbars.
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Figure 5. Configuration and pressure contours at 18 and 19 msec. The pressure contours shown are:
D = 1.5 kbars, E = 1.0 kbars, F = 0.5 kbars.
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Figure 6. Configuration and pressure contours st 20 and 21 msec. The"pressure contours shown are:
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HURON LANDING POST SHOT REPORT
R. E. Duff, S-CUBED

J. LaComb, DNA Test Construction Division
R. Bass, Sandia National Laboratories

ABSTRACT

Huron Landing was another in the series of weapons effects
nuclear tests conducted by the Defense Nuclear Agency. Unique features
included a helical insert in the LOS for the first time and a low-yield
add-on physically close to Huron Landing. The following general obser-
vations were made. The overall experiment was a containment success,
but about 280 Ci, predominantly Xe 1 3 5, were vented from the tunnel
complex as a controlled release. Extensive LOS diagnostics were
included. The slifer results show two Brownlee knees corresponding to
two discrete gas pulses flowing in the LOS. The first pulse trajectory
looks much like that from Diablo Hawk through the muffler. Then the
propagation velocity decreased dramatically at a point beyond the end
of the helix. The second pulse moved at a constant velocity near 0.64
cm/us, a value significantly faster than seen previously. The impulse
associated with both pulses was about a factor of 4 lower than in pre-
vious experience. No late-time pressure or temperatures were measured
near the TAPS, but fission products related to gaseous precursors were
found behind the TAPS. Apparently, induced fission activity in the Tu
reverse cone was insufficient to account for the radioactivity seen in
the tunnel. This and the RAMS data suggests that the LOS was augmented
by another leak path in this case. Unexpectedly severe ground motion
occurred. It led to fault motion which cut cables, failure in the
structures drifts, and tunnel collapse beyond the end of stemming in
the main drift. Reentry and related analysis is continuing. More
recent observations and overall conclusions will be presented at the
meetino.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Huron Landing event was fired on September 23, 1982 in the
Ul2n.l5 tunnel complex. Since this is the most recent DNA HLOS experi-
ment, it may be of interest to present a discussion of the experimental
and reentry observations of interest to containment. The data and
observations which follow are thought to be correct as of mid-July
1983. Reentry work at the Huron Landing site continues. If addi-
tional information becomes available before the symposium, it will be
discussed at that time. A tabulation of all measurements e.;id reentry
observations along with their interpretation will be presented in a
Containment Summary Report at a later date.

The following sections of this paper will discuss LOS measure-
ments, radiation measurements, reentry observations, and the final
section will provide an overall summary and interpretation of the data
insofar as it is presently understood.

2. LOS FLOW

An extensive suite of diagnostic measurements of LOS flow
properties was presented by Cook and 3ass earlier (Reference 1).
Slifers, fluid-coupled plates, and ported-pressure gages gave good
data, in general. However, much of the data was confused by a 6 KHz
ringing which was apparently excited by the signal itself. As a
result, pressure amplitudes are somewhat less certain than had
previously been the case. Also, since many instrumentation cables
were broken by ground motion, no late-time pressure data exists.

2.1 TOA DATA

Time of arrival information derived from the slifer mounted on
the LOS pipe and fluid-coupled plates and ported-pressure gages
confirms the two-pulse nature of the plasma flow which has been
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demonstrated in a number of recent events. This is shown clearly in

Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 compares the TOA trajectories for the first

and second Huron Landing pulses over a much longer time scale with

similar data from Miners Iron and Diablo Hawk. Note the general

similarity in the flow characteristics and also the differences. Most

noteworthy is the dramatic slowing of the first pulse just beyond the

muffler. The helix was installed between the reverse cone and the

muffler. Note also that the early part of the first pulse trajectory

indicates a slower flow than for the earlier events, while the second

pulse clearly accelerates and moves significantly faster than the

others.

2.2 PULSE PRESSURE VS. RANGE

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the pressure of the first and second

pulses as a function of range. Also included in both figures are

average summary curves for the Diablo Hawk and Miners Iron events. The

first pulse amplitude is comparable to that from Miners Iron at early

time, but its decay is more rapid and apparently follows an exponential

rate rather than the power-law which described previous experience.

The second pulse amplitudes of Diablo Hawk and Huron Landing are quite

comparable. In fact, the line showing the Diablo Hawk results is a

good representation of the Huron Landing data. Some of the apparent

data scatter in the 50 to 60 m range is related to muffler inter-

actions. However, it seems clear from the TOA data and from the

general trend of the pressure data that the muffler had only a minor

influence on the flow in this event as it had on previous events.

2.3 MAC LOADS

The reflected plasma pressure at the closed MAC is shown in

Figure 2.5 where comparable data from Miners Iron and Diablo Hawk is

also included. Note that the reflected gas pressures acting on the

doors in each case are quite comparable and well below the design
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strengths of the structures. A stagnation pressure of about 400 psi
is developed in each case, and clearly the pressure on the Miners Iron
door is not larger than that for the others even though the plasma
pressures were higher.

2.4 GAS BEYOND MAC-2

The pipe flow diagnostics indicate that some signals were
observed beyond MAC-2 and also beyond MAC-1 (GSAC) at early times. For
example, a ported pressure gage located at 111 m in the GSAC keyway
shows about 3 psi arriving at 22 ms. This arrival might imply that a
small puff of plasma passed through the MAC before occlusion was
complete. A more attractive alternative would relate this very small
pressure arrival with nitrogen from the GSAC doorwells arriving at
this location. A fluid coupled plate also in the GSAC keyway, shows a
250 psi arrival at about 46 ms. This is roughly ground shock arrival
time. Therefore, this indicated pressure is unlikely to be related to
gas flow, but it is consistent with the environment to be expected
from the compression of N? driven by the collapse of the LOS between
the two closures. These two gages had different sensitivities, but
both showed evidence of both signals. Other small signals were seen
beyond the GSAC at, and in one case before, groundshock arrival time.

A gas sample was taken from behind the TAPS about 18 days after
the event. Two analyses of this gas were made by chromatographic
techniques. The results are presented in Table 2.1

Table 2.1 Gas Composition Behind TAPS from Huron Landing

H2

0 2

N2

CH4

CO

62.0

1.5

27.0

0.5

1.0

66.0

8.0

31.5

0.5

1.2

92.0 107.2
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Clearly there is uncertainty in the absolute accuracy of these concen-
tration values and evidence of air contamination. Nevertheless, the
general trend of the data is comparable to that seen in Diablo Hawk
and Mighty Epic, and the phenomenological analysis presented in the
Diablo Hawk Containment Summary Report probably applies. This
suggests that, the general flow and thermochemistry was similar in all
of these events.

3. RADIATION MEASUREMENTS

Containment in the cavity region was not obtained for Huron
Landing. Significant concentrations of radioactive gas leaked into
the tunnel complex behind the overburden plug system, but no radio-
active gases escaped from the complex in an uncontrolled release.

Figure 3.1 shows the locations of the 7 RAMS units which provided
indications of rediaiion arrival. Also shown are the times of arrival
of significant radiation intensity at each station. It is clear that
first arrivals are seen at Test Chambers 3 and 4. RAMS further along
the LOS failed at zero time.

The RAMS records obtained at the test chambers are presented in
Figure 3.2 taken from Reference 2. In each case the actual data
record has been augmented by an expected data trace based on previous
similar observations. The rapidly decaying pulse is related to neutron
activation of aluminum, silicon and copper in and around the test
chambers. Note that separation between the observed and expected
traces is clearly evident by 5 minutes after the event. It is diffi-
cult to determine just when leakage started; it might have occurred
before 5 minutes.

All of the RAMS readings for the first 4 hours after the event
are presented in Figure 3.3, Two units show arrival at 5 minutes, two
at roughly 80 minutes and the rest at 150 to 180 minutes.
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It is difficult to see how radioactive gas entering the complex

from the LOS region could give the indicated arrivals and amplitudes

throughout the rest of the complex. This leads to the presently

unsupported supposition that a second leak path existed, presumably

along the work drift. This would provide the source for radiation

observed at Stations 25 and 26. The early arrival at Station 28 may

be explained by the existence of an unplugged 12 in dia PVC pipe less

than half filled with cables. It runs from the vicinity of Test

Chamber 1 to the vicinity of RAMS 28. Conceivably, gas arrived at TCI

rather quickly and then seeped through the instrumentation pipe to the

vicinity of RAMS 28. Various paths exist through the complex by which

gases could reach the other Stations.

The decision was made to ventilate the tunnel complex at about

28 hours in order to minimize further fogging of photographic film.

As a result, 280 Ci of noble gases were released to the atmosphere.

No radiation was detected off-site. Table 3.1 shows the composition

of the gases released. The decay products of these gases are

predominantly stable gases as indicated in the table.

Calculations have been made at S-CUBED and at LANL to see if the

observed noble gases in the tunnel complex could have come from neutron
235

fission of U in the reverse cone. These calculations did not

consider the hydrodynamic motions which occurred during times of signi-

ficant neutron flux. Such motions may have increased the fission

yield. The preliminary work suggests that a source in addition to the

cone is required to explain the observations.

The observation was made that the gas sampling port plugs on the

closed TAPS door may not have been properly torqued to compress sealing

gaskets pre-shot. This suggests that gaser which leaked into the

tunnels may have escaped into the complex through these ports. One

can speculate that had the plugs been more tightly closed, all or most

of the Huron Landing radiation would have been held behind the TAPS.
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N3
CO

Table 3.1

Radioactive gases vented from the Huron Landing complex.

Isotope

Xe135

Kr85m

Xe133

Xe133m

Kr88

Percent of Total

86

7

3

3

1

Half Life

9.13 h

4.4 h

5.65 d )

2.3 d J

2.8 h

Source and Half Life

6.75 h I1 3 5

40 S Se 8 5 •*• 3 . 0 m Br 8 5

4.1m Sb133*53m Te133m-v2m Te1 3 3^20.9h I 1 3 3

15.5s Br88

O'.cay Product and Half L i fe

2 x 106y Cs135

10.3y Kr 8 5 •* Rb85

Cs133

17.8m Rb 8 8+ Sr88



4. THE REENTRY PROGRAM

An extensive reentry effort is currently underway. Much data

has been obtained. Much more remains to be done. Therefore, the

complete story of Huron Landing cannot yet be told.

4.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

A notable observation was the extensive ground motion damage

which occurred in several places. The damage in the structures area

was greater than expected, and tunnel collapse beyond the end of

stemming in the main drift was more extensive than usual. This led to

a large rupture and repressurization of the LOS pipe.

As mentioned above it was found that the TAPS gas sampling ports

may not have been adequately closed pre-shot. When the TAPS door was

raised, it was observed that the GSAC was closed. The tunnel beyond

the GSAC is one-third to one-half full of rubble. The source of this

material is not yet known. Radioactive swipes taken behind the TAPS

contained Cs and BaLa It did not contain any U or Pu. The
140 140gaseous precursor of the BaLa is Xe . It has a half life of

16 s. This suggests that gases reached the TAPS region at very early

time.

4.2 MINING PROGRAM

An extensive reentry mining effort is underway as indicated in

Figure 4.1. This shows that the reentry tunnel had been driven

parallel to the work drift to the vicinity of structures drift A,"and

two cross cuts had been mined to the vicinity of the MAC and GSAC by

June, 1983.
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A minor radiation concentration was observed in vacuum lines

running along the work drift. There is however no evidence that

radiation leaked from these vacuum lines. Radioactive material was

confined to the LLNL pipe near the end of stemming. Between the

structures drifts A and B a significant block motion was observed.

Closer to the working point the LLNL pipe was clean, and only CO and

H2 were observed in the Sandia pipe.

A careful investigation was made in the MAC reentry drifts as

they crossed the pre-shot-mapped fault between the LOS and work

drifts. No sign of radioactivity was seen on this fault.

Holes were drilled from the MAC reentry drifts into the region

in front of each closure. Efforts to pressurize the region in front

of MAC-2 showed the region to be tight insofar as it was investigated

by these holes. On the other hand, pressure applied behind the GSAC

was immediately seen at the TAPS.

Reentry mining has recently been extended to the WP side of

MAC-2. The keyway is filled with radioactive grout. The average

reading is about 10 mR with a iiot spot up to 140 mR at the metal-

concrete interface. The isotopes observed in this region are shown in

Table 4.1. The superlean grout encountered did not seem tightly

compacted. It could be removed with a loader. When the grout was

removed from the keyway, the MAC doors were not found. Only small

portions remain in the doorwells. No door fragments have yet been

identified.

The mining program is continuing, and the observations will be

reported. The work done so far seems clearly to confirm the LOS

tunnel as the major Huron Landing leakpath, and it suggests that

cavity gas was involved.
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Table 4.1
Radioactive materials observed in the vicinity of MAC-2, Huron Landing

Isotope

Rh106

Sb124

Sb125

Ru103

Cs137

Cs134

Pu239

U

Concentration (/tCi/gm)

7.22 x 10"2

1.78 x 10~2

1.89 x 10"3

1.12 x 10"2

4.53 x 10~3

1.54 x 10~4

1 x 10"6

0

Half L i fe

30 S

60 d

2.73 y

39.7 d

30 y

2.06 y

24,360 y

Source and Half L i fe

1.02 y Ru106

f i ss ion + n capture?

9.4 d Sn125 + f i ss ion

fission

24.2 S I U \ 3 . 9 m Xe137

f ission

Decay Product and
Half Life

pd106

Te124

Te125

57.5mRh1 0 3 m - ,Rh1 0 3

2.57m Ba137m-Ba137

Ba134



5. INTERPRETATION AND SUMMARY

Even though the reentry program is not yet complete, a number of
comments and conclusions can be drawn from information presently
available. Several of these will be presented below.

Huron Landing was not a complete containment success nor was it
a containment failure. Radioactive gases leaked into the tunnel com-
plex behind the overburden plug system in one and perhaps two places.
No significant pressure or temperature threat was developed on the
overburden plug system, and there was no leakage into the rest of the
tunnel complex. Thus there was no uncontrolled radiation leakage from
the Huron Landing event. About a day after the event, the decision
was made to ventilate the complex, and approximately 280 Ci of
predominantly noble gases were released from the ventilation system.
Mo radiation from this release was observed off-site.

It appears that the primary leak path is along the LOS drift,
but it has not yet been demonstrated that this is the only path. One
alternative, in some sense comparable to that which occurred on Door
Mist, would involve a leak path outside of, but near the stemmed
region. In the case of Huron Landing such a path might have involved
the fault-crack system known to exist sub-parallel to the LOS.

The plasma which flowed in the LOS is qualitatively similar to
that observed in a number of recent events. The first pulse moved
somewhat slower and the second pulse somewhat faster than recent
experience. The first pulse pressure attenuated more rapidly than
seen previously. The second pulse pressure attenuation agreed closely
with that observed on Diablo Hawk. Some indication of a muffler-
plasma interaction was seen, but this seemed to be a minor effect. It
is likely that the helix inserted in the LOS between the end of the
reverse cone and the muffler reduced the plasma environment from
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something comparable to Miners Iron to something comparable to Diablo
Hawk. Roughly speaking, this represents a factor of three to four in
pipe wall impulse.

The potential impact of such a reduction of plasma properties
was investigated in a series of calculations of pipe wall expansion in
cylindrical geometry. These calculations were made by imposing measured
pressure-time histories from Miners Iron and Huron Landing to the
inside walls of grout cylinders (see Reference 1). The strength of the
pipe itself was ignored in this exercise.

Figure 5.1 shows the results. It is clear that the calculated
pipe expansion of Miners Iron is significantly more dramatic than that
of Huron Landing. It has been estimated that pipe fracture would
occur after expansion of approximately 30 pet. This suggests that the
Huron Landing pipe was destroyed 26 m from the working point, whereas
failure of Miners Iron pipe occurred out to 46 m. These dimensions
straddle the expected cavity radius.

One leakage scenario which has been postulated suggests that the
Huron Landing pipe was not fractured by the plasma over most of its
length. On the subsequent ground shock driven collapse, the pipe
maintained its axial integrity, and a leak path was developed through
a flute in the collapsed pipe. This may be the correct explanation,
but Huron Landing and Diablo Hawk had comparable pressure histories.
Therefore, the postulated mechanism should also apply to Diablo Hawk.
This suggests Diablo Hawk may have been marginal from the containment
point of view. At the present time insufficient information exists to
prove thai the helix as applied in Huron Landing is related to the
observed radiation leak.

Further reentry work is obviously needed to identify and confirm
the leak path(s). The present plan is to continue the investigation
near MAC-2 and then to mine along the LOS toward the working point.
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In addition, the TAPS will be closed and pressure applied near the
GSAC. Since it is already known that gas can Teak from the GSAC
through the TAPS, this test will investigate the geologic integrity
around the TAPS.

Apparently it is possible and perhaps ironic that if the gas
sampling plugs had been "properly" tightened, the majority of the
radioactive material would have been contained behind the TAPS, and
Huron Landing would have been considered more nearly a containment
success.

Complete data including more LOS pressure records and a revised
interpretation based on the continuing reentry program will be
published in a Containment Summary Report to be prepared after the
reentry work is completed.
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